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ABSTRACT
In the last decade, the Internet emerged undoubtedly as the key component for commercial

and personal communication. The success of the Internet is mainly based on its versatility

and flexibility, allowing for the development of network applications ranging from simple

text based utilities to complex systems for e-commerce and multi-media content. The on-

going expansion of the Internet is the cause of continuous unitlization and traffic behavior

changes. Due to this diversity and the fast changing properties the Internet is a moving

target. At present, the Internet is far from being well understood in its entirety. However,

constantly changing Internet characteristics associated with both time and location make

it imperative for the Internet community to understand the nature and behavior of current

Internet traffic in order to support research and further development.

Through the measurement and analysis of traffic the Internet can be better understood.

This thesis presents a successful Internet measurement project, providing guidelines for

conducting passive network measurements. Recent large-scale backbone traffic data is ana-

lyzed, revealing current deployment of protocol features on packet and flow level, including

statistics about anomalies and misbehavior. A method to classify packet header data on

transport level according to network application is proposed, resulting in a complete traffic

decomposition. A comparison of the signaling behavior of the main traffic classes - Web,

P2P, and malicious traffic - is presented. The results are significant because of the over-all

impact of these traffic classes on Internet traffic behavior. The scale of the measurements

allows to highlight longitudinal trends and changes in network application and protocol

usage. Such findings support pro-active measures such as refinement of network design,

provisioning, accounting and security measures. Finally, the analysis of data taken on vital

Internet backbone links also provides valuable input for simulation models. By presenting a

snapshot of current traffic composition and characteristics, this thesis contributes to a better

understanding of how the Internet functions.

Keywords: Measurement, Passive, Internet Backbone, Packet Header, Traffic Analysis, Classifica-

tion, Connection Behavior, Peer-to-Peer, Malicious Traffic, Header Anomaly
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Part I

INTRODUCTION





1
Thesis objectives

1.1 Motivations for measuring the Internet

Today, the Internet has emerged as the key component for commercial and personal commu-

nication. One contributing factor to the ongoing expansion of the Internet is its versatility

and flexibility. In fact, almost any electronic device can be connected to the Internet now,

ranging from traditional desktop computers, servers or supercomputers to all kinds of wire-

less devices (handhelds, mobile phones, etc.), embedded systems, sensors and even home

equipment (entertainment consoles, major appliances, etc.). Accordingly, the usage of the

Internet changed dramatically since its initial operation in 1969, when it was a research

project connecting a handful of terminals, thereby facilitating a small set of remote opera-

tions. Nowadays (2008), the Internet serves as the data backbone for all kinds of protocols,

making it possible to exchange not only text, but also voice, audio, video and various other

forms of digital media between hundreds of millions of nodes.

Unfortunately, this rapid development has left little time or resources to integrate mea-

surement and analysis possibilities into Internet infrastructure, applications and protocols.

Individual protocols and network infrastructure are usually well understood when tested in

isolated lab environments or in network simulations. However, their behavior when ob-

served while interacting with the vast diversity of applications in the real, hostile Internet

environment is often unclear, especially on a global scale. This lack of understanding is

3



4 CHAPTER 1. THESIS OBJECTIVES

further amplified by the fact that the ’shape’ of the Internet was not planned in advance, it

is the result of an uncontrolled extension process, where heterogeneous networks of inde-

pendent organizations have been connected one by one to the main Internet (consequently

short for INTERconnected computer NETworks). Thus Internet protocols and applications

are not only changing with time, but also within geographical locations. Furthermore, in-

creasing bandwidths and growing numbers of Internet users also lead to increased misuse

and anomalous behavior [1], which needs to be studied in order to develop suitable counter

strategies. Overall, this means that even though the the Internet may be considered to be the

most important modern communication platform, a number of questions concerning how

and why it functions remain unanswered. For example, many network operators can not

answer the fundamental question of which traffic is carried on their networks due to the dis-

guising properties of newly emerged peer to peer (P2P) file sharing applications. In order

to support research and further development of the Internet, it is crucial that the Internet

community understands the nature and detailed behavior of contemporary Internet traffic.

The best way to acquire a better and more detailed understanding of the modern Inter-

net is to measure real Internet traffic, preferably on highly aggregated links. Unfortunately,

measuring Internet traffic is not simple and involves a number of challenging tasks, as dis-

cussed in Chapter 3. However, once the technical, practical and legal complications of

Internet measurement are overcome, the results will assist in the improvement of network

design and provisioning, robustness of protocols and infrastructure, network performance

and accounting. Furthermore, Internet measurements reflecting network behavior as seen

’in the wild’ provide not only much-needed input for refinement of simulation models [2],

they also support further development of value-added services (Quality of Service (QoS),

Voice over IP (VoIP), etc.) and improvement of security and intrusion detection systems.

Ongoing measurements will reveal longitudinal trends and changes in the usage of network

applications and protocols, thus allowing the network research and development community

to remain pro-active.
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1.2 Thesis objectives

As described in Section 4, different Internet measurement projects have been carried out

in the past and some are still active. However, large scale backbone measurements are

rare, therefore a substantial number of relevant research questions are still unanswered. The

Internet is far from being well understood in its entirety, especially since Internet charac-

teristics vary according to time and location - the Internet is a moving target! The MonNet

project, described in Section 5, sets out to provide a better understanding by presenting

current characteristics of Internet traffic based on a large amount of empirical data. The re-

sulting datasets thereby contribute to the current global understanding of the Internet. More

precisely, this thesis has the following objectives:

• Providing guidelines for passive Internet measurement

· Discussing challenges of Internet measurement, resulting in guidelines to passive traf-

fic measurements based on experience and lessons learned (Chapter 3)

· Presenting an example of a successful measurement project on an Internet backbone

(Chapter 5)

• Revealing current characteristics of Internet traffic

· Revealing deployment of protocol specific features on packet level (Papers I and II)

· Presenting behavioral differences of flows with respect to direction and application

(Papers II and IV)

· Providing detailed input for refinement of future Internet simulation models (Papers

I, II, IV)

• Presenting traffic decomposition beyond transport layer

· Proposing a simple and fast transport-level classification method of backbone traffic,

disregarding packet payloads (Paper III)

· Highlighting longitudinal trends and diurnal differences in connection behavior within

classes of Internet applications (Paper IV)

• Highlighting anomalous and inconsistent traffic behavior

· Highlighting incorrect implementations and invalid use of protocols on packet level

to support improvement and optimization of protocols (Papers I and II)

· Studying quantity and behavior of malicious and attack traffic in order to support

design and refinement of necessary security measures (Papers I, II, IV)

· Revealing directional differences in backbone traffic, showing that malicious Internet

traffic is not uniformly distributed (Paper II)
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1.3 Thesis outline

After the discussion explaining the general motivation for conducting Internet measurement

and the specific objectives of this thesis, Part I is continued by providing relevant back-

ground information about Internet measurement. Chapter 2 gives an overview of different

network traffic measurement approaches and methodologies. In Chapter 3, challenges en-

countered while conducting Internet measurements are addressed and discussed. These can

be seen as basic guidelines for future measurement projects. Apart from technical aspects,

the challenges include legal and ethical questions as well as issues about public availability

of network logs and traffic traces. Finally, Chapter 4 gives an overview of some prominent

Internet measurement projects and other relevant work done within the scope of this thesis.

Part II presents the MonNet project. The MonNet project is a project for passive In-

ternet measurement and analysis carried out at the Department of Computer Science and

Engineering at Chalmers University. MonNet, forming the basis for this thesis, is described

in Chapter 5, which includes descriptions of the technical solution for the measurement

nodes performing data collection, the measurement process and different analysis tools de-

veloped within the project. Next, the scientific contributions of the MonNet project are

pointed out by giving short summaries of the papers included. The final chapter provides an

outlook for the future and outlines upcoming opportunities.

Part III provides the main scientific contribution of this thesis, by including four papers

which have either been published or accepted for publication at recognized scientific con-

ferences upon completion of this thesis. The above mentioned thesis objectives (Section

1.2) are covered in one or several of the included papers.



2
Internet measurement methodologies

The most common way to classify traffic measurement methods is to distinguish between

active and passive approaches. Active measurement involves injection of traffic into the

network in order to probe certain network devices (e.g. PING) or to measure network prop-

erties such as round-trip-times (RTT) (e.g. traceroute). Pure observation of network traffic,

referred to as passive measurement, is non-intrusive and does not change the existing traffic.

Network traffic is tapped at a specific location and can then be recorded and processed at

different levels of granularity, from complete packet-level traces to statistical figures. Even

though active measurement offers some possibilities that passive approaches can not pro-

vide, in this theses only passive measurement is considered, since it is best suitable for

analysis of Internet backbone traffic properties.

Passive traffic measurement methods can be further divided into software-based and

hardware-based approaches. Software-based tools modify operating systems and device

drivers on network hosts in order to obtain copies of network packets (e.g. BSD packet

filter [3]). While this approach is inexpensive and offers good adaptability, its possibilities

to measure traffic on high speed networks are limited. In contrast, hardware-based methods

are designed specifically for collection and processing of network traffic on high speed links

such as an Internet backbone. Special traffic acquisition hardware is used to collect traffic

directly on the physical links (e.g. by using optical splitters) or on network interfaces (e.g.

mirrored router ports). Since highly specialized, such equipment is rather expensive and

7



8 CHAPTER 2. INTERNET MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGIES

offers limited versatility. The measurements described in this thesis are performed by the

use of optical splitters feeding Endace DAG cards [4], currently the most common capture

cards for high-speed network measurements on the market.

Once network data is collected, it needs to be processed to fulfill its particular purpose,

such as analysis of certain properties. Traffic processing can be done online, offline or in a

combination of both approaches. Online processing refers to immediate processing of net-

work data in ’real time’, which is essential for applications such as traffic filters or intrusion

detection systems. Sometimes only parts of the data processing is done online, as typically

done when collecting condensed traffic statistics or flow-level summaries. Offline process-

ing on the other hand is performed on network data after it is stored on a data medium.

Offline processing is not time critical and offers the possibility to correlate network traffic

collected at different times or different locations. Furthermore, stored network data can be

re-analyzed with different perspectives over and over again. These advantages make offline

processing the obvious choice for complex and time consuming Internet analysis, as the

type of analysis carried out in this thesis.

Internet measurement can furthermore operate on different protocol layers, following

the Internet reference model [5]. While link-layer protocols dictate the technology used for

the data collection (e.g. SONET/HDLC, Ethernet), the most studied protocol is naturally the

Internet Protocol (IP), located on the network layer. The Internet measurement community

commonly also shows great interest in analysis of transport layer protocols, esp. TCP and

UDP. Some Internet measurement projects even have the possibilities to study all layers,

including application layer protocols. In this thesis, we will mainly consider network and

transport layer protocols.

Data gathered on different protocol layers can present different levels of granularity.

The most coarse granularity is provided by cumulated traffic summaries and statistics, such

as packet counts or data volumes, as typically provided by SNMP [6]. Another common

practice is to condense network data into network flows. A flow can be described as a

sequence of packets exchanged between common endpoints, defined by certain fields within

network and transport headers. Instead of recording each individual packet, flow records

are stored, containing relevant information about the specific flow. Such flow records can

be unidirectional, as in the case of NetFlow [7], or bidirectional, as used in Papers II-IV

included into this thesis. The most fine grained level of granularity is provided by packet-

level traces. Packet-level traces can include all information of each packet observed on a

specific host or link. While such complete packet-level traces offer a maximum of analysis

possibilities, they come along with a number of technical and legal issues, as discussed

in Chapter 3. Therefore, it is common practice to reduce the stored information to packet
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headers up to a certain protocol level, e.g. including network and transport protocol only,

as done for the traces described in this thesis. Such packet header traces are an efficient

way to reduce processing and storage costs, while at the same time addressing legal and

privacy concerns. These advantages come, however, with the drawback of reduced analysis

possibilities for Internet applications.

Finally, packet-level network traces can be stored in different trace formats. Unfortu-

nately, there is no standardized trace format, so developers of trace collection tools histori-

cally defined their own trace formats. The most popular trace format, especially common for

traces from local area networks (LAN), is the PCAP format, the format of the BSD Packet

Filter and TCPdump. For traces of wide area networks (WAN), an often used format was

defined by Endace, the Endace record format (ERF), formerly also known as DAG format.

The traces analyzed in this thesis have been recorded in ERF format. Other trace formats

seen in the Internet measurement community include CAIDA’s CORALReef [8] format

CRL or NLANR’s formats FR, FR+ and TSH. This diverseness in trace formats introduces

some problems, since public available analysis tools usually do not recognize all of these

formats, making conversion of traces from one format to another necessary. Even tools for

direct conversion often do not exist, so it might be necessary to convert traces into PCAP

format first, which can be seen as the de-facto standard. Thus almost all conversion tools are

able to convert their own format to or from PCAP format. Conversion however is usually

not without costs. Different timestamp conventions within the trace formats often lead to

loss of timestamp precision, which should be considered when performing timing sensitive

operations, such as merging of trace files, or calculation of packet delays or inter-arrival

times.
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3
Challenges when measuring Internet traffic

In this chapter, some major challenges are addressed, which will eventually appear when

planning to conduct measurements on high-speed network connections, such as Internet

backbone links. Thus, the chapter can be regarded as basic guidelines for passive Internet

measurement projects. The challenges are discussed in order of their chronological appear-

ance: First, a number of legal and ethical issues have to be sorted out with legislators and

network operators, before authorization to traffic collection is granted (Sections 3.1 and

3.2). Second, operational difficulties need to be solved (Section 3.3). These include ac-

cess privileges to the network operator’s premises and permission to perform installation

and maintenance of measurement equipment. Such operational issues are especially cum-

bersome in cases where measurements are carried out on external network infrastructures.

Once these legal and operational obstacles are overcome, a third challenge is given by vari-

ous technical difficulties when actually measuring high-speed links (Section 3.4). Technical

challenges range from handling the vast amounts of network data to timing and synchro-

nization issues. Finally, different considerations regarding public availability of network

data are discussed, which should eventually be taken into account once data is successfully

collected (Section 3.5).

11
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3.1 Legal background

In this section the legal background of Internet measurement is presented, which is some-

what in contrast to actual political developments and common academic practice. Current

laws and regulations on electronic communication rarely explicitly consider or mention the

recording or measurement of traffic for research purposes, which leaves scientific Internet

measurement in some kind of legal limbo. In the following paragraphs the existing regula-

tions for the EU and the US are briefly outlined in order to illustrate the legal complications

network research is struggling with. While regulations are still strong for protection of user

privacy, recent terrorist attacks lead to amendments to both European and US directives and

laws. Data retention and network forensics are increasingly gaining legal importance at the

expense of user privacy, which is likely to result in further changes of laws in the near future.

3.1.1 European Union (EU) directives

Privacy and protection of personal data in electronic communication in EU countries are

regulated by the Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of personal data [9] of 1995 and

the Directive 2002/58/EC on Privacy and Electronic Communications [10] of 2002, which

complements Directive 95/46/EC. Data retention regulations have recently been further

amended with the Directive 2006/24/EC on the retention of data generated or processed

in electronic communication [11].

The Data protection directive (Directive 95/46/EC) defines personal data in Article 2a

as "any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (data subject)".

Besides names, addresses or credit card numbers, this definition thereby also includes email

and IP addresses. Furthermore, data is defined as personal as soon as someone can poten-

tially link the information to a person, where this someone not necessarily needs to be the

one possessing the data. Processing of personal data is then defined in Article 2b as "any

operation or set of operations which is performed upon personal data, whether or not by

automatic means, such as ... collection, recording, ...storage, ...", which means that Internet

traffic measurement clearly falls into the scope of this directive. Summarized, Directive

95/46/EC defines conditions under which the processing of personal data is lawful. Data

processing is e.g. legitimate with consent of the user, for a task of public interest or for

compliance with legal obligations (Article 7). Further conditions include the users (or ’data

subjects’) right for transparency of the data processing activities (Articles 10 and 11), the

users right of access to own personal data (Article 12) and principles relating to data quality

(Article 6). The latter describes that data is only allowed to be processed for specified, ex-

plicit and legitimate purposes. However, further processing or storage of personal data for
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historical, statistical or scientific purposes is not incompatible with this conditions, as long

as appropriate safeguards for this data are provided by individual member states.

The e-privacy directive (Directive 2002/58/EC) is complementary to the data protection

directive of 1995, targeting matters which have not been covered earlier. The main subject of

this directive is "the protection of privacy in the electronic communication sector", which

was required to be updated in order to react on requirements of the fast changing digital

age. In contrast to the data protection directive, the E-privacy directive is not only applied

to natural but also to legal persons. Besides dealing with issues like treatment of spam or

cookies, this directive also includes regulations concerning confidentiality of information

and treatment of traffic data. Some of the regulations are especially relevant for Internet

measurement. Specifically, Article 5 states that "listening, tapping, storage or other kinds

of interception or surveillance of communications and the related traffic data by persons

other than users" are prohibited, with the exception of given consent by the user or the

necessity of measures in order "to safeguard national security, defence, public security,

and the prevention, investigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offenses" (Article

15(1)). Furthermore, Article 6(1) obliges service providers to erase or anonymize traffic data

when no longer needed for transmission or other technical purposes (e.g. billing, provision,

etc.), again with the only exception of national security issues (Article 15(1)).

The data retention directive (Directive 2006/24/EC) was among others a reaction on

recent terrorist attacks (i.e. July 2005 in London), requiring communication providers to

retain connection data for a period of between 6 months and 2 years "for the purpose of the

investigation, detection and prosecution of serious crime" (Article 1). When this directive

was released in March 2006, only 3 EU countries had legal data retention in force. On

the other hand, 26 countries declared to postpone application of this directive regarding

Internet access, Internet telephony and Internet email, which is possible until 14 March

2009 according to Article 15(3).

For current measurement projects in EU countries these directives basically say that In-

ternet traffic measurement for scientific purposes requires user consent, since such projects

are not subject of national security. User content could e.g. be obtained by adding a suitable

passage to the ’Terms of Service’ signed by network users. Additionally, any individual

member state has the possibility to permit Internet measurement for scientific purposes if

appropriate safeguards are provided. With the introduction of the data retention directive,

providers are legally required to store connection data. However, in order to be able to actu-

ally execute this directive, a number of technical challenges need to be solved first (Section

3.4). Experiences and lessons learned from scientific Internet measurement projects are

therefore vital and further underline the relevance of Internet measurement.
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3.1.2 United States (US) laws

This overview of US privacy laws will follow a recent article by Sicker et al. [12], thereby

focusing on federal laws of the US only (as opposed to state laws), especially since they

are probably best comparable to the overarching EU directives. There are two relevant sets

of federal US laws applying to Internet measurement: one for real-time monitoring, and

another one for access to stored data.

When monitoring network traffic in real-time, US laws distinguish between monitor-

ing of user content and non-content such as header data. Real-time content monitoring is

regulated by the Wiretap Act (18 U.S.C. §2511 [13]), basically stating that interception of

communications is prohibited. There are, however, some exceptions to this basic rule, in-

cluding user consent of at least one party to the communication as well as the providers right

to protect his network and to help tracking culprits. Real-time monitoring of non-content

(i.e. header data) was unregulated in the US until 2001, when the 9/11 attacks lead to the

USA PATRIOT Act. This law amended the Pen Register and Trap and Trace Act (18 U.S.C.

§3127 [14]) in order to apply it to recording or capturing of "dialing, routing, addressing,

or signaling information" in context of electronic communications, which clearly includes

non-content such as packet headers and IP address information. Consequently, also record-

ing of packet header traces is prohibited in the US since 2001. Again, user consent and

provider monitoring are exceptions stated in the act.

Access to stored network data, i.e. sharing of data traces, is in US federal laws reg-

ulated by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (18 U.S.C. §2701-§2703 [15–17]).

Basically, it is prohibited for network providers to give away stored records of network

activity, regardless wether or not they include user content. Besides the exception of user

consent there are two further exceptions to this basic rule. First, this rule does not apply to

non-public providers, which means that data collected at private companies or organizations

can be shared with other organizations or researchers. Second, non-content records (such

as header traces) can be shared with anyone, with exception of the government. This in

turn leaves some uncertainty about the definition of ’government entities’, since scientific

projects and researchers might be funded or co-sponsored by governmental money.

3.1.3 Scientific practice

For researchers it is not always obvious which regulations are in force. The borders between

private and public networks as well as the difference between signaling or header data and

user content is sometimes blurred and fuzzy, which makes it difficult to relate to the correct

piece of law, especially for juristic amateurs such as typical network scientists. Common

privacy protection measures have been surveyed on datasets used in 57 recent Internet mea-
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surement related articles in [12], showing that a majority of network traces was collected

on public networks and stored as packet headers only. Discussions about trace anonymiza-

tion or the difference between content and non-content was brought up in very few articles,

probably due to page restrictions. However, it can be assumed that most researchers are

aware of their responsibility towards the users and are anxious about privacy concerns, as

described in Section 3.2.

As pointed out by Sicker et al. [12], often there is a "disconnect between the law and

current academic practice". Since laws are not likely to be changed in favor of scien-

tific Internet measurement anytime soon, a first important step towards de-criminalization

of Internet measurement could be a community-wide consensus about privacy-protecting

strategies formulated in a public document (e.g. a RFC), as suggested by Sicker et al [12].

Furthermore, the authors present some basic strategies for protecting user privacy, ranging

from the often impossible task of getting user consent (e.g. signed ’Terms of Service’) to

traditional de-sensitization techniques such as anonymization and data reduction (see Sec-

tions 3.2 and 3.4.1). The network researcher’s motto should first of all be: Do no Harm!.

Even though researchers might sometimes unavoidably operate in legal grey zones, it is

likely that no legal prosecution will be started as long as careful measures to avoid privacy

violations following ’common sense’ have been taken and no harm has been done.

3.2 Ethical and moral considerations

Besides potential conflicts with legal regulations and directives, Internet measurement activ-

ities raise also moral and ethical questions when it comes to privacy and security concerns

of individual users or organizations using the networks measured. These considerations

include discussions about what to store, how long to store and in which ways to modify

stored data. The goal is to fulfill privacy and security requirements of individuals and orga-

nizations, while still keeping scientific relevant information intact. Since network data can

potentially compromise user privacy or reveal confidential network structures or activities

of organizations, operators usually give permission to perform Internet measurement with

at least one of the following restrictions:

1) to keep raw measurement data secret

2) to de-sensitize the data, which can be done by one or both of the following ways:

2a) to remove packet payload data in packet-level traces

2b) to anonymize packet traces and flow data
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De-sensitization refers to the process of removing sensitive information to ensure pri-

vacy and confidentiality. An example where un-desensitized measurement data is required

would be network forensics conducted by governmental authorities. In this case data is

kept secret, i.e. it is accessed by a limited number of trusted persons only. Within re-

search projects however it is common that de-sensitization is required. Anonymization in

this context refers to the process of removing or disguising information which reveals the

real identity of communication entities. Some information, such as IP addresses, can even

be used to pinpoint individual users. This privacy threat makes IP address anonymization a

common requirement even for measurements which are kept internal only, inside a network

operators organization.

The above stated de-sensitization actions, payload removal and anonymization, seem

to be good policies which satisfy both data providers (operators) and researchers or devel-

opers, analyzing the data. There are however a number of detailed questions, which are

not necessarily included into often imprecise and broadly stated policies. Some important

considerations are discussed below.

3.2.1 What to keep?

Even if it is decided to store packet header traces only, it is not always explicitly stated where

user payload really starts. A common way to interpret ’packet headers’ is to keep TCP/IP

headers only, stripping off data after transport headers. While this is a good way to make

sure that sensitive payload information is removed, it limits analysis possibilities, especially

when research on application level is intended. One could argue that application headers

are technically not user payload, and therefore could be kept as well. This is of course

problematic in some case (e.g. SMTP headers), since a lot of sensitive information can be

found there. Other application headers, such as HTTP or HTTPS, violate no obvious privacy

issues, assuming that IP address anonymization is done for all layers of packet headers.

Furthermore, application headers introduce practical problems, since the number of network

applications is indefinite and not all applications use well defined headers. A solution is to

store the first N bytes of the payload following transport protocols. Saving the initial bytes

of packet payloads is sufficient for classifying traffic using signature matching (shown e.g

by Karagiannis et al. [18]) and offers a number of additional research possibilities, such as

surveying frequency and type of packet encryption methods. Even if packets with privacy-

sensitive application data (e.g. SMTP) would be treated differently and stored without any

payload beyond transport layer, there is still a large degree of uncertainty left of how much

sensitive information is included into unknown or undefined application payloads. This

remaining uncertainty might be tolerable if traces are only accessed by a limited number of
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trusted researches, but is unsuitable for traces indented to become publicly available.

Even if the boundary between packet header and packet payload is clearly defined (e.g.

payload starts beyond transport layer), the researcher needs to decide how to treat unusual

frames, not defined within most available trace processing tools, such as CLNS routing

updates (Connectionless Network Protocol), CDP messages (Cisco Discovery Protocol) or

unknown or malformed transport headers. Such packets could be a) truncated by default

after a specified number of bytes; b) dropped entirely, which should be at least recorded

in meta-data describing the specific trace; c) kept un-truncated, which might bear security

and privacy risks. Even if routing information is not revealing privacy sensitive data about

individual users, it reveals important information about network layout and topology, which

in turn can be important input to de-anonymization attacks.

Finally, privacy of datasets can be improved by removing network data from hosts with

unique, easy distinguishable behavior, as suggested by Coull et al. in [19]. Such hosts

can include DNS servers, popular HTTP or SMTP servers or scanning hosts. Obviously,

this approach leaves a biased view of network traffic, which might be unsuitable for certain

research purposes. It is therefore crucial that removing or special treatment of packets from

specially exposed hosts is well documented and commented in the descriptions or the meta-

data of the respective network traces.

3.2.2 How to anonymize?

If anonymization of network traces is required, it still needs to be decided which header

fields to anonymize and how. Generally, it should be noted that "anonymization of packet

traces is about managing risk", as pointed out by Pang et. al [20]. In some situations, it

might be sufficient to anonymize IP addresses only. Datasets from smaller, local networks

might be more sensitive than data from highly aggregated backbone links when it comes to

attacks trying to infer confidential information such as network topologies or identification

of single hosts. Coull et al. [19] also showed that hardware addresses in link layer headers

can reveal confident information, which is a problem for Ethernet-based measurements,

but not for Internet measurement on backbone links. Furthermore, the age of the datasets

being published plays an important role, since the Internet has a very short-lived nature,

and network architectures and IP addresses change frequently and are hard to trace back.

Generally, anonymization is an important measure to face privacy concerns of users, even

though it needs to be noted that all proposed anonymization methods have been shown to

be breakable to a certain degree, given an attacker with sufficient know-how, creativity and

persistency [19, 21–23]. This was stated nicely by Allman and Paxson in [24], when saying

that publisher of network traces "are releasing more information than they think"!
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Currently, the most common practice is to anonymize IP address information only,

which is often sufficient for internal use (i.e. only results, but not the datasets will be pub-

lished). As discussed above, in some situations when traces are planned to be published, a

more complete method is required, offering the possibility to modify each header field with

individual methods. Such a framework is publicly available and described by Pang et al.

in [20]. However, how different fields are modified has to be decided by the researcher or

agreed upon in anonymization policies. In the following paragraphs, we will discuss some

common methods of how to anonymize the most sensitive information in packet headers,

namely IP addresses.

Anonymization methods

IP address anonymization can be defined as irreversible mapping between the real and the

anonymized IP addresses. The most simple method is to substitute all IP addresses with

one constant, which collapses the entire IP address space to one single constant with no

information content. A refined version of this method is to keep the first N bits of addresses

unmodified, and replace the remaining bits with a constant (e.g. set them to zero). An-

other rather simple method is random permutation, which creates a one-to-one mapping

between real and anonymized addresses. This method is only irreversible given a proper

secrecy concerning the permutation table. Furthermore the subnet information implicitly

included into the real addresses is lost. This general idea is very similar to a method called

pseudonymization, where each IP address is mapped to a pseudonym, which might or might

not have the form of a valid IP address. It is only important that a one-to-one mapping is

provided. A special variation of pseudonymization has the property of preserving prefix

information, and is therefore referred to as prefix-preserving anonymization.

A prefix-preserving anonymization scheme needs to be impossible, or at least very dif-

ficult, to reverse while maintaining network and subnet information, which is crucial for a

many different types of analysis. The first popular prefix-preserving anonymization tech-

nique was used in TCPdpriv, developed by Minshall in 1996 [25]. The prefix preserving

anonymization function of TCPdpriv (the ’-A50’ option) applies a table-driven translation

based on pairs of real and anonymized IP addresses. When new translations are required,

existing pairs are searched for the longest prefix match. The first k bits matching the already

translated prefix are then reused, and the remaining 32 − k bits are replaced with a pseudo-

random number and the address is added to the table. The drawback of this approach is that

the translations are inconsistent when used on different traces, since translation depends on

the order of appearance of the IP addresses. This problem can be solved if translation tables

are stored and reused. The approach however still leaves the problem that traces cannot
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be anonymized in parallel, which is desired practice when dealing with large volumes of

Internet data.

This drawback was fixed by a Cryptography-based Prefix-preserving Anonymization

method, Crypto-PAn), described by Xu et al. in 2002 [21]. Crypto-PAn offers the same

prefix-preserving features as TCPdpriv, with the additional advantage of allowing distributed

and parallel anonymization of traces. Instead of a table-driven approach, Crypto-PAn es-

tablishes a deterministic one-to-one mapping by use of a key and a symmetric block cipher

(e.g. Rijndael). This anonymization key is the only information which needs to be copied

when consistent anonymization is done in parallel. Crypto-Pan is nowadays probably the

most widely used anoymization method, and has since been modified and improved in order

to suit specific requirements [26, 27].

Quality of anonymization

Recently, different successful attacks on IP address anonymized traces have been presented

[19, 22, 23, 28]. Therefore Pang et. al [20] argue that anonymizing IP addresses alone might

not be enough to preserve privacy. Consequently, a framework which allows anonymization

of each header field according to an anonymization policy was presented. They also propose

a novel approach to IP address anonymization. External address are anonymized using the

widely used Crypto-PAn, while internal addresses are mapped to unused prefixes by the

external mapping. Note, however, that this scheme is not preserving prefix relationships

between internal and external addresses, but is on the other hand less vulnerable to certain

types of attacks, as noted by Coull et al. [19].

Since Crypto-PAn is widely used today and sets an de-facto standard for trace anonymiza-

tion, proper handling of the anonymization key is another issue that needs to be taken care

of by researchers. The key is crucial, because with knowledge of the key is it straight-

forward to re-translate anonymized addresses bit by bit, which opens for a complete de-

anonymization of the trace. The most safe solution is to generate a new key for each trace

anonymization procedure, which is destroyed immediately after the anonymization process.

Obviously, this approach would not provide consistency between different anonymized

traces, which is one of the main features of Crypto-PAn. It is therefore common prac-

tice to re-use a single key across traces taken on different times or locations. In such setups,

access to this key needs to be highly restricted, and clear policies for scenarios involving

duplication of the key (e.g. for parallel anonymization purposes) are required. On the other

hand, as long as further traces are planned to be anonymized in a consistent manner, de-

struction or loss of the key would also be unfavorable, which can be solved by a suitable,

secure backup solution.
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3.2.3 How long to store?

After discussing different considerations regards payload removal and anonymization, it

is still an open question on when these operations should be performed. If a policy or an

agreement with the network operator states that network data is only allow to be stored if it is

payload-stripped and anonymized, does this mean that unprocessed traces are not allowed to

be recorded on mass storage devices at all? If so, is there sufficient computational power to

process potentially huge amounts of Internet traffic in ’real time’? And if temporary storage

of raw-traces is necessary for processing purposes, how long does ’temporary’ really mean?

Does the processing (payload removal and anonymization) need to be started immediately

after finishing the collection? And how to proceed in case of processing errors, which might

require manual inspection and treatment? When is it safe to finally delete unprocessed raw-

traces? Such detailed questions are not always answered by existing policies, so it is often

up to the researchers to make adequate, rational choices in order to minimize the risks of

violating privacy and confidentiality concerns of users and organizations.

3.2.4 Access and security

As discussed above, network data can contain a number of sensitive and confidential data.

Even if datasets are planned to be made public, sensitive information needs to be removed

first, which might require intermediate steps involving storage of unprocessed raw data.

Thus it is crucial to prevent unauthorized access to trace data. In case where traces are re-

garded as very sensitive, it might even be necessary to encrypt the archived network data. If

data needs to be copied, there could be clear hand-over policies, which help to keep track of

the distribution of datasets. Additionally, the monitoring equipment and measurement nodes

need to be secured carefully, since access to functional measurement nodes is probably an

even better source to attackers than already collected traces. For measurement equipment

and data the same security measures as for all sensitive data centers should be applied. Be-

sides restricting physical access to facilities housing measurement equipment and storage,

also network access needs to be strictly regulated and monitored. Typically, SSH access

for a limited number of specified hosts inside an organization’s LAN should be enough to

remotely maintain and operate measurement hosts. Finally, especially in case of discontinu-

ous measurement campaigns, measurement times should be kept secret to minimize the risk

of de-anonymization attacks involving hostile activities during the measurement interval.
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3.3 Operational difficulties

Data centers and similar facilities housing networking equipment are usually well secured

and access rights are not granted easily, which is especially true for external, non-operational

staff, such as researchers. Often it is required that authorized personal is present when

access to certain premises is necessary. This dependency on authorized personal makes

planning and coordination difficult and reduces flexibility and time-efficiency. Flexibility

constraints are further exaggerated by the geographic location of some premises, which

are not necessarily situated in close proximity to the researchers institute. Moreover, some

significant maintenance tasks, such as installation of optical splitters, require interruption

of services, which is highly undesired by network operators and further restricts planning

flexibilities of Internet measurement projects.

The above indicated operational difficulties suggest the need of careful planning of mea-

surement activities. Planning should include suitable risk management, such as slack time

and hardware redundancy where ever possible. Generally, the sparse on-site time should be

utilized with care in order to disturb normal operations as little as possible. A good way

of doing so is to apply hardware with remote management features, providing maximum

control of operating system and hardware of the installed measurement equipment. Such

remote management capabilities should include possibilities to hard-reboot machines and

access to the system console, independent from operating system status.

A final challenge in planning Internet measurements is the short-lived nature of network

infrastructure, which might influence ongoing measurement projects depending on their

specific measurement locations. Generally, measurements are carried out in a fast chang-

ing environment, including frequent modifications in network infrastructure and equipment

but also changes in network topologies and layouts. This changeful nature of network in-

frastructure is especially cumbersome for measurements projects intended to conduct lon-

gitudinal measurements. Some changes in network infrastructure might not only require

modifications or replacement of measurement equipment, but also hamper unbiased com-

parison of historical data with contemporary measurement data.

3.4 Technical aspects

Measurement and analysis of Internet traffic is not only challenging in terms of legal and

operational issues, it is above all a technical challenge. Sometimes, clever engineering is

required to overcome different technical difficulties. In the following subsections we will

therefore provide discussions about important technical aspects regarding Internet measure-

ment, including strategies to cope with the tremendous data amounts and some considera-
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tions of how to get confidence in the measured data. Finally, we will discuss the important

challenge of timing and synchronization, which is an important issue in network measure-

ment, especially when time sensitive correlation of different traffic traces is required.

3.4.1 Data amount

The amount of data carried on modern Internet backbone links is not trivial to record. This

will continue to be a challenge in the foreseeable future, since backbone link bandwidths in-

crease in at least the same pace as processing and storage capacities, with 10 Gbit/s links es-

tablished as state-of-the-art, 40Gbit/s links already operational and 100Gbit/s links planned

to be introduced until 2010. This development will emphasize some bottlenecks in mea-

surement nodes which emerge during a measurement process, such as I/O bus bandwidth,

memory capacity or disk storage speed. If high-capacity backbone links operate in full line

rate, contemporary I/O bus capacities (e.g 8 Gbit/s theoretical throughput for PCI-X) are

not sufficient to store complete packet header traces. This insufficiency is even more severe

when the data needs to pass the bus twice, once to the main memory and another time to

secondary storage. But even if the I/O bus bottleneck could be overcome, speed of storage

array systems would not suffice. Modern storage array network (SAN) solutions offer in the

best case 10Gbit/s rates. Available SCSI disks provide nominal throughput rates of around 5

Gbit/s (e.g. Ultra-640 SCSI), which can be scaled up by deployment of RAID-0 disk arrays.

These throughput rates could potentially cope with complete packet level traces of 10 Gbit/s

links, but cannot keep the pace of higher link rates. If the measurement host’s main memory

is used to buffer traffic before writing it to disk (e.g. to handle bursts in link utilization), it

needs to be considered that memory access speeds do not develop in the same pace as link

capacities. Only the sheer data amounts of several GByte/s are not easy to handle and fill

up memory buffers quickly. All these considerations did still not take the required storage

capacity into account. Longitudinal measurement campaigns, recording several Gigabytes

of network data per second, are a non-trivial task and will eventually be limited by storage

capacities.

The above provided discussion clearly highlights that measurement of complete packet

level traces is not scalable, and strictly limited by hardware performance. Fortunately, back-

bone links are typically over-provisioned, and average throughput is far from line-speed.

Even though this fact alleviates some technical problems (e.g. storage capacity), measure-

ment nodes still need to be able to absorb temporary traffic bursts. If such traffic amounts

cannot be handled, random and uncontrolled packets would be discarded, resulting in un-

complete, biased datasets, which is highly undesirable with respect to the accuracy of sci-

entific results. Obviously, measurement of complete packet level traces is technically not
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always feasible. In the following paragraphs we will therefore present some approaches

aiming to reduce data amounts by still preserving relevant information. Afterwards, we will

provide some considerations of how to archive large network datasets.

Traffic data reduction techniques

If network data is collected with a specific, well defined purpose, traffic filtering is a valid

solution to reduce data amounts. Traffic can be filtered according to hosts (IP addresses)

or port numbers, which is probably the most common way to filter traffic. But also other

arbitrary header fields or even payload signatures can be used as filter criteria. This was

already successfully demonstrated by a very early study about Internet traffic characteristics,

carried out by Paxson [29]. In this work, only TCP packets with SYN, FIN or RST packets

were considered for analysis. Filtering only packets with specified properties can be done

in software (e.g. BSD packet filter [3]), which is again limited by processing capabilities, or

in hardware, which can provide traffic classification and filtering according to a set of rules

up to 10 Gbit/s line speeds (e.g. Endace DAG cards [4]).

Another method to reduce data amounts of packet level traces is packet sampling. Packet

sampling can be done systematic, in static intervals (record every Nth packet only) or in

random intervals, like proposed by sFlow [30]. Alternatively, also more sophisticated packet

sampling approaches have been proposed, such as adaptive packet sampling [31]. A good

overview of sampling and filtering techniques for IP packet selections can be found in a

recent Internet draft by Zsebz et al. [32].

As discussed in Section 2, a common way to reduce data while still keeping relevant

information is to summarize sequences of packets into flows or sessions. The advantage

is, that classification of individual packets into flows can be done online, even for high-

speed networks due to optimized hardware support of modern measurement equipment.

This means that the measurement hosts only need to process and store reduced information

in form of flow records, which is no burden even for off-the-shelf servers. Flow records

can also be provided by network infrastructure itself, which explains why the most common

flow record format IPFIX (derived from NetFlow) [33] was originally developed by Cisco.

Even though usage of flow records is already reducing data amounts, various sampling tech-

niques have been proposed for flow collection as well. Flow sampling approaches include

random flow sampling (e.g. NetFlow), sample and hold [34] and other advanced sampling

techniques, such as proposed in [31, 35, 36].

Finally, a common tradeoff between completeness of packet-level traces and hardware

limitations is to truncate recorded packets after a fixed number of bytes. Depending on

the chosen byte number, this approach is either not guaranteeing preservation of complete
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header information or includes potentially privacy sensitive packet payloads. To address

this dilemma, it is common practice to truncate packets in an adaptive fashion, i.e. to record

packet headers only. As discussed in Section 3.2.1, stripping of payload data has also the

advantage of addressing privacy concerns. The processing of packets, i.e. the decision of

what to keep and where to truncate, can in the best case be done online, especially if hard-

ware support is given. Alternatively, packets are truncated after a specified packet length of

N bytes, and removal of payload parts is done during an offline processing of the traces.

Archiving of network data

Since measuring Internet traffic is a laborious and expensive task, measurement projects

typically want to archive not only their analysis results, but also the raw data, such as packet

level traces or flow data. Archiving raw data is furthermore important to keep scientific

results reproduceable, to allow comparisons between historical and current data, to make

additional analysis regarding different aspects possible, and finally to share datasets with

the research community, as discussed in Section 3.5.

Archiving of network traces is not always a trivial task, especially for longitudinal,

continuous measurement activities. Description of different archiving solutions is not within

the scope of this thesis, but it should be mentioned that such solutions, automatic, semi-

automatic or manual, need to be carefully engineered, including risk management such as

error handling and redundancy. Data redundancy can be provide by suitable RAID solutions

or even by periodic backups on tertiary storage such as tape libraries. To further reduce data

amounts, compression of traffic traces and flow data for archiving purposes is common

practice. Standard compression methods (e.g. Zip) reduce data amounts to 50%, which can

be further optimized to 38% as shown in [37]. When network data is archived, it is also

crucial to attach descriptive meta-data to datasets, as argued by Paxson, Pang et al. and

Cleary et al. [20, 38, 39]. Meta-data should include at least descriptions of the measurement

and processing routines, along with relevant background information about the nature of the

stored data, such as network topology, customer breakdown, known network characteristics

or uncommon events during the measurement process. In order to avoid confusion, Pang et

al. [20] recommend to associate meta-data to datasets by adding a checksum digest of the

trace to the meta-data file.
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3.4.2 Trace sanitization

We define trace sanitization as the process of checking and ensuring that Internet data traces

are free from logical inconsistencies and are suitable for further analysis. Hence, the goal of

trace sanitization is to build confidence in the data collection and preprocessing routines. It

is important to take various error sources into account, such as measurement hardware, bugs

in processing software and malformed or invalid packet headers, which need to be handled

properly by processing and analysis software. Consistency checks can include checksum

verification on different protocol levels, analysis of log files of relevant measurement hard-

and software or ensuring timestamps consistency. Furthermore, an early basic analysis of

traces can reveal unanticipated errors, which might require manual inspection. Statistical

properties or traffic decompositions which highly deviate from ’normally’ observed behav-

ior very often reveal measurement errors (such as garbled packets) or incorrect interpre-

tation of special packets (such as uncommon or malformed protocol headers). Obviously,

the results of the trace sanitization process including a documentation of the sanitization

procedure should be included into the meta-data of the dataset. An exemplary sanitization

procedure is described in this thesis (Section 5.3.2). Another example of an automated san-

itization process is provided by Fraleigh et al. in [40], and a more general discussion about

sanitization can be found in Paxsons guidelines for Internet measurement [38].

3.4.3 Timing issues

Internet measurement has an increasing need for precise and accurate timing, considering

that 64 byte sized packets (e.g. minimum length Ethernet frame) traveling back to back on

10Gbit/s links arrive with as little as 51 nanoseconds (ns) time difference. For each packet

a timestamp is attached when recorded, which forms the basic information resource for

analysis of time related properties such as throughput, packet-inter-arrival times or delay

measurements. Before discussing different timing and synchronization issues involved into

Internet measurement, it is important to define a common terminology about clock charac-

teristics. Next, an overview of timestamp formats will be given, including the important

question of when timestamps should be generated during the measurement process. After

presenting common types of clocks used in Internet measurement, this subsection is finished

by giving a discussion of how accurate timing and clock synchronization can be provided.

Time and clock terminology

First of all it is important to distinguish between a clock’s reported time and the true time as

defined by national standards, based on the coordinated universal time (UTC). UTC is de-

rived from the average of more than 250 Cesium-clocks situated around the world. A perfect
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clock would report true time, according to UTC at any given moment, thereby providing a

constant rate. The clock terminology definitions provided below follow Mills’ network time

protocol (NTP) version 3 standard [41] and the definitions given by Paxson in [42].

• A clock’s resolution, called precision in the NTP specification, is defined by the small-

est unit a clock time can be updated, i.e. the resolution is bounded by a clock ’tick’.

• A clock’s accuracy tells how well its frequency and time compare with true time.

• The stability of a clock is how well it can maintain a constant frequency.

• The offset of a clock is the differences between reported time and true time at one

particular moment, i.e. the offset is the time difference between two clocks.

• A clock’s skew is the first derivative of its offset with respect to true time (or another

clock’s time). In other words, skew is the frequency difference between two clocks.

• A clock’ drift furthermore is the second derivative of the clock’s offset, which means

drift is basically the variation in skew.

Generation and format of timestamps

Regardless of how timing information is stored, it is important to understand which moment

in time a timestamp is actually referring to. Packets could be timestamped on packet arrival

of the first, the last or any arbitrary bit on the link. Software based packet filters, such as the

BSD packet filter [3], commonly timestamp packets after receiving the end of an arriving

packets. Furthermore, software solutions often introduce errors and inaccuracies, since

arriving packets need to be transported via a bus into the host’s main memory, accompanied

by an undefined waiting period for a CPU interrupt. Additionally, buffering of packets in the

network card can lead to identical timestamps for a number of packets arriving back to back.

These error sources are typically not an issue for hardware solutions, such as Endace DAG

cards [4]. Another difference is that dedicated measurement hardware generates timestamps

on the beginning of packet arrival. If it is for technical reasons not possible to determine the

exact start of a packet, timestamps are generated after arrival of the first byte of the data link

header (e.g. HDLC), as done by DAG cards for PoS (Packet over SONET) packets [43].

There are also different definitions of how time is represented in timestamps. The tra-

ditional Unix timestamp consists of an integer value of 32 bits (later 64 bits) representing

seconds since the first of January 1970, the beginning of the Unix epoch. The resolution

presented by this timestamp format is therefore one second, which is clearly not enough

to meet Internet measurement requirements. PCAP, the trace format of the BSD packet

filter, originally supported 64 bit timestamps that indicated the number of seconds and mi-

croseconds since the beginning of the Unix epoch. A more precise time stamp format was
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introduced with NTP [41], representing time in a 64 bit fixed-point format. The first 32 bits

represent seconds since first of January 1900, the remaining 32 bits represent fractions of

a second. In Endace ERF trace format, a very similar timestamp scheme is used, with the

only difference that ERF timestamps count seconds from the start of the Unix epoch (Jan-

uary 1st 1970). These formats therefore can store timestamps with a resolution of 232 pico

seconds. Currently, in the most advanced hardware can actually use 26 bits of the fraction

part, providing a resolution of 15 ns. Future improvements of clock resolutions will there-

fore cause no modifications in timestamp or trace formats. Note that the different timestamp

formats within different trace formats can have negative effects on trace conversion (Sec-

tion 2). Converting ERF traces into PCAP traces might imply an undesired reduction of

time precision from nanosecond to microsecond scale.

Types of clocks

Current commodity computers have typically two clocks. One independent, battery pow-

ered hardware clock and the system, or software clock. The hardware clock is used to keep

time when the system is turned off. Running systems on the other hand typically use the

system clock only. The system clock however is neither very precise (with resolutions in

the millisecond range), nor very stable, with significant skew. In order to provide higher

clock accuracy and stability for network measurements, Pasztor and Veitch [44] therefore

proposed to exploit the TSC register, a special register which is available on many modern

processor types. Their proposed software clock counts CPU cycles based on the TSC reg-

ister, which offers a nanosecond resolution, but above all highly improved clock stability,

with a skew similar to GPS synchronized solutions.

Since tight synchronization is of increasing importance, modern network measurement

hardware incorporates a special timing systems, such as the DAG universal clock kit (DUCK)

[43, 45] in Endace DAG cards. The most advanced DUCK clocks currently run at frequen-

cies of 67 Mhz, providing a resolution of 15 ns, which is sufficient for back to back packets

on 10Gbit/s links. The DUCK is furthermore capable of adjusting its frequency according

to a reference clock, which can be connected to the measurement card. Reference clocks

(such as a GPS receiver or another DUCK) provide a pulse per second (PPS) signal, which

provides accurate synchronization within 2 clock ticks. For 67 Mhz oscillators this conse-

quently means an accuracy of ± 30ns, which can be regarded as very high clock stability.

Clock synchronization

How accurate clocks need to be synchronized when performing Internet measurements de-

pends on the situation and the purpose of the intended analysis. For throughput estimation
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microsecond accuracy might be sufficient. On the other hand, some properties, such as

delay or jitter on high-speed links, often require higher accuracy. In situations with a sin-

gle measurement point, instead of accuracy timing it might be more important to provide

a clock offering sufficient stability. Other situations require tight synchronization with true

time, while sometimes it is more important to synchronize two remote clocks, and true time

can actually be disregarded. In the following paragraphs, we first present some ways of

how to synchronize clocks to each other (where one clock might in fact might represent

true time). This discussion includes an interesting solution to synchronize measurement

hardware located in close proximity, which is especially useful when traces recorded on

two unidirectional links need to be merged. Finally, methods allowing correction of tim-

ing information retrospectively are presented, which is often used to adjust one-way-delay

measurements involving remote measurement locations.

Continuous clock synchronization

There are different ways how clocks can be synchronized. The most common way to syn-

chronize a clock of a computer to a time reference is the network time protocol NTP [41].

NTP is a hierarchical system, with some servers directly attached to a reference clock (e.g.

by GPS). Such directly attached servers are called stratum 1 servers. This timing informa-

tion is then distributed through a tree of NTP servers with increasing stratum numbers after

each hop. Depending on the type of the network, the distance to the NTP server and the

stratum number of the server, NTP can provide clients with timing accuracy ranging from

one millisecond to tens of milliseconds.

Since the propagation of timing information over networks obviously limits the accuracy

of NTP synchronization, some measurement projects directly attach GPS receivers to their

measurement equipment. The global positioning system, GPS, is basically a navigation

system based on satellites orbiting the earth. The satellites broadcast timing information

of the atomic clocks they carry. GPS receivers on earth can then pick up the signals from

multiple satellites, which allows calculating the current position of the receiver relative to

the satellites by estimating the distances and triangulation. GPS receivers however can

not only be used for positioning, but they can also be used as a time source, since highly

accurate timing information is received in parallel. GPS receivers can therefore provide

clock synchronization within a few hundreds of nanoseconds. Unfortunately, GPS receivers

require line of sight to the satellites due to the high frequencies of the signals. This means

that GPS antennas should be installed outside buildings, ideally on the roof. This can be a

severe practical problem, especially for measurement equipment located in data centers in

the basement of high buildings.
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To overcome the practical problems of GPS, it is possible to use signals of cellular tele-

phone networks, such as code division multiple access (CDMA) as synchronization source

for measurement nodes (e.g. provided by [46]. Base stations of cellular networks are all

equipped with GPS receivers to retrieve timing information. This information is then broad-

casted as control signal within the network. Since base stations operate on lower frequen-

cies, it is possible to use these base stations as timing source even inside buildings. The

accuracy provided by CDMA time receivers is very close to GPS standards. However, due

to the unknown distance to the base station, clocks synchronized by CDMA will have an

unknown offset from UTC. Furthermore, the offset is not guaranteed to be constant, since

receivers in cellular networks can switch base station for various different reasons.

A recently proposed approach distributes time from an UTC node using existing back-

bone communication networks, such as OC192 links. This system yields an accuracy of a

few nanoseconds, which is done by utilizing the data packages already transmitted in the

system [47]. To our knowledge, this novel approach has not been used in Internet measure-

ment yet, but it might be an interesting alternative for upcoming measurement projects.

Endace DAG cards offer an additional solution for clock synchronization, which is very

attractive for measurement hosts located in close proximity. The DUCK, a clock kit on ev-

ery DAG cards, offers also output of PPS signals [45]. This feature can be used to chain

DAG cards together by simple local cabling in order to keep them tightly synchronized. If

no external reference clock is available, at least accurate and consistent timestamping be-

tween the connected DAG cards is provided. This approach is often used when two links

in opposing directions are measured with two separate measurement hosts, since it allows

merging of the traces into one bidirectional trace. In this case, synchronization between the

two clocks is of main importance, whereas accuracy with respect to true time (UTC) is no

major concern.

Retrospective time correction

In some cases, where measurements timestamped by different clocks need to be compared,

accurate clock synchronization cannot be provided. It might also be the case that synchro-

nization accuracy is simply not sufficient (e.g. when using NTP). Therefore, a number of

algorithms to compensate for errors have been proposed. These algorithms are especially

useful to correct estimations of transit times or end to end delays, which often involves

measurement locations with large geographical distances. Various interesting methods for

retrospectively removing of offset and skew from delay measurements have been proposed

during last ten years, such as [42, 48–52].
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3.5 Data sharing

The discussions about all the legal, operational and technical difficulties involved in con-

ducting Internet measurement clearly show that proper network traces are the result of a

laborious and costly process. This explains why currently only few researchers or research

groups have the possibilities to collect Internet data, which makes proper traces a rare re-

source. Therefore, the Internet measurement community has repeatedly been encouraged to

share their valuable datasets and make them publicly available [24, 38, 53], given that shar-

ing of network data is legally permitted (see Section 3.1). Sharing network data is not only

a service to the community, it is also an important factor when it comes to credibility of re-

search results and helps to improve scope and quality of future research. Even though from

a completely different research field, Rockwell and Abeles provide an interesting and rele-

vant discussion about reasons why sharing and archiving of data is fundamental to scientific

progress, which can be found in [54].

Sharing network traces adds reliability to research, since it makes results reproduceable

by the public, which allows verification and in the best case confirmation of previous results.

This should be best practice in research, encouraging fruitful research dialogs and discus-

sions within the research community. Furthermore, releasing measurement data makes it

possible to compare competing methods on identical datasets, allowing fair and unbiased

comparison of novel methodologies. Publishing of network data also gives the additional

benefit of providing the original data owners with supplementary information about their

data, yielding a better and more complete understanding of the data. Finally, in order to get

an representative view of the Internet, diverse data at different locations and times needs

to be collected and shared within the research community. In a note on issues and eti-

quette concerning use of shared measurement data [24], Allman and Paxson discuss the

above mentioned benefits of data availability, including ethic and privacy considerations, as

discussed in Section 3.2.

An alternative approach to data sharing was suggested by Mogul in a presentation in

2002 [55]. He proposes a ’move the code to the data’ solution, where analysis programs are

sent to the data owners (e.g. network operators) and executed on-site. In this scenario, only

results would be shared, but not the network data itself. This is an interesting approach, but

it highly depends on the will of the involved parties to cooperate.

In any case, a prerequisite for either of the above mentioned approaches is that re-

searchers are made aware of existing and available datasets. A system for sharing Internet

measurements was first proposed by Allmann in 2002 [56]. This system was inspiration

for CAIDA to finally implement the Internet measurement data catalog DatCat [57], which
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allows publication of meta-data about network datasets. The goal of this project is to pro-

vide the research community with a central database, providing searchable descriptions of

existing datasets. DatCat was opened to public viewing during 2006, and currently allows

contributions of trace descriptions by invitation only. The vision of this pioneering project

is to eventually allow contributions of anyone and thereby providing a recognized and com-

monly used platform for sharing of Internet measurements.
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4
Related work on passive Internet

measurement

Even though large-scale Internet measurement is still rare, there has been a significant

amount of effort expended on different Internet measurement activities in recent years.

These activities include development of active and passive measurement methodologies and

tools, targeting aspects such as network performance, traffic classification and quantifica-

tion, reliability and security. A complete survey of these measurement activities is outside

the scope of this thesis. However, the following paragraphs will give an overview of mea-

surement projects dealing with passive collection of Internet traces and packet-level analysis

thereof, which is in close relation to the topic of this thesis. Generally, access to packet-level

backbone traces is very uncommon, and a lot of research is performed on relatively small set

of publicly available, but somewhat outdated network traces. This overview first presents

the most prominent passive measurement projects, which have the possibilities to overcome

the challenges of Internet measurement (see Chapter 3) and therefore have access to own

measurement facilities and resulting packet-level traces. Second, some smaller traffic analy-

sis projects are pointed out, which are typically depending on shared, thus outdated datasets

or flow-level data from cooperating service providers.

Of the six large measurement project presented, two have been already been terminated

(NLANR PMA and SCAMPI/LOBSTER). Of the remaining four, two projects have ac-

33
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cess to large-scale distributed measurement infrastructures, but the focus of their analysis

is outside the scope of this thesis (SPRINT focuses on wireless systems, data mining and

security; WIDE MAWI is mainly focusing on IPv6 and DNS measurements). The WAND

network research group and CAIDA on the other hand are still active and partly target

similar research questions as the ones covered by this thesis, and have consequently been

very valuable sources of inspiration for identification of relevant research questions. Both

research groups have been active in a long time, which means that much of their basic re-

search was carried out some years ago. Since the Internet is subject to very fast changes,

some of their work needs to be revised or updated. The MonNet project, as described in

this thesis, provides new, contemporary data from a different location of the Internet. The

novelty of the data together with the high aggregation level of the measured links and the

packet-level granularity of the traces contributes to the global picture of the current Internet.

The MonNet project not only sets out to update outdated measurement and analysis results,

it also complements previous research activities by studying novel, previously unexplored

aspects of Internet characteristics.

WAND network research group

The WAND network research group [58] is located at the University of Waikato Computer

Science Department. WAND is a real network measurement research group, performing

among other things collection of very long trace sets, network analysis, development of

analysis software and network simulation and visualization. In the field of passive network

measurements, WAND is best known for the WITS archive and the development of the DAG

measurement cards. The Waikato Internet Traffic Storage archive (WITS archive [59]) con-

tains about 200GB of traces taken on different locations starting in 1999. Currently, only

statistical summaries of the traces are publicly available, but the traces are planned to be

shared in the near future. The DAG measurement cards have been developed at WAND

as flexible and efficient hardware solutions for network measurements. Nowadays, support

and development of DAG equipment is done by Endace [4], founded in 2001 as spin-off

company. Except publications describing the development of DAG cards, WAND also con-

tributed scientific measurement results based on WITS data traces, like the analysis of long

duration traces by Nelson et al. [60].

CAIDA

The Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) [61] was launched in

1997 and is based at the University of California’s San Diego Super Computer Center.

CAIDA sets out to provide tools and analyses in order to promote maintenance of a robust,
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scalable global Internet Infrastructure. The broad research activities include routing and ad-

dressing, topology, DNS, security, performance, visualization and traffic analysis. CAIDA

also developed popular measurement tools, such as NeTraMet or CoralReef [8, 62], and

recently founded the Internet measurement data catalog DatCat [53]. Furthermore, CAIDA

shares different datasets with the research community, such as security related data traces

from their network telescope and some old packet-level header traces from US peering

points. A number of relevant studies to passive Internet measurement and traffic analysis

have been published throughout the years [63], some of them being real inspirations for the

contributions in this thesis. These publications include the transport layer identification of

P2P traffic by Karagiannis et al. [18, 64], the analyses of passively collected Internet traffic

by Fomenkov et al. [65] and McCreary and Claffy [66] or the observations on fragmented

traffic by Shannon et al. [67].

NLANR PMA

The Passive Measurement and Analysis Project (PMA) [68] of the National Laboratory for

Applied Network Research (NLANR) ended officially in 2006, when CAIDA took over op-

erational stewardship for NLANR machines and data, since both have been located at the

San Diego Super Computer Center. The goal of NLANR PMA was to gain better under-

standing of the operation and behavior of the Internet by studying passive header traces.

The traces have been achieved by daily measurements at different backbone network loca-

tions across the USA with speeds of up to OC48 (2.5Gbit/s). The measurements have been

performed by specially designed nodes, the OC3MON and OC48MON systems [69], which

were based on Endace DAG4.2 cards. Later, the OC48MON system greatly influenced the

design of the IPMON system of Sprint. NLANR PMA also made packet header traces

publicly available, which lead to a number of analysis studies by other researcher based on

NLANR PMA data, such as the early study of wide-area Internet traffic characterstics by

Thompson et al. [70] and the comparative study of TCP option deployment by Pentikousis

and Badr [71].

SPRINT ATL

In early 2000, Sprint’s Advanced Technology Labs (Sprint ATL) started with the design

and deployment of a passive monitoring Infrastructure, called IPMON [40]. The IPMON

system consists of a number of measurement nodes, a central data repository and an analysis

platform for offline analysis of the data. The measurement nodes are technically very similar

to the OC48MON systems and are located at geographically distributed Points of Presence

(POPs) in order to collect data on different peering and backbone links, with speeds up to
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OC192 (10Gbit/s). As a result, IPMON was able to collect packet-level traces on about 30

bidirectional links in the US Sprint IP backbone. The resulting trace analysis carried out

between 2000 and 2005 revealed general traffic characteristics such as utilization, protocol

breakdown and packet size distribution [72]. Currently, Sprint’s applied research group is

focusing on next-generation wireless systems, data mining and security. The latter research

topic includes development of a continuous monitoring platform for high-speed IP backbone

links, CMON, the successor of IPMON. CMON [73] is intended to provide a continuous

packet stream for detection of anomalies, unusual events and malicious activities.

WIDE project and MAWI

The Widely Integrated Distributed Environment (WIDE) project [74] was launched in 1988

in Japan and is made up of more than 100 loosely bound organizations from all over the

world. The visionary goal of WIDE is to construct a dependable Internet ’that can used

by people from all walks of life in any situation with a sense of security’. WIDE research

activities cover all different layers of the Internet, including activities such as flow measure-

ments with sFlow/NetFlow and analysis of IPv6, DNS and BGP routing information. The

’Measurement and Analysis on the WIDE Internet’ (MAWI) working group furthermore

provides a traffic repository of data captured on the WIDE backbone [75], focusing mainly

on DNS and IPv6 traffic measurements.

IST SCAMPI / IST LOBSTER

SCAMPI [76] was a two and a half year European project sponsored by the Information

Society Technologies (IST) program of the European Commission, starting in April 2002.

SCAMPI involved ten European partner organizations, with the goal to develop a scalable

monitoring platform for the Internet in order to promote the use of monitoring tools for im-

proving services and technology. The original project was succeeded by another IST project

until summer 2007, the LOBSTER [77] project. LOBSTER continued the deployment of

an European Traffic Monitoring Infrastructure based on distributed monitoring sensors ca-

pable of collecting on link speeds of up to 10Gbit/s. Besides the deployment of a moni-

toring infrastructure, LOBSTER developed a number of monitoring and visualization tools,

such as Stager [78], a tool for aggregating and presenting network statistics. SCAMPI and

LOBSTER were also actively involved in the development of the IPFIX flow format stan-

dard [33]. Furthermore, LOBSTER made a number of network traces including attack traffic

available for download [79]. Other activities included development of a generic anonymiza-

tion framework for network traffic [80], which was developed after revealing vulnerabilities

in existing pseudonymization approaches [28].
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Other related work

Besides these big measurement projects, other relevant studies based on passive network

measurement have been carried out by various researchers. Even if the available datasets

did not reflect behavior of large parts of the Internet, some results are very significant and

relevant. Allman studied deployment of TCP options within traffic from one particular web-

server in a one and a half year period [81]. Also Medina et al. used passive measurements of

two weeks duration from a local webserver to present usage of specific TCP features [82].

Other contributions had possibilities to record campus wide traffic for network analysis

purposes. Arlitt and Williamson took a year long packet-level trace on the 100Mbit/s Ether-

net campus network at the University of Calgary in order to analyse TCP reset behavior [83].

Also Moore and Papagiannaki used packet-level data collected on a campus network based

on Gbit-Ethernet to compare network application identification methods [84]. These mea-

surements were taken with Nprobe, a passive measurement architecture to perform traffic

capturing and processing at full line-rate without packet loss [85]. Finally, Mori et al. col-

lected packet-level traces on the external 100 Mbit/s links of an University during a one

month period to compare flow characteristics between WWW and P2P traffic [86].

Measurements from networks with higher aggregation are usually only available in form

of flow data. Gerber et al. e.g. had access to ten months of flow level data collected on

several broadband ISPs, which was used to quantify P2P traffic in the Internet during the

year 2002. [87]. Perenyi et al. also based their identification and analysis method of peer

to peer (P2P) traffic on NetFlow data from an ADSL network with around a thousand of

ADSL subsribers in Hungaria [88].
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Part II

THE MONNET PROJECT





5
The MonNet project

This chapter provides a description of the MonNet project, a project for passive Internet traf-

fic measurement and analysis. After giving some project background, including a descrip-

tion of the measurement location in SUNET (the Swedish University Computer Network)

and some preparatory tasks (Section 5.1), the technical solution of the MonNet measure-

ment infrastructure is presented by describing the measurement nodes and the processing

platform (Section 5.2). Next, the pre-processing and analysis procedures of the resulting

packet-level traces are described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Pre-processing steps include san-

itization and de-sensitization of the traces, while actual analysis procedures range from

packet-level and flow-level processing to traffic classification. Section 5.5 will then summa-

rize the scientific results of the analyses, before an outlook on future research possibilities

is finally given in Section 5.6.

5.1 Project background

Besides a presentation of the topology of the network measured, this section describes

some preparatory steps which have been carried out before the actual measurements on

the SUNET backbone links could be performed.

45
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Figure 5.1: Internal GigaSUNET topology with network ring measured (black lines)
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5.1.1 Description of the measured network

The measurement traces analyzed in this thesis have been collected on the previous gener-

ation of the SUNET backbone network, called GigaSUNET. GigaSUNET was officially in

operation until January 2007, when it was replaced by the current generation, called Opto-

SUNET. The GigaSUNET backbone consisted of four core rings joining together at a central

Internet exchange point in Stockholm. Each ring used Cisco OC192 PoS technology over

DWDM channels to interconnect all POPs, i.e. all University cities in Sweden. The topol-

ogy of the internal GigaSUNET backbone is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. POPs are displayed with

two circles in order to indicate the two core routers connecting that POP with the ones in

the neighboring cities. Core routers are furthermore connected to an access network within

the region, providing access to the SUNET backbone for regional customers, such as Uni-

versities and student networks. The OC192 links connecting POPs are illustrated as grey

lines, with exception of the ring on which the measurements have been performed, which

is colored in black. The traffic traces have been collected on the links between the cities of

Göteborg and Borås, on the outermost part of the ring. This means that traffic passing the

ring between the region of Göteborg (the grey shaded area) and the main Internet (peering

with SUNET in Stockholm) was primarily routed via the tapped links, taking Borås as the

next hop. This behavior was confirmed by SNMP statistics, showing that traffic amounts

between Göteborg and Borås have been an order of magnitude larger than the amounts of

traffic transfered between Halmstad and Malmö.

On the measurement location between Göteborg and Borås, backbone traffic was col-

lected on two OC192 (10Gbit/s) links, one for each direction. The links have been tapped

between the core router in direction of Borås and the DWDM system, connected to the

10Gbit/s channels leased from an operator. The two links measured provide the Internet

backbone for two major Universities, a substantial number of student dormitories and a

number of smaller Universities and research Institutes. Furthermore, around 14% of the

collected traffic is exchange traffic with a local access point in Göteborg, providing peer-

ing between regional ISPs and SUNET as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Thus, a significant part

of the traffic is transit traffic. Due to hot-potato routing, transit traffic is in many cases

routed asymmetrically, which means that around 10% of the measured connections exhibit

asymmetrical properties. Summarized, the resulting traffic traces constitute a medium level

of aggregation, between campus-wide traffic and tier-1 backbone traffic. We believe that

this type of network, with smaller local exchange points, represents an upcoming class of

networks.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the measurement location between Göteborg and the main Internet

5.1.2 Preparatory tasks and project administration

Before network measurements can be started, a number of preparatory steps need to be per-

formed. First, MonNet, as a project regarding Internet and SUNET traffic measurements

and analysis, was proposed to the SUNET board. In order for the project to be granted,

the SUNET board required permission of the ’central Swedish committee for vetting ethics

of research involving humans’ (Etikprövningsnämnden, EPN), which is among other things

responsible for vetting research that involves dealing with sensitive information about peo-

ple or personal information. Ethical vetting in this committee is carried out in six regional

boards, where one of these boards is responsible for the region of Göteborg. After two meet-

ings and elaborate discussions about the de-sensitization process of the traces, the regional

ethics committee finally permitted the MonNet measurements to take place.

As a next step the measurement location was chosen as described above. This choice

was in the first place made to be able to obtain traces of data transfered between a regional

network and the main Internet. The chosen location has the additional feature of lying in

the same city as the research group, located at the Chalmers University in central Göteborg.

This feature was of great advantage, since the remote management cards the two measure-

ment nodes have been equipped with, turned out to be unstable and unreliable. As a result, a

number of physical visits at the measurement location have been necessary due to some un-
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expected hardware defects. However, access to the actual measurement location, situated in

secure premises of an external network operator, was not entirely straight-forward to obtain

and involved inconvenient administrative overhead and idle times.

Finally, the measurement and processing nodes applied have been planned and de-

signed to meet the anticipated requirements of packet-header measurements on PoS OC192

links. During the planning phase, related measurement projects, such as NLANR PMA’s

OC3MON/OC48MON [1] and Sprint’s IPMON [2], provided valuable inspiration. The

resulting technical solution will be described in detail in the next section.

Even if the preparatory tasks could be listed here very briefly, it is worth mentioning

that they turned out the be very time consuming. The MonNet project was proposed to

the SUNET board in summer 2004. After a waiting period for legal permission by the

ethics committee, problems with delayed delivery of crucial equipment and unexpected

early hardware failures, the measurement nodes were not in place and operational before

fall 2005, more than one year after the project kick-off. Thereafter it took another six

months to gain experience and know-how in conducting sound Internet measurement, when

in April 2006 finally the first usable dataset could be collected.

5.2 Technical solution

In the following paragraphs, the hardware used for the measurement and analysis infras-

tructure is described in detail. This includes two measurement nodes and one additional

processing platform, the latter being used as storage, analysis platform and database for

network traces. Optical splitters have been used to tap the two OC192 links, one for each

direction. The splitters have been attached to two measurement nodes on-site, which also

performed the pre-processing of the traces, as described later in Section 5.3. Traces have

always been collected simultaneously for both directions. For final analysis, the network

traces have been transferred to the processing platform at the Division of Computer Engi-

neering at Chalmers University.

5.2.1 Measurement nodes

The two measurement nodes are designed and configured identically. Each optical splitter,

tapping either the inbound or outbound OC912 link, is attached to an Endace DAG6.2SE

card sitting in one of the measurement nodes. The cards are capable of collecting data on

PoS and 10Gbit-Ethernet links with speeds of up to 10Gbit/s. The DAG cards have been

configured with a buffer of 512MB reserved from the main memory. Furthermore, the

DAG cards are configured to capture the first 120 bytes of each PoS frame to ensure that
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the entire network and transport header information is preserved. The remaining payload

fractions have been removed during the pre-processing of the traces (Section 5.3). The

average packet size on the links measured lies around 700 bytes, which means a maximal

throughput of around 1.8 million frames per second on a 10Gbit/s link. Since 44% of all

frames are smaller than 120 bytes and therefore kept un-truncated, the truncated packet

fragments stored have an average size of about 88 bytes, assuming even distribution of

packet sizes. This means that at maximum link utilization of 10Gbit/s, about 160MByte/s

need to be transfered to disk after truncating packet larger than 120 bytes, which is done

online by the DAG card. However, due to heavy over-provisioning of the links measured, the

nodes rarely needed to store more than 20MByte/s on disk during the MonNet measurement

campaigns. Occasional traffic spikes reach of course much higher throughput values on

short time scales, but these short spikes can be buffered in the reserved main memory, given

sufficient I/O bus performance.

A measurement node consists of two AMD Opteron 64-bit processors with 2 GHz clock

frequency and a total of 2GB of main memory, 1GB for each processor. Besides one system

disk connected to the IDE controller, six SCSI disks are connected to a dual-channel Ultra-

320 SCSI controller. The SCSI disks are configured to operate in RAID0 (striping), and

thereby add up to about 411GB of cumulated disk-space for preliminary storage of collected

network traces. The nominal throughput of the dual-channel Ultra-320 SCSI interface is

2x320MByte/s, which is sufficiently fast for the maximum collection speed of 160MByte/s

with packet truncation at 120 bytes. The DAG cards and the SCSI controller are connected

to CPU and main memory via two independent 64-bit PCI-X buses, operating with 133MHz.

The PCI-X buses provide a nominal speed of 1000MByte/s, which is again sufficient for the

chosen configuration. However, the throughput limits of the storage system and I/O buses

would be a bottleneck in case of complete-packet capturing on full line speed of OC192

with 1250MByte/s.

During measurements, the two DAG cards have been synchronized to each other using

Endace’s DUCK Time Synchronization [3, 4] with no external reference time. Before and

after measurements, the DAG cards were synchronized to reference time using a pool of

three stratum 1 NTP servers. NTP synchronization was disabled during the measurements,

since forms of clocks skew, drift and jumps despite usage of NTP have been reported earlier

by Paxson in [5]. DUCK however can provide an accurate and consistent timestamping

between the connected DAG cards ranging between ± 30ns according to Endace [4], even

though their time might not be accurate with respect to true time (UTC). The tight synchro-

nization between the measurements of opposing traffic directions allows simple merging of

the unidirectional data into bidirectional traces.
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5.2.2 Processing platform

After data collection and completion of the pre-processing procedures on the measurement

nodes, the resulting traces have been transfered via a Gbit-Ethernet interface and a 2.5Git/s

Internet connection to the storage and processing server located in the secured server room

of the division of Computer Engineering at Chalmers University using secure copy (SCP).

The processing platform is based on an Intel Xeon dual core CPU with 3.20GHz clock

frequency and 2GB of main memory. An external SCSI array box with RAID5 configuration

is attached to this platform, providing 2TB of storage. Besides storage of packet-level traces,

the processing platform with the external storage is also housing a MYSQL database system,

which is used for organizing results obtained by the different analyses of the raw traces, as

described in Section 5.4.

5.3 Trace pre-processing

After storing the truncated data packets on the disks of the measurement nodes, the traces

have been de-sensitized and sanitized in offline fashion, since online pre-processing in real-

time is unfeasable due to computational limitations. De-sensitization and sanitization have

therefore been carried out by batch jobs immediately after collection of the traces, in or-

der to minimize the storage time of unprocessed and privacy-sensitive network traces. The

pre-processing steps are described in the following paragraphs, together with some summa-

rizing facts about the resulting network traces.

5.3.1 Trace de-sensitization

By trace de-sensitization the removing of all sensitive information to ensure privacy and

confidentiality is meant. As a first step, the remaining payload beyond transport layer was

removed using CAIDA’s CoralReef [6] crl_to_dag utility. As a next step, IP addresses in

the IPv4 headers have been anonymized using a customized anonymizer program based on

the prefix-preserving CryptoPAN [7]. A single, unique encryption-key was used throughout

all MonNet measurement campaigns, in order to allow tracing of specific IP addresses dur-

ing the whole time period of the measurements. This encryption key is kept safe and used

for anonymization on the measurement nodes only.

5.3.2 Trace sanitization

Trace sanitization refers to the process of checking and ensuring that the collected traces

are free from logical inconsistencies and are suitable for further analysis. This was done by

using available tools such as the dagtools provided by Endace, accompanied by own tools

for additional consistency checks. These checks have been applied before and after each
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de-sensitization process. Resulting statistical figures such as byte or record numbers have

been compared between consecutive passes of the sanitization procedures. In the common

cases, when no inconsistencies or errors have been detected, the original, unprocessed traces

have been delete upon completion of the pre-processing procedures, and only de-sensitized

and sanitized versions of the traces have been kept. If errors have been detected, the pre-

processing procedure has been stopped and further steps have been postponed, request-

ing manual inspection. Traces with major errors have consequently been deleted entirely,

whereas minor problems, such as single checksum inconsistencies, have been documented

in the meta-data and the pre-processing procedure was continued with the remaining steps.

The sanitization procedure included the following checks:

• are timestamps strictly monotonic increasing?

• are timestamps in a reasonable time window?

• are consecutive timestamps yielding feasible inter-arrival times according to line-

speed and packet sizes?

• are frames received continuously? (no packet arrival rate of zero packet/s)

• are there any occurrences of identical IP headers within consecutive frames?

• are there any IP header checksum errors?

• are all recorded frames of known type (i.e. POS with HDLC framing)?

• have records been lost during transfer to main memory (e.g. due to I/O bus limits)?

• have records been further truncated due to insufficient buffer space?

• have there been any receiver errors (i.e. link errors, such as incorrect light levels on

the fiber and HDLC FCS (CRC) errors)?

• have there been any other internal errors on the DAG card?

As a result of the de-sensitization process, a small number of traces has been discarded due

to major measurement errors. The corresponding traces in the opposite directions have in

these cases been deleted as well. Furthermore, infrequently the DAG cards discarded single

frames due to receiver errors, typically HDLC CRC errors. Some frames have also been re-

ported as corrupted by the sanitization process due to IP checksum errors. Since the HDLC

CRC was shown to be correct, this could be cases where IP checksum and CRC disagree [8].

Another explanation could be checksum errors already introduced by the sender, coupled

with routers on the path ignoring the IP checksum in their validation of incoming IP packets

and only performing incremental updates [9]. Since such missing or corrupted packets are

very small in number, the traces have still been used for analysis, but missing packets and

IP checksum errors have been documented in the attached meta-data file.
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5.3.3 Resulting datasets

MonNet data traces have been recorded in two measurement campaigns during 2006. Datasets

have been collected in April (spring dataset) and in the time from September to Novem-

ber 2006 (fall dataset) on the above described measurement location on SUNET. At each

measurement time, traces have been stored simultaneously for both directions on the two

measurement nodes. In spring, four traces of 20 minutes duration have been collected each

day at identical times (2AM, 10AM, 2PM, 8PM) during a period of 20 days. The times

have been chosen to cover business, non-business and nighttime hours. The fall dataset was

collected on the same location at 277 randomized times during 80 days in fall 2006. At

each random time, a trace of 10 minutes duration was stored. Randomized times have been

chosen in order to provide a good statistical representation of Internet traffic characteristics

at the specific time-period and location. A thorough documentation of both datasets and

each individual trace can be found on DatCat, the Internet Measurement Data Catalog [10].

The collection process and the different pre-processing steps have been well documented

for each single trace. The resulting meta-data was stored in a file together with a checksum

digest of the particular trace, in order provide distinctive association. Meta-data includes

a short description of the measurement location, direction of the measured link, timing

information, status information of the DAG card and results of the three trace sanitiza-

tion passes (before payload removal, after payload removal and before anonymization, after

anonymization). Thereby, the meta-data provides a summary about errors detected, which

includes counts of occasionally observed receiver errors (HDLC CRC errors) and the exact

frame positions of frames including IP header checksum errors.

In total, the resulting datasets represent 71 hours of backbone traffic, collected on 106

days. The traces include 39 billion IPv4 packets, carrying 27 TB of data. The traces contain

mainly IPv4 packets (99.97%). The remaining traffic consists of IPv6 BGP Multicast mes-

sages, CLNP routing updates (IS-IS) and Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) messages. Fur-

thermore, around 40 currently unidentified frames have been observed each minute. These

frames seem to have random address and control bytes in their Cisco HDLC headers, with

non-standard ethertypes of 0x4000 or 0x0000. However, the purpose of these frames is still

unclear.

The 148 traces collected at 74 different times in April (April dataset [11]) include 10.7

billion IPv4 packets, carrying 7.6 TB of data. During single 20 minute intervals, between

16.000 and 35.000 unique IP addresses have been observed inside the region of western

Sweden connecting to 370.000-820.000 unique IP addresses in the rest of the Internet.
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The fall dataset [12] consists of 554 traces collected at 277 measurement times during 80

days from September to November 2006 include 27.9 billion IPv4 packets, carrying 19.5 TB

of data. During single 10 minute intervals, between 13.000 and 37.000 unique IP addresses

have been observed inside the region of western Sweden connecting to 300.000-1.000.000

unique IP addresses outside (i.e. in the rest of the Internet).

5.4 Analysis approaches

So far, only the measurement processes including data pre-processing have been discussed.

In this section, the analysis approaches used to extract scientific results as presented in

Papers I-IV are outlined. The three presented analysis methodologies, packet-level analysis,

flow-level analysis and traffic classification, are partly depending on each other.

Packet-level analysis

After the de-sensitized and sanitized traces have been stored on the processing platform, a

rather straight-forward packet-level analysis has been conducted. An analysis program was

run on each trace to extract cumulated statistical data into a database. The main challenge

in this analysis program was to provide sufficient robustness, i.e. being able to deal with

any possible kind of header inconsistency or anomaly. The resulting database consists of

tables for specificly interesting features, such as IP header length, IP packet length, TCP

options and different kinds of anomalous behavior. In the tables data was summarized per

direction and per measurement interval (i.e. trace time), which allowed analysis of the data

in different dimension by issuing respective SQL queries. The results of the packet-level

analysis are summarized in Paper I and to some extent in Sections 3 and 4 of Paper II.

Flow-level analysis

In order to be able to conduct a detailed connection level analysis, the tightly synchronized

unidirectional traces have been merged according to their timestamps. In the resulting bidi-

rectional traces directional information for each frame was preserved in a special bit of

the ERF trace format. As a next step, an analysis program collected per-flow information

of the packet-level traces. Packet streams have been summarized to flows by the use of

a hash-table structure in memory. The gathered per-flow information includes packet and

data counts for both directions, start- and end times, TCP flags and counters for erroneous

packet headers and multiple occurrences of special flags like RST or FIN. This information

was inserted into one database table for each transport protocol, with each row representing

a summary of exactly one flow or connection.
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A flow is defined by the traditional 5-tuple of source and destination IP and port numbers

and the transport protocol. As transport protocols, only TCP and UDP have been considered.

TCP flows represent connections, and are therefore further separated by SYN, FIN and RST

packets. Additional SYN segments for a specific tuple can sometimes be seen in the same

direction within short time intervals, as usually the case within scanning campaigns. In such

cases, further ’connections’ have been opened within the analysis program in order to record

the pure SYN packets separately. Following non-SYN packets are then always added to the

most recently opened connection of the particular tuple. Since UDP offers no connection

establishment or termination, UDP flows have been defined as the sum of bidirectional

packets observed between a specific 5-tuple during a specified time interval. For Paper II,

this timeout was specified as 20 minutes, taking advantage of the measurement duration of

the traces in the April dataset. For Paper III and Paper IV, UDP flows are separated by

the commonly accepted timeout of 64 seconds [13], in order to obtain results comparable to

related work [14].

Traffic classification

Traffic classification on application level was done based on a set of heuristics regarding

connection patterns of individual endpoints in the Internet. A detailed description and ver-

ification of the heuristics can be found in Paper III. The traffic classification was almost

entirely done by complex SQL statements within the database, starting with flow tables as

generated during the flow-level analysis. The heuristics have been applied to the flow tables

in 10 minute intervals, which means that every interval is analyzed self-contained, without

memory of previous intervals. Most of the 15 heuristics (with two exceptions) have first

been applied independently to all flows. For each flow, a bit-mask was set in a separate

table in the database according to matching rules. This approach makes it possible to ver-

ify each heuristic separately and to investigate the effects of different priority rankings of

the heuristics. After empirical exploration of the most suitable prioritization scheme for

the heuristics, an additional bit mask associated with each flow was set, indicating the final

traffic classification into classes such as Web, P2P and attack traffic. The original flow ta-

bles together with the associated classification tables allow a convenient way to analyse and

compare flow and connection characteristics among traffic of different network applications,

as successfully done for Paper IV.
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5.5 Scientific contribution

After providing a general introduction to the topic of Internet measurement, including some

basic guidelines for measurement activities based on experiences and lessons learned from a

passive measurement project (Chapter 3), and a detailed description of a successful project

for passive measurement on an Internet backbone (Chapter 5), this section will summarize

the scientific contribution of this thesis. The results provide a basic foundation for a better

understanding of the Internet, and thereby form e.g. valuable input for refinement of fu-

ture simulation models and improvement of security and intrusion detection systems. The

research results have been reported in four papers, all of them presented and published at

recognized scientific conferences. The following paragraphs outline the research progress,

including pointers to the specific paper in bold font.

Following the collection of the data traces on SUNETs 10Gbit/s links, an initial packet-

level analysis was intended to investigate the deployment of protocol specific features and

accompanying anomalies of common Internet protocols (IP, TCP, UDP) on per-packet ba-

sis. Since these protocols allow some flexibility in implementation, including a variety of

optional features, this type of statistics is important to support research and further devel-

opment of these protocols. The results of Paper I consequently reflect the current charac-

teristics of Internet backbone traffic by providing a comprehensive summary about protocol

usage and highlighting misbehaviors and potential problems. However, the results presented

not only provide contemporary traffic characteristics, they also raise new questions, such as

unexplained differences between inbound and outbound traffic statistics.

In Paper II, the observed packets have therefore been correlated in order to better under-

stand the features of today’s network traffic. The more sophisticated analysis on flow-level

revealed that the significant differences between backbone traffic going to and coming from

the main Internet stem from differences in traffic composition - incoming links carry much

more malicious traffic (like network scans), but also P2P traffic turned out to have large

influence on traffic behavior. Besides showing that traffic is not necessarily as symmetri-

cally shaped as it seems in high-level statistical summaries, the results finally also confirm

the popular assumption that the Internet is rather hostile and unfriendly compared to typical

University campus and student networks.

Since traffic classes, such as P2P and scanning traffic, are shown to have strong influence

on the overall traffic characteristics, it was necessary to apply some kind of traffic classifica-

tion on application level on the data. Initially, it was planned to use an existing and verified
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classification technique. Since the datasets do not include packet payload and accurate train-

ing data is missing, payload signature methods [15] and classification based on statistical

fingerprinting [16] were no options. Thus it was decided that applying connection pattern

heuristics is the most suitable solution for this task. Previous work on connection pattern

based classification [14, 17] is shown to yield significantly disagreeing results, including

a substantial number of false positives when applied the MonNet datasets. As a result, in

Paper III a refined and updated set of heuristics to classify backbone traffic according to

network applications is presented. The heuristics do not require any packet payloads, but

only take packet headers into account. This feature is not only relevant due to legal and

privacy issues, it also allows classification of encrypted network data. The ability to clas-

sify encrypted traffic is gaining further relevance considering a recent study, which showed

that an increasing number of the connections by popular P2P file sharing applications are

already encrypted in modern networks [18]. The proposed classification method is intended

to provide researchers and network operators with a simple and fast method to get insight

into the type of data carried by their links. A complete application classification can be

provided even for short ’snapshot’ traces, including identification of P2P, Web and attack

or malicious traffic. When applying the heuristics to the April dataset [11], in the best case

only 0.2% of the data was left unclassified.

After being able to classify traffic, the three main traffic classes have been compared

in terms of traffic volumes and signaling behavior in Paper IV. These traffic classes are

(1) Web or HTTP traffic, including HTTPS; (2) P2P file sharing protocols, often based on

overlay networks; (3) Malicious and attack traffic, i.e. network scans, sweeps and DoS

attacks. Furthermore, the paper also highlights longitudinal trends and diurnal differences

within each traffic class. It was shown that traffic volumes are increasing considerably,

with P2P-traffic clearly dominating. In contrast, the amount of malicious and attack traffic

remains constant, forming a constant ’background noise’ in the Internet. P2P and Web traf-

fic are shown to differ significantly in connection establishment and termination behavior.

Additionally, an analysis of TCP option usage revealed that some options (e.g. Selective Ac-

knowledgment, SACK) is still neglected by a number of popular web-servers, even though

it is deployed by most web clients. The results of this study finally confirmed many of the

assumptions made in the earlier papers regarding properties of isolated P2P and malicious

traffic.
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5.6 Future outlook

Due to the successes of the MonNet project during the last three years, the SUNET board

granted a project extension. This opens up for deployment of the existing measurement

system in the currently active OptoSUNET, in order to obtain new network traces. Since

OptoSUNET has a completely new technology compared to GigaSUNET, a suitable mea-

surement location was identified in Stockholm, on the peering links between SUNET and

NORDUnet, the joint organization of Nordic national networks for research and education.

This measurement location would make re-usage of the current MonNet equipment pos-

sible, and furthermore provide network data with even higher level of aggregation, since

cumulated traffic from the entire SUNET could be captured. In order to expand future

analysis possibilities, it would be desirable to record packet-header traces including data

fragments beyond transport layer, such as HTTPS and SSH headers. While such extension

of the records requires repeated legal discussions, it would allow investigation of new, in-

teresting research questions, like deployment of SSL and SSH variants and their encryption

methods.

It is also intended to intensify the cooperation with the Computer Security Group at

Chalmers University in order to take advantage of their expertise in data logging and intru-

sion detection when analyzing the data gathered within the MonNet project. Such coopera-

tion would offer new research possibilities, such as investigating the behavior of large-scale

attacks, which go beyond the view of a local honeypots due to the high-level perspective of

the backbone measurement infrastructure. Analysis of the highly aggregated backbone traf-

fic can also be additional input for the design of intrusion detection systems, by performing

a systematic, specification based analysis of protocol stack exploits as ’seen in the wild’.

Since the MonNet project does currently not posses equipment to measure on more than

one location at a time, cooperation with related research groups all over the world could

be beneficial for both parties. This would offer a new range of research possibilities, such

as delay measurements or comparison of traffic characteristics on different locations at the

same time. An interesting possibility in this respect is the Day in the Life of the Internet

(DITL) project [19], a community-wide measurement experiment coordinated by CAIDA

and WIDE. Even though the MonNet measurement infrastructure will most likely not be in

place before the next DITL collection event in March 2008, participation in future events is

an interesting and aspired possibility.
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ABSTRACT
The dominating Internet protocols, IP and TCP, allow some
flexibility in implementation, including a variety of optional
features. To support research and further development of
these protocols, it is crucial to know about current deploy-
ment of protocol specific features and accompanying anoma-
lies. This work is intended to reflect the current characteris-
tics of Internet backbone traffic and point out misbehaviors
and potential problems. On 20 consecutive days in April
2006 bidirectional traffic was collected on an OC-192 back-
bone link. The analysis of the data provides a comprehen-
sive summary about current protocol usage including com-
parisons to prior studies. Furthermore, header misbehaviors
and anomalies were found within almost every aspect an-
alyzed and are discussed in detail. These observations are
important information for designers of network protocols,
network application and network attack detection systems.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Network monitoring

General Terms
Measurement

Keywords
Internet Measurement, Traffic Analysis, Header Anomalies

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, the Internet has emerged as the key component for

commercial and personal communication. One contributing
factor to the still ongoing expansion of the Internet is its
versatility and flexibility. Applications and protocols keep
changing not only with time [1], but also within geographi-
cal locations. Unfortunately, this fast development has left

1This work was supported by SUNET, the Swedish Univer-
sity Network
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little time or resources to integrate measurement and anal-
ysis possibilities into the Internet infrastructure. However,
the Internet community needs to understand the nature of
Internet traffic in order to support research and further de-
velopment [2]. It is also important to know about current
deployment of protocol specific features and possible misuse.
This knowledge is especially relevant in order to improve the
robustness of protocol implementations and network appli-
cations, since increasing bandwidth and growing numbers of
Internet users also lead to increased misuse and anomalous
behavior [3]. One way of acquiring better understanding is
to measure and analyze real Internet traffic, preferably on
highly aggregated links. The resulting comprehensive view is
crucial for a better understanding of the applied technology
and protocols and hence for the future development thereof.
This is important for establishing simulation models [4] and
will also bring up new insights for related research fields,
such as network security or intrusion detection.

A number of studies on protocol specific features have
been published earlier, based on a variety of datasets. Thomp-
son et al. [5] presented wide-area Internet traffic character-
istics on data recorded on OC-3 traffic monitors in 1997,
including figures about packet size distribution and trans-
port protocol decomposition. McCreary et al. [1] provided
a longitudinal analysis of Internet traffic based on data col-
lected on an OC3 link of the Ames Internet exchange in 1999
to 2000. Fractions of fragmented traffic were presented and
the usage of Path MTU Discovery was inferred based on
the packet size distribution. Shannon et al. [6] studied fre-
quency and cause of IP fragmented traffic on data collected
on different WANs (100Mbit Ethernet, OC3 and OC12) in
March 2001. Fraleigh et al. [7] analyzed traffic measure-
ments from the Sprint IP backbone, based on a number of
traces taken on different OC12 and OC48 links in 2001-2002.
Pentikousis et al. [8] indirectly quantified deployment of
TCP options based on traces with incomplete header infor-
mation. The data was collected between October 2003 and
January 2004 on a number of OC3 and OC12 links by the
NLANR/PMA. In that paper, recent figures about packet
size distributions were presented as well. Already earlier,
Allman [9] presented observations about usage of TCP op-
tions within traffic from a particular webserver in a one and
a half year period from 1998-2000. Finally, in his investi-
gations about the evolution of transport protocols, Medina
et al. [10] presented usage of TCP features like ECN (RFC
3168) based on passive measurements on a local webserver
during two weeks in February 2004.



Despite these existing studies, there is a need for further
measurement studies [2, 11]. Continued analysis work needs
to be done on updated real-world data in order to be able to
follow trends and changes in network characteristics. There-
fore, in this work we will consequently continue to analyze
IP and TCP, as they are the most common protocols used
in today’s Internet, and compare the results to previous
work. After describtion of the analyzed data in Section 2,
we present our results for IP and TCP specific features in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the main findings
and draws conclusions.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Collection of Traces
The traffic traces have been collected on the outermost

part of an SDH ring running Packet over SONET (PoS). The
traffic passing the ring to (outgoing) and from (incoming)
the Internet is primarily routed via our tapped links. This
expected behavior is confirmed by SNMP statistics showing
a difference of almost an order of magnitude between the
tapped link and the protection link. Simplified, we regard
the measurements to be taken on links between the region of
Göteborg, including exchange traffic with the regional access
point, and the rest of the Internet.

On the two OC-192 links (two directions) we use optical
splitters attached to two Endace DAG6.2SE cards. The
DAG cards captured the first 120 bytes of each frame to
ensure that the entire network and transport header infor-
mation is preserved. The data collection was performed be-
tween the 7th of April 2006, 2AM and the 26th of April 2006,
10AM. During this period, we simultaneously for both direc-
tions collected four traces of 20 minutes each day at identical
times. The times (2AM, 10AM, 2PM, 8PM) were chosen to
cover business, non-business and nighttime hours. Due to
measurement errors in one direction at four occasions we
have excluded these traces and the corresponding traces in
the opposite direction.

2.2 Processing and Analysis
After storing the data on disk, the payload beyond trans-

port layer was removed and the traces were sanitized and
desensitized. This was mainly done by using available tools
like Endace’s dagtools and CAIDA’s CoralReef, accompanied
by own tools for additional consistency checks, which have
been applied after each preprocessing step to ensure san-
ity of the traces. Trace sanitization refers to the process of
checking and ensuring that the collected traces are free from
logical inconsistencies and are suitable for further analysis.
During our capturing sessions, the DAG cards discarded a
total of 20 frames within 12 different traces due to receiver
errors or HDLC CRC errors. Another 71 frames within 30
different traces had to be discarded after the sanitization
process due to IP checksum errors.

By desensitization the removing of all sensitive informa-
tion to ensure privacy and confidentiality is meant. The
payload of the packets was removed earlier, so we finally
anonymized IP addresses using the prefix preserving Cryp-
toPAN [12]. After desensitization, the traces were moved to
a central storage. An analysis program was run on the data
to extract cummulated statistical data into a database. For
packets of special interest, corresponding TCP flows have
been extracted.

Figure 1: Cum. IPv4 Packet Size Distribution

3. RESULTS
The 148 traces analyzed sum up to 10.77 billion PoS frames,

containing a total of 7.6 TB of data. 99.97% of the frames
contain IPv4 packets, summing up to 99.99% of the carried
data. The remaining traffic consists of different routing pro-
tocols (BGP, CLNP, CDP). The results in the remainder of
this paper are based on IPv4 traffic only.

3.1 General Traffic Properties

3.1.1 IP packet size distribution
In earlier measurements, cumulative distribution of IPv4

packet lengths was reported to be trimodal, showing major
modes at small packet sizes just above 40 bytes (TCP ac-
knowledgments), large packets around 1500 bytes (Ethernet
MTU) and default datagram sizes of 576 bytes according to
RFC 879. Data collected between 1997 and 2002 reported
about fractions of default datagram sizes from 10% up to
40% [5, 1, 6, 7]. Pentikousis et al. [8] however showed in
2004, that packet size distribution was no longer trimodal,
but rather bimodal, with default datagram sizes accounting
for only 3.8% of all packets.

Fig. 1 illustrates the cumulative distribution of IPv4 packet
lengths in our traces of 2006. The distribution is still bi-
modal, with the major portion of lengths between 40 and
100 bytes and between 1400 and 1500 bytes (44% and 37%
of all IPv4 packets, resp.). The usage of the default data-
gram size of 576 byte was further decreased to a fraction of
only 0.95%, now not even being among the first three most
significant modes anymore. This is caused by the predomi-
nance of Path MTU Discovery in today’s TCP implementa-
tions, which is confirmed later by the analysis of the IP flags
and the TCP maximum segment size (MSS) option. On the
other hand, two other notable modes appeared at 628 bytes
and 1300 bytes, representing 1.76% and 1.1% of the IPv4
traffic, resp.

An analysis of TCP flows including a lot of 628 byte pack-
ets showed that these packets typically appear after full sized
packets (MSS of 1460), often with the PUSH flag set. We
suspect that they are sent by applications doing ’TCP layer
fragmentation’ on 2KB blocks of data, indicating the end
of data a data block by PUSH. This is confirmed by flows
where smaller MSS values have been negotiated (e.g. 1452).
In this cases, the following packets became larger (e.g. 636
bytes) to add up to 2048 bytes of payload again. Examples
for applications using such 2KB blocks for data transfer can
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be found in [13], where different file-sharing protocols using
fixed block sizes are presented. A look at the TCP destina-
tion ports revealed that large fractions of this traffic are in-
deed sent to ports known to be used for popular file-sharing
protocols like Bittorrent and DirectConnect. The notable
step at 1300 bytes on the other hand could be explained by
the recommended IP MTU for IPsec VPN tunnels [14].

Packets larger than 1500 bytes (Ethernet MTU) aggre-
gate a fraction of 0.15%. Traffic of packets sized up to 8192
bytes was observed, but the major part (99.7%) accounts for
packet sizes of 4470 bytes. A minor part of the >1500 byte
sized packets represents BGP updates between backbone-
or access routers. The majority of the large packet traffic
(mainly 4470) could after thorough investigation be identi-
fied as customized data-transfer from a space observatory to
a data center using jumbo-packets over Ethernet.

2AM 10AM 2PM 8PM

Pkts Data Pkts Data Pkts Data Pkts Data

TCP 91.3 97.6 91.5 96.8 93.2 97.1 91.4 97.2

UDP 8.5 2.3 7.6 2.8 6.1 2.7 8.3 2.7

ICMP 0.2 0.02 0.19 0.02 0.20 0.02 0.12 0.01

ESP 0.01 0.00 0.47 0.19 0.35 0.14 0.02 0.02

GRE 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.04

(a) IPv4 Protocol Breakdown (values in %)

OUTGOING UDP
Date Time Packets Data

2006-04-16 2PM 6.8 1.7
2006-04-16 8PM 40.6 5.1
2006-04-17 2AM 51.9 6.1
2006-04-17 10AM 58.1 7.1
2006-04-17 2PM 5.7 1.8

(b) UDP Burst (values in %)

Table 1: Transport Protocols

3.1.2 Transport protocols
The protocol breakdown in Table 1(a) once more confirms

the dominance of TCP traffic. Compared to earlier measure-
ments reporting about TCP accounting for around 90 - 95%
of the data volume and for around 85-90% of IP packets,
[5, 1, 6, 7], both fractions seem to be slightly larger in the
analyzed SUNET data. In Table 1(a), the fractions of cumu-
lated packets and bytes carried in the respective protocol are
given in percent of total IPv4 traffic for the corresponding
time.

An interesting observation can be made at the 2PM data.
Here, the largest fraction of TCP and the lowest of UDP
packets appear. A closer look at the differences between
outgoing and incoming traffic revealed that three consecu-
tive measurements on the outgoing link carried up to 58%
UDP packets, not covering the 2PM traces, as shown in Ta-
ble 1(b). These figures indicate a potential UDP burst of
14-24 hours of time. A detailed analysis showed that the
packet length for the UDP packets causing the burst was
just 29 bytes, leaving a single byte for UDP payload data.
These packets were transmitted between a single sender and
receiver address with varying port numbers. After reporting
this network anomaly, the network support group of a Uni-
versity confirmed that the burst stemed from an UDP DoS

script installed undetected on a webserver with a known
vulnerability. Although TCP data was still predominant, a
dominance of UDP packets over such a timespan could po-
tentially lead to TCP starvation and raise serious concerns
about Internet stability and fairness.

3.2 Analysis of IP Properties

3.2.1 IP type of service
The TOS field can optionally include codepoints for Ex-

plicit Congestion Notification (ECN) and Differentiated Ser-
vices. 83.1% of the observed IPv4 packets store a value of
zero in the TOS field, not applying the mechanisms above.
Valid ’Pool 1’ DiffServ Codepoints (RFC 2474) account for
16.8% of all TOS fields.

Medina et al. [10] reported about almost an doubling of
ECN capable webservers from 1.1% in 2000 to 2.1% in 2004,
but indicates that routers or middleboxes might erase ECT
codepoints. In our data only 1.0 million IPv4 packets pro-
vide ECN capable transport (either one of the ECT bits set)
and additionally 1.1 million packets actually show ’conges-
tion experienced’ (both bits set). This means that ECN is
implemented in only around 0.02% of the IPv4 traffic. These
numbers are consistent with the observations by Pentikousis
et al. [8], suggesting that the number of ECN-aware routers
is still very small.

3.2.2 IP Options
The analysis of IP options showed that they are virtu-

ally not used. Only 68 packets carrying IP options were
observed. One 20-minute trace contained 45 packets with
IP option 7 (Record Route) and 3 traces carried up to 12
packets with IP option 148 (Router Alert).

3.2.3 IP fragmentation
During the year 2000, McCreary et al. [1] observed an

increase in the fraction IP packets carrying fragmented traf-
fic from 0.03% to 0.15%. Indeed, one year later, Shannon
et al. [6] reported fractions of fragmented traffic of up to
0.67%. Contrary to this trend, we found a much smaller
fraction of 0.06% of fragmented traffic in the analyzed data.
Even though these numbers are relatively small, there is
still an order of magnitude difference between earlier and
current results. 72% of the fragmented traffic in our data
is transmitted during office hours, at 10AM and 2PM. We
also observed that the amount of fragmented traffic on the
incoming link is about 9 times higher than on the outgoing
one.

While UDP and TCP are responsible for 97% and 3% re-
spectively of all incoming fragmented segments, they just
represent 19% and 18% of the outgoing. The remaining
63% of the outgoing fragmented traffic turned out to be
IPsec ESP traffic (RFC 4303), observed between exactly one
source and one receiver during working hours on weekdays.
Each fragment series in this connection consists of one full
length Ethernet MTU and one additional 72 byte fragment.
This can easily be explained by an unsuitably configured
host/VPN combination transmitting 1532 bytes (1572 - 40
bytes IP and TCP header) instead of the Ethernet MTU
due to the additional ESP header. The dominance of UDP
among fragmented traffic is not surprising, since Path MTU
Discovery is a TCP feature only.
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The first packets in all observed fragment series are in
96.7% sized larger or equal than 1300 bytes. This goes along
with the assumption that fragments are sent in-order and
the first segments should be full sized MTUs. It should
be noted that 1.6% of first packets in fragment series are
smaller than 576 bytes. This is not surprising, consider-
ing an earlier observation by Shannon et al. [6] that about
8% of fragment series are sent in reverse-order, sending the
smallest segment first. This is accepted behavior, since the
IP specification (RFC 791) does not prescribe any sizes of
fragments. Another reason for small first segments are mis-
configured networks or deliberate use of small MTUs, like
serial links (RFC 1144) connected to the backbone. An ex-
ample for such unusual small sized fragments of only 244
bytes will be given in the next subsection.

3.2.4 IP flags
The analysis of the IP flags (fragment bits) revealed that

91.3% of all observed IP packets have the don’t fragment bit
(DF) set, as proposed by Path MTU Discovery (RFC 1191).
8.65% use neither DF nor MF (more fragments) and 0.04%
set solely the MF bit.

Following the IP specification (RFC 791) no other values
are valid in the IP flag field. Nevertheless, we observed a to-
tal of 27,474 IPv4 packets from 70 distinct IP sources with
DF and MF set simultaneously. About 35 of those invalid
bit values are evenly observed among both directions in all
traces, with exception of one burst of 21,768 packets in a
trace of the incoming link. This burst stems from a 10 min-
utes long TCP flow between a local server on port 49999
and a remote client on the gaming port 1737 (UltimaD).
Surprisingly, all the incoming traffic is fragmented to series
of 244 byte long IP packets. The data carried by these frag-
ment series adds up to full Ethernet MTUs size. Because
being fragmented, each but the last fragment in a series has
the MF bit set. Disregarding its actual fragmentation, each
fragment also has the DF bit set. A similar behavior could
be observed on the outgoing link, where one source gener-
ates 85% of all outgoing DF+MF packets, evenly distributed
over 70 out of 76 measured times. Again, each IP packet has
the DF bit set by default, while MF is set additionally when
fragmentation is needed. Looking at the traffic pattern and
considering that UDP port 53 is used, it seems to be obvious
that there is a DNS server using improper protocol stacks
inside the Göteborg region.

Additionally, we observed a total of 233 cases of a reserved
bit with value 1, appearing in small numbers in most of the
collected traces and stemming from 126 distinct sources. Ac-
cording to the IP standard (RFC 791) the reserved bit must
be zero, so this behavior has to be regarded as misbehavior.

3.3 Analysis of TCP Properties

3.3.1 TCP Options
In an early study, Allman [9] reported about portions of

hosts applying the Window Scale (WS) and Timestamp (TS)
options, both increasing from about 15% to 20% during a 15
month period from 1998 to 2000. The SACK permitted op-
tion was shown to increase even further from 7% to 40%. No
numbers for hosts applying the MMS option were given. The
more recent approach to quantify TCP option deployment
by Pentikousis et al. in 2004 [8] was unfortunately carried
out on traces with incomplete header information. Since

TCP option data was not available in these traces, their de-
ployment had consequently to be analyzed indirectly. Our
results, based on traces including complete header informa-
tion, show that this indirect approach yielded quite accurate
results.

Table 2(a) shows the deployment of the most important
TCP options as fractions of the SYN and SYN/ACK seg-
ments, divided into summaries of the four times each day.
The results show that MSS and SACK permitted options
are widely used during connection establishment (on aver-
age 99.2% and 89.9% resp.). The positive trend of the SACK
option deployment, as indicated by Allman, was obviously
continued and the inferred values of Pentikousis et al. are
finally confirmed. The frequent usage of the MSS option
again indicates the dominance of Path MTU Discovery in
TCP connections, since an advertised MSS is the precon-
dition for this technique. The WS and TS options on the
other hand are still applied to the same extent as in 2000
(17.9% and 14.5% resp.). In Table 2(b) the occurrence of

Kind 2AM 10AM 2PM 8PM

2(MSS) 99.0% 98.7% 99.7% 99.1%
3(WS) 21.4% 18.4% 16.6% 16.5%

4(SACK perm.) 91.0% 86.6% 88.9% 89.8%
8(TS) 18.2% 15.3% 13.3% 12.8%

(a) TCP Options in SYN segments

Kind 2AM 10AM 2PM 8PM

No Opt. 86.5% 85.2% 87.3% 88.6%
5(SACK) 3.1% 2.8% 2.9% 3.1%

8(TS) 9.7% 11.2% 9.0% 7.6%
19(MD5) 0.02% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01%

(b) TCP Options in all segments

Table 2: TCP Option Deployment

TCP options with respect to all TCP segments is summa-
rized. Around 87% of the TCP segments do not carry any
options at all. Only an average of 2.9% of all segments ac-
tually applies the SACK opportunity, which was permitted
by around 90% of all connections. It is interesting, that
although 15.5% of the connection establishments advertise
usage of the TS option, it just reappears in 9.3% of all seg-
ments. This might be caused by TCP servers not responding
with the TS option set in their initial SYN/ACK. All other
option kinds were observed with very low frequency.

3.3.2 TCP option values
Allman [9] reported about 90% of connections advertising

an MSS of about 1460 bytes in the SYN segment, leaving
6% for larger MSS values, and another 5% for MSS values
of about 500 bytes. An analysis of advertised values within
the MSS option field in our data revealed that the major
portion (93.7%) of the MSS values still lies between 1400-
1460 bytes, thus close to the Ethernet maximum (1500-40
byte for IP and TCP headers). Values larger than 1460
bytes are carried by only 0.06% of the MSS options, with
values up to the maximum of 65535. Values smaller than 536
bytes (the default IP datagram size minus 40) are carried by
another tiny fraction (0.05%), including MSS values down
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to zero. The 53,280 packets carrying small MSS values are
send by 2931 different IP addresses. The major fraction of
the <536 MSS values carries a value of 512 (87.5%), followed
by 64 (2.4%) and 260 (1.3%). Values down to 265 bytes can
be explained by standard active fingerprinting attacks, like
nmap [15], whereas smaller values are more likely to be DoS
exploits.

In Allman’s data from 2000, Window Scale (WS) factors
as high as 12 appeared, with zero as the main factor, ac-
counting for 84%, followed by a factor of one with about
15%. In our contemporary data, WS factor values appear
in the range of 0 to 14. The most common scale factor with
58% is zero, which should not be interpreted as real factor,
but as an offer to scale while scaling the own receive win-
dow by 1. The major real scale factor appears to be 2, with
30.8% deployment. Other scale factors in recognizable frac-
tions are 3, 1, and 6, applied in respectively 4.2%, 4.1% and
1.0% of all segments carrying a WS option. As a general
observation, the WS option is applied much more effective
now, most probably due to bandwidth increases and larger
data transfers. A detailed look at diurnal behavior of WS
option values revealed that traces at nighttime (2AM) carry
constantly about 10% more scale factor values of 2, compen-
sated by around 10% less factors of zero.

3.3.3 TCP option misbehavior
Connected to the analysis of TCP options, a couple of

anomalies were encountered (Table 3(a)). The table shows
only counts of packets, since the relative fractions are too
small compared to the amount of total TCP segments. It
should be mentioned that the differences between outgoing
and incoming traffic lie typically in the order of a magnitude.
Also diurnal differences can be observed, with non-working
hours (2AM and 8PM) responsible for 67% of all reported
anomalies.

Anomaly 2AM 10AM 2PM 8PM

Undef.Kind 1062 507 413 388
Invalid OL 1200 399 915 3020
Invalid HL 71 528 130 119

(a) TCP options and header lengths

Anomaly 2AM 10AM 2PM 8PM

RST+SYN+FIN 8 35 11 15
RST+SYN 25 70 43 27
SYN+FIN 4 22 8 9
Zero Flags 32 78 86 90
RST+FIN 10200 10988 14320 16334

(b) TCP flags

Table 3: Anomalies in TCP Headers

The first misbehavior experienced was the occurrence of un-
defined option types. Out of the 8bit range for TCP option
kinds, only 26 are defined. From the remaining types al-
most all (228) have been observed. 522 distinct sources sent
the 2370 undefined options observed, with 85% appearing
on the incoming link. One single source sent 42% of these
packets during the 20 minutes duration of one measurement
at 2AM. Usage of a single destination port and 8200 dif-

ferent destination hosts within a one network prefix clearly
indicate a scanning attack, even though only a minor frac-
tion (6%) of the scanning traffic actually showed undefined
options. The malformed packets carried instead of {MSS,
NOP, NOP, SACK perm.} the option sequence of {MSS,
random byte, random byte, 0, 0}. It seems likely that it is
indeed the scanning software which is buggy and generates
occasional malformed packets.

Another inconsistency encountered are option headers ap-
pearing to be valid while carrying option lengths that do not
correspond to the total header length in the regular TCP
header. 98.2% of the 5534 cases happened on the incoming
link, with two sources responsible for 45% and 22% of such
anomalous headers. The first source adds a SACK option
with constant pattern to the TCP header, declaring an op-
tion header length of 180 bytes. This source was observed
at 4 different days. The second source applies valid TCP
options including an MSS value of 1460 during connection
setup in SYN/ACK packets. However, also in the proceed-
ing data packets an option of type 2 (MSS) appears, but this
time followed by zeros, and thereby consequently advertis-
ing an option length of zero. According to the traffic pattern
this source was a webserver. In total, 259 unique sources of
this anomaly have been identified.

Finally, 848 TCP segments advertising header length val-
ues of less than 20 bytes were generated by 184 distinct
sources, probably being DOS exploits. Again, the major
fraction (91.3%) was observed in incoming traffic. 81.5% of
the invalid values advertised a TCP header of zero length.
The remaining 18.5% are evenly distributed between the re-
maining possible length values (in multiples of 4). The main
source of zero byte TCP headers sends 351 such packets
during a period of at at least 20 minutes. 351 unique des-
tinations for 351 packets indicate a scanning campaign, this
time to some well-known source port numbers (21, 23, 110,
80, 8080).

3.3.4 TCP Flags
Analyzing the TCP flag field, 10,972 ECN-setup SYN

packets and just 800 ECN-setup SYN/ACK segments (RFC
3168) have been observed. The small numbers are consistent
with earlier observations by Medina et al. [10], where only
0.2% of tested web clients advertise ECN capabilities. In
section 3.2.1 we identified around 2.1 million ECN capable
IP packets. This indicates that the few ECN enabled TCP
connections represent large flows.

The urgent flag (URG) was set in only 663 segments. The
acknowledgment flag (ACK) on the other hand was set in
98.6% of all segments, which is expected, since theoretically
only the initial SYN packets should not carry an ACK flag.
The push bit (PSH) was enabled in 22.4% of all segments.

In Table 3(b) we present packet counts for unexpected
combinations of connection flags. The four first-listed anoma-
lies have been seen in packets sent by 56 distinct sources.
Such inconsistencies can easily be generated by port scan-
ning tools like nmap [15]. We can rule out T/TCP as reason
for SYN+FIN packets, since none of the 43 packets carried
CC options (RFC 1644). The most frequent anomaly is con-
nection termination with both, FIN and RST flags set. This
was seen in 51,842 segments, send by 7576 unique source IP
addresses. All connection flag anomalies are spread quite
evenly over all measurements, with no particular sources to
stand out.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to be able to present contemporary character-

istics of Internet traffic, 148 traces of 20 minutes duration
have been collected on a pair of backbone links in April
2006. The analysis revealed that IP options are virtually
not applied and IP fragmentation is done to a minor extent
(0.06%), with UDP accounting for most IP fragments. The
latter observation stems from an increased employment of
TCP Path MTU Discovery, which was shown to be even
more dominating than reported earlier. Regarding packet
size distribution, two findings should be noted. First, IP
packet lengths of 628 bytes have become even more common
than the default datagram size, with P2P traffic identified as
likely source. Second, except for router traffic, jumbo pack-
ets are used for a single custom application only and are not
seen otherwise. Even though these observations are limited
to our measurements from a single point in the Internet, this
summary about current behavior of network protocols helps
to understand the influence of additional protocol features
on Internet traffic and can contribute to an improvement of
future simulation models.

Additionally, a number of anomalies and inconsistencies
have been observed, serving as pointers to keep in mind
for protocol and application developers. As one cause for
the otherwise rare occurrence of IP fragmentation additional
headers introduced by VPN have been identified, advising
application developers to use smaller MSS values. Further-
more, one single long- duration UDP burst was observed
while gathering protocol statistics. This was found to be an
UDP DoS attack, undetected by the network management
tools in operation. This indicates the need for continuous
refinement of network monitoring policies. The magnitude
of the burst also raises stability and fairness concerns, call-
ing for addition of some kind of congestion control to UDP.
Finally, several types of misbehaviors within IP and TCP
headers have been discussed. The anomalies observed could
be explained by three different causes:

• Buggy or misbehaving applications or protocol stacks

• Active OS fingerprinting [13]

• Network attacks exploiting protocol vulnerabilities

Even though all header anomalies observed are rare com-
pared to the total number packets, their existence shows
that developers need to carefully design implementations.
Almost any possible inconsistency in protocol headers will
appear eventually, thus network protocols and applications
have to be designed and implemented as robust as possible,
leaving no vulnerabilities.

Since access to traffic on highly aggregated links is still
uncommon for researchers working on network security, our
results form valuable input to related research on topics like
large scale intrusion detection or traffic filtering. Besides
quantifying the occurrence of different header anomalies ’in
the wild’, the results yield explanations for the origins of
these commonly observed inconsistencies. Not every mal-
formed packet header is necessarily part of attacking traffic,
as proven by the example of the DNS server setting invalid

fragmentation bits, but can also be introduced by improper
protocol stacks. This information can be relevant when re-
fining rule-sets for traffic filters, as applied in firewalls or
network intrusion detection systems. Furthermore, knowl-
edge about the nature of header anomalies can be interesting
for researchers or developers creating stress tests for routers
and other network components.
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Abstract 
Contemporary backbone-traffic is analyzed with respect to behaviour differences between inbound and 

outbound Internet traffic. For the analysis, 146 traffic traces of 20 minutes duration have been collected in 

April 2006, carrying 10.7 billion frames and 7.5 TB of data. Significant directional differences, among 

others found in IP fragmentation, TCP termination behaviour and TCP options usage, are pointed out and 

discussed on different protocol levels (IP, TCP and UDP). The analysis includes a focus on TCP connection 

properties, yielding P2P and malicious traffic as main reasons for the differences. The results are relevant 

for a better understanding of how applied network protocols are used in an operative environment. 

Furthermore, a quantification of malicious traffic provides related research fields, such as network security 

or intrusion detection, with important insights. 
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1. Introduction 
The Internet, as emerging key component for commercial and personal communication, has in the recent 

years undergone a fast development and is still expanding. Unfortunately, this rapid development has left 

little time or resources to integrate measurement and analysis possibilities into Internet infrastructure, 

applications and protocols. However, the Internet community needs to understand the nature of Internet 

traffic in order to support research and further development [3]. One way to acquire better understanding is 

to measure real Internet traffic. In the MonNet project [10][24], the technical and legal complications of the 

measurement task were overcome resulting in packet-level traces of contemporary Internet traffic.  

The MonNet traffic traces analyzed in this article have been taken from the OC192 backbone of the Swedish 

University Network (SUNET) during 20 days in April 2006. The links tapped provide not only a backbone 

for two major Universities, but also for a substantial number of student dormitories and research institutes. 

Additionally, the links carry exchange traffic with commercial providers due to a local exchange point inside 

Göteborg. Because of the high aggregation of the measured links, we believe that this recent data provides a 

valid footprint of Internet traffic characteristics in Sweden at the current time.  

The chosen measurement point on the outermost part of a ring architecture makes the traces specifically 

suitable for highlighting directional differences. Put simply, the measurements were taken on links between 

the region of Göteborg and the rest of the Internet. This work therefore analyzes the contemporary data with 

respect to behaviour differences between in- and outbound backbone traffic. The presented traffic constitutes 

a medium level of aggregation, between campus-wide traffic and tier-1 backbone traffic. We believe that 

this type of network, with smaller local exchange points, represents an upcoming class of networks.  

1.1. Related work 

There are numerous articles about general Internet measurements [7][16][25], with only a few of them partly 

dealing with directional differences. Thompson [25] e.g. presented wide-area Internet traffic characteristics 

on nowadays rather outdated data in 1997. The data was recorded on a core-backbone and a transatlantic 

link, including figures about directional differences in packet sizes and byte volumes.  
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In recent years, a few studies included discussions about directional differences, but typically only regarding 

specific properties. These articles are often based on unidirectional flow data and analyze a variety of 

datasets. The analyzed datasets are either collected at Tier-1 backbone level or on small campus or institute 

Internet gateways, so with either a low or very high level of aggregation. In his article about rapid model 

parameterization, Lan [14] showed differences between inbound and outbound traffic in terms of protocol 

mix and flow statistics, like flow size and duration. The data was recorded on the 100 Mbit/s Internet 

gateway of the USC Information Science Institute in 2001. Saroiu [22] analyzed different types of HTTP 

flows, recorded on two border routers of the University of Washington on 9 days in 2002. In this paper, 

WWW and P2P traffic carried over HTTP are contrasted, including a comparison of inbound and outbound 

flows. In his study about P2P properties in 2003, Gerber [8] was able to show that the IN/OUT traffic 

balance for P2P traffic on the border of a Tier-1 backbone is close to one. Kim [12] compared inbound and 

outbound flow statistics for different transport protocols, including flow, packet and byte ratios. The analysis 

was based on flow data collected in 2004 on the Internet routers of the POSTECH campus, a 2x100 Mbits/s 

Ethernet.  

An interesting study based on packet-level traces was presented by Mellia [17]. Mellia analyzed traces 

collected on the Internet access link of the Politecnico di Torino campus LAN in 2000-2002. Besides 

presenting an automatic tool for statistical analysis of network traces, interesting results for IP and TCP 

characteristics are given, including a connection-level analysis of TCP.  

1.2. Contribution of this work 

Updated measurement results are crucial for a better understanding of how the applied technologies and 

protocols are used in an operative environment. In the present study, significant directional differences are 

pointed out and discussed on different protocol levels (IP, TCP and UDP). For TCP, the bi-direction packet 

level traces are reassembled to connections, in order to be able to conduct a detailed connection-level 

analysis. The presented results are destined for network engineers, network application developers and 

protocol designers in order to be able to optimize bandwidth efficiency and stability of future networks. The 

paper furthermore highlights network anomalies and inconsistencies, like attacking or scanning traffic.  This 

is important knowledge, since improving the robustness of network applications and protocol 

implementations is gaining special importance. In fact, increasing bandwidth and growing numbers of 

Internet users have also lead to increased misuse and anomalous behaviour [9][13]. Knowledge of real-life 

traffic properties is also important for establishing more realistic simulation models [6]. Finally, some of the 

insights might as well bring up new research issues in related research fields, such as network security and 

intrusion detection. The contributions of this work are relevant, because: 

• the analysis is based on updated, contemporary data

• the data was collected on links representing medium traffic aggregation, a class of networks not 

previously studied in the same extent 

• packet-level traces allow a more detailed analysis than sampled flow-level data (e.g. TCP options) 

• the presented bi-directional TCP connection analysis reflects real connections more closely than 

traditional flow level analysis 

• the results provide a complete view of directional differences on different levels (IP, TCP, UDP)  

• the special focus on network anomalies is especially important in the light of increasing amounts of 

network attacks 

The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology of collecting, pre-processing and 

analyzing the traces. Then some general traffic properties are presented in section 3. Next, sections 4, 5 and  

6 quantify directional differences observed on different protocols levels (IP, TCP and UDP). Finally, in 

section 7, different traffic anomalies and inconsistencies found on the protocol levels are summarized, 

followed by concluding remarks about the main findings. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Collection of traces 

We collected our traces on the outermost part of an SDH ring running Packet over SONET (PoS). The 

traffic passing the ring to (outbound) and from (inbound) the main Internet is primarily routed via our tapped 

link, as confirmed by SNMP statistics. Simplified, we regard the measurements to be taken on links between 

the region of Göteborg, including exchange traffic with the regional access point, and the rest of the Internet 

as discussed earlier in section 1. 

We use optical splitters on two OC-192 links, one for each direction. The splitters are attached to two 

Endace DAG6.2SE cards sitting in identical Dual-Opteron servers. The servers use a 6 disk SCSI Raid0 to 

keep up with the speed of the 10 Gbit/s links. The DAG cards are configured to capture the first 120 bytes of 

each frame to ensure that the entire network- and transport header information is preserved. The two DAG 

cards are chained together with help of the DAG Universal Clock Kit (DUCK), with one card serving as 

synchronisation input for the second card, resulting in time synchronisation typically between ± 30ns [5]. 

The collection of the data was performed between the 7th of April, 10:00 and the 26th of April 2006, 10:20. 

During this period, we simultaneously for both directions collected four traces of 20 minutes each day at 

identical times. The times (02:00, 10:00, 14:00 and 20:00) were chosen to cover business, non-business as 

well as night time hours. Due to measurement errors in one direction at four occasions we have excluded 

these traces and the corresponding traces in the opposite direction. 

2.2. Processing and analysis 

After storing the data on disk, the payload beyond transport layer was removed and the traces were sanitized 

and desensitized. This was mainly done by using available tools like Endace's dagtools and CAIDA's 

CoralReef, accompanied by own tools for additional consistency checks, which have been applied after each 

pre-processing step to ensure sanity of the traces. Trace sanitization refers to the process of checking and 

ensuring that the collected traces are free from logical inconsistencies and are suitable for further analysis. 

During our capturing sessions, the DAG cards discarded a total of 20 frames within 12 different traces due 

to receiver errors, which includes HDLC CRC errors. Surprisingly, another 71 frames within 30 different 

traces had to be discarded after the sanitization process due to IP checksum errors.  

By desensitization we mean the removing of all sensitive information to ensure privacy and confidentiality. 

The payload of the packets was removed earlier, so we finally anonymized IP addresses using the prefix 

preserving CryptoPAN [27].  After desensitization, the traces were moved to a central storage server. First, 

an analysis program was run on each trace to extract cumulated statistical data. As a second step, per-

connection TCP analysis was conducted on merged, then bidirectional traces. More details on the connection 

analysis are described in beginning of section 5. 

3. General traffic characteristics 
As summarized in table 1, the 146 analyzed traces sum up to 10.68 billion PoS frames, containing a total of 

7.53 TB of data. In his study on campus wide traffic, Kim [12] reported about a 1:1 ratio between outbound 

and inbound traffic for packets numbers, but an 1:1.38 inequality for traffic volume due to the “net provider” 

status of University networks. In the our data, no significant difference between neither, packet counts nor 

volumes, can be observed. This even distribution of traffic proves the higher level of aggregation and 

underlines the relevance of the presented data, representing Internet backbone traffic. 

The frames contain in 99.97% of the cases IPv4 packets, which sum up to 99.99% of the carried data. The 

remaining traffic consists constantly of around 1200 IPv6 BGP Multicast messages, 8 CLNP routing updates 

(IS-IS) and 1 Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) message per minute. The results in the remainder of this 

paper are based on the IPv4 traffic only. 
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Count % Volume %

Total 10.68E+9 100.00% 7.53 TB 100.00%

Outbound 48.74% 49.16%

Inbound 51.26% 50.84%

Packets Data

    

Inside Outside Source Dest. Dest. Source

Total 634E+3 22.0E+6 275E+3 19.2E+6 490E+3 19.8E+6

TCP 408E+3 05.0E+6 176E+3 04.3E+6 310E+3 04.5E+6

UDP 484E+3 19.2E+6 175E+3 16.4E+6 384E+3 16.9E+6

Rest 155E+3 01.9E+6 024E+3 01.1E+6 146E+3 01.0E+6

Total Outbound Inbound

4. IP level 
In this section out- and inbound traffic on the network layer level of the Internet Protocol (IP) is compared.  

This comparison includes the transport protocol mix, IP packet size distribution and IP fragmentation.  

To start with, table 2 gives some scale to the aggregation level of the links. The numbers of distinct IP hosts 

seen within (inside) and outside the region of Göteborg are summarized, where outbound sources and 

inbound destinations are regarded as inside, and the opposite way around as outside. Note that the sum of the 

numbers exceeds the total numbers, since one host can obviously be both source and destination for packets 

of several transport protocols. As expected, the amount of hosts inside the region is outnumbered by hosts 

seen outside “in the Internet”. Nevertheless, there is a surprisingly high number of hosts inside, considering 

that the numbers of hosts at the three main customers of the links (2 major universities and the regional 

network for student dormitories) do not exceed 7,000 each. Indeed, these main customers sum up to about 

21,000 sources of outbound TCP connections. The remaining 150,000 outbound sources belong to different 

providers connected to the exchange point. The amount of inbound destinations is much larger due to 

incoming scanning traffic. As an example, the 16 bit address ranges of the two Universities are scanned in 

their entirety (2x65,534). The vast amount of UDP hosts outside was found to be due to short UDP sessions 

caused by P2P overlay networks, which will be discussed in more detailed in section 6. 

It has to be noted that even though the hosts of the three main customers represent a minor part (13%) of the 

observed IP addresses inside the region of Göteborg, a majority of the traffic (around 85%) consists of 

packets to or from these hosts. 

4.1. Transport protocol breakdown 

The protocol breakdown, summarized in table 3, once more confirms the dominance of TCP traffic. 

Compared to earlier measurements [7][16][23][25], the fractions of both TCP data volume and packet 

counts have even increased slightly. In the table, fractions of packets and data carried in the respective 

protocol are in % of total IPv4 traffic for the corresponding direction. Ratios between out- and inbound 

traffic are shown in parentheses, summing up to 100 for each protocol.  

TCP packets and data show an equal ratio, as it was the case for the total traffic. In Kim’s report [12], 

outbound traffic carried 1.44 times more data than inbound traffic. We believe that this behaviour is not 

observed in our data since the traffic of diverse network types aggregating on the links measured cancel out 

the typical client-server imbalance (small requests, large data replies). UDP data on the other hand shows 

almost the same ratio (38:62) in favour of inbound data volumes in our data as previously reported by Kim.  

This is caused by multimedia traffic (mainly RTP) over UDP, which is more common to be served on hosts 

on the Internet. An interesting observation can be made for UDP packets, with an unexpected large amount 

of outgoing packets. A closer look reveals that three consecutive measurements carried up to 58% UDP 

packets, as shown in table 4. This indicates a potential single UDP burst of 14-24 hours of time. A detailed 

analysis shows that the packet length for the UDP packets causing the burst was just 29 bytes, leaving a 

single byte for UDP payload data. These packets were transmitted between a single sender and receiver 

address with varying port numbers. After reporting this network anomaly, the network support group of a 

University could identify the culprit host. This was a web server that had been exploited through a known 

vulnerability in a PHP script. Consequently, a UDP DoS script was installed and could run undetected, since 

Table 2: Distinct IP addresses seen Table 1: Traffic amount of data captured 
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the network management tool was monitoring amount of per-flow data only, but not the number of packets.  

Although TCP data was still predominant, we believe that a dominance of UDP packets over such a time 

span could potentially lead to TCP starvation and raise serious concerns about Internet stability and fairness. 

When removing the three traces with this outstanding network event from our data, UDP packets showed the 

same ratio as the TCP and the overall data. Due to the small packet sizes, the ration of UDP data kept almost 

unchanged (36:64). 

ESP traffic seems to experience a typical client-server pattern with even packet ratio, but uneven data 

proportions. The hosts mainly responsible for this type of traffic will be discussed again in section 4.3. An 

explanation for the dominance of outbound traffic for ICMP could be the large amount of incoming network 

attacks as shown later, triggering ICMP responses from routers and firewalls. 

TCP 90.62 (48.1) 93.14 (51.9) 97.76 (49.5) 96.57 (50.5)

UDP 8.87 (56.8) 6.40 (43.2) 2.03 (37.8) 3.23 (62.2)

ESP 0.23 (52.5) 0.20 (47.5) 0.12 (66.5) 0.06 (33.5)

ICMP 0.22 (61.9) 0.13 (38.1) 0.02 (60.7) 0.02 (39.3)

GRE 0.05 (51.8) 0.05 (48.2) 0.07 (73.0) 0.02 (27.0)

Fraction of Packets in % Fraction of Data in %

outbound inbound outbound inbound

                 

Date Time Packets Data

2006-04-16 14:00 6.8% 1.7%

2006-04-16 20:00 40.6% 5.1%

2006-04-17 02:00 51.9% 6.1%

2006-04-17 10:00 58.1% 7.1%

2006-04-17 14:00 5.7% 1.8%

outbound

Packet size total outbound inbound

20-39 1.50% 2.96% 0.11%

40-60 38.72% 37.26% 40.12%

576 0.96% 0.60% 1.29%

628 1.76% 2.05% 1.49%

1300 1.11% 1.20% 1.01%

1400-1500 38.01% 37.66% 38.34%                        

Packet size total outbound inbound

20-39 0.14% 0.18% 0.11%

40-60 39.25% 38.41% 40.02%

576 0.98% 0.63% 1.30%

628 1.79% 2.12% 1.49%

1300 1.13% 1.25% 1.01%

1400-1500 38.53% 38.62% 38.45%

4.2. Packet size distribution 

While cumulative distribution of IPv4 packet sizes was reported to be trimodal in earlier measurements

[7][16][23][25], more recent studies showed that it has changed to be rather bimodal [21]. The two major 

modes are small packet sizes just above 40 bytes (TCP acknowledgements) and large packets around 1500 

(Ethernet MTU). The previous third mode of 576 bytes (default size according to RFC 879) has in our data 

decreased to less than 1%. Furthermore, we found that two other notable modes appeared at 628 bytes and 

1300 bytes. In table 5 the major modes are summarized, with an extra table excluding the above mentioned 

UDP burst. As discussed in a prior study on the SUNET datasets [10], the mode at 628 bytes is an artefact of 

’TCP layer fragmentation’ applied by file sharing protocols like Bittorrent or DirectConnect, where 628 byte 

large packets  typically appear after full sized packets in order to add up to 2KB blocks of data. The mode at 

1300 bytes could be explained by the recommended IP MTU for IPsec VPN tunnels [4]. 

The studies of Thompson, Kim and Mellia [12][17][25] report about directional differences in packets sizes 

on two different levels of link aggregation, both caused by the classical client-server pattern. In contrast, in 

the SUNET data the two main modes for small and large packets show no significant directional differences. 

This might be due to two different reasons:  

• since Thompson’s report of 1997, network applications have undergone some fundamental developments 

• compared to the campus-wide data of Kim and Mellia, our backbone data contains a higher aggregated 

traffic mix 

Directional differences however can be observed for two other packet sizes. The differences between 

fractions of 628 byte sized packets are likely to be caused by popular P2P servers inside Göteborg’s student 

network. It is well known that DirectConnect, but also Bittorrent are especially popular in Sweden, and 

Table 3: Protocol mix (ratios per protocol in parenthesis) Table 4: UDP burst 

Table 5: Major modes of IPv4 packet size distribution for all data (left) and without UDP burst (right)
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consequently also in the region of Göteborg. The cause for the difference in the default datagram size of 576 

bytes is not obvious, but we think it might be caused by a better utilization of the Path MTU discovery 

feature in the comparable well configured hosts inside University and student networks. 

4.3. IP fragmentation 

Earlier studies of McCreary and Shannon [16][23] indicated an increase in the fraction of IP packets 

carrying fragmented traffic of to up to 0.67%. We found a much smaller fraction of only 0.065% of 

fragmented traffic in the analyzed data, as shown in table 6. It can be noted that 72% of the fragmented 

traffic in our data is transmitted during office hours, at 10AM and 2PM. While Shannon, analyzing data of 

three different locations in 2001, found that fragmented data was equally distributed between out-and 

inbound data, the amount of fragmented traffic on the SUNET inbound link is about 9 times higher than on 

the outbound one. Where UDP and TCP is responsible for 97% and 3% respectively of all incoming 

fragmented segments, they just represent 19% and 18% of the outgoing. The remaining 63% outgoing 

fragmented traffic turned out to be IPsec ESP traffic (RFC 4303) between exactly one source and one 

receiver at working hours on weekdays. Each fragment series in this connection consists of one full length 

Ethernet MTU and one additional 72 bytes fragment. This could easily be explained by an unsuitably 

configured host/VPN combination transmitting 1532 byte (1572-40 byte additional IP and TCP header) 

instead of the Ethernet MTU due to the additional ESP header. The dominance of UDP among fragmented 

traffic is not surprising since Path MTU Discovery is a TCP feature only. 

Total outbound inbound

Total 0.065% (100.0%) 0.014% (100.0%) 0.113% (100.0%)

TCP (4.5%) (18.0%) (2.9%)

UDP (88.6%) (18.8%) (97.1%)

ESP (6.8%) (63.1%) (0.0%)

The first approach to explain the differences is based on the fact that the probability for a packet to be 

fragmented is increasing with each hop. According to a TTL analysis of the fragmented traffic, the average 

hop count for outbound traffic was 6.77, whereas the average hop count for inbound traffic was 9.43. This 

alone does not seem to be significant enough to explain the imbalance between inbound and outbound 

fragments. We believe that another possible explanation could again be the fact that SUNET and its 

connection networks are very well configured and administered compared to Internet standards. 

5. TCP level 
In order to conduct a detailed connection level analysis on TCP, we merged the tightly synchronized 

unidirectional traces. From the resulting bidirectional traces an analysis program collected per-connection 

data,  including packet and data counts for both directions, start- and end times, TCP flags and counters for 

erroneous packet headers and multiple occurrences of special flags like RST or FIN.  We define a 

connection by the classical tuple of IP addresses and ports for source and destination. A TCP connection 

starts with the observation of the first SYN segment and is closed by either one FIN segment for each 

direction or one RST segment. Additional SYN segments for one tuple can sometimes be seen in the same 

direction, most commonly within scanning campaigns. In this case, further “connections” are opened within 

the analysis program in order to record the pure SYN packets separately. The following non-pure-SYN 

packets are always recorded within the most recently opened connection. We decided not to use a timeout 

threshold for unclosed connections, since our traces are limited to 20 min duration anyhow. 

A significant part of the traffic is routed asymmetrically, due to hot-potato routing. 8% of the TCP data was 

sent via the outgoing link, without any corresponding TCP packets seen on the incoming. Asymmetrical 

Table 6: Fractions of IPv4 fragments 
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traffic on the incoming link was even more common, accounting for 20% of the observed TCP data. 

Knowing the prefixes of the SUNET network segments in the area of Göteborg, it was possible to show that 

around 14% of the TCP data is actual transit traffic with neither source nor destination being SUNET 

customers inside Göteborg, entering the links via the local exchange point. Of the transit traffic, 67% was 

asymmetrical traffic, which means that 1/3 of all asymmetrically routed traffic is transit traffic as well. 

In the following subsections, first, TCP connections are classified according to their connection setup and 

termination behaviour. Then, connection properties like packet count, byte size and lifetime are analyzed 

with respect to connection direction. Finally, TCP options are discussed in the rather novel approach of per-

connection information for SYN requests and replies. 

5.1.  Connection breakdown 

The following tables summarize the connection breakdown for TCP in all 146 traces. The analysis database 

recorded a total of 72.6 Million connections according to our definition. Additional 8.9 million bidirectional 

flows do not include an initial SYN segment, which means that they either start before the measurement 

times or have asymmetrical properties. One million of these flows include no SYN, FIN or RST segments 

but show packets in both directions, which means that about 3.4% of the established connections last longer 

than 20 minutes. However, this small number of long lasting connections carries about 34% of the total TCP 

data. This is not unexpected, given the observations of Brownlee [2], saying that flows longer than 15 

minutes carry more than 50% of the traffic on a link. According to their destination port numbers, the long 

lasting connections typically carry traffic of different P2P protocols and popular messenger services.

The following analysis is performed on TCP connections with initial SYN segments. 

Count % Count % Count %

TCP connections 72.6E+6 100.00% 28.0E+6 38.56% (100.00%) 44.6E+6 61.44% (100.00%)

rejected 44.3E+6 60.99% 12.3E+6 (44.04%) 32.0E+6 (71.63%)

established 28.3E+6 39.01% 15.7E+6 (55.96%) 12.7E+6 (28.37%)

outbound inboundtotal

rejected connections 44.3E+6 100.00% 12.3E+6 27.84% (100.00%) 32.0E+6 72.16% (100.00%)

scanning - no reply 34.8E+6 78.66% 08.2E+6 (66.74%) 26.6E+6 (83.26%)

asymetric traffic 04.8E+6 10.84% 02.2E+6 (17.94%) 02.6E+6 (8.10%)

scanning - RST reply 04.3E+6 9.81% 01.7E+6 (13.83%) 02.6E+6 (8.25%)

Table 7 presents the total of all TCP connections with initial SYN segments. We define established and

rejected connections as connections experiencing a proper 3-way handshake or not, respectively. Outbound 

in this context means that the initial SYN packet was sent on the outbound link. Inbound consequently 

means that the connection establishment was initiated outside the region of Göteborg. The tables 8 and 9 

summarize the termination properties for rejected and established connections. In the tables, the first line 

represents the vertically summed values for each respective column of absolute packet counts or relative 

fractions. The fractions of out- and inbound connections in relation to the total amount of connections are 

additionally given in the first line, summing up to 100% horizontally. 

Arlitt [1] quantified different TCP connection states based on the campus wide traffic recorded at the 

University of Calgary between 2003 and 2004. He quantified rejected connections with about 25-30% of all 

TCP connections. Our contemporary data includes much more unsuccessful connection attempts, as shown 

in table 7. A major difference between the numbers of rejected outbound and inbound initiated connections 

is evident in table 8. The large amount of unreplied SYN packets on the incoming link was already indicated 

earlier, when discussing the numbers of distinct IP addresses appearing on the incoming link. These are 

mainly attacks trying to exploit well known vulnerabilities on ports commonly used by Trojans. The scans 

Table 7: TCP connection attempt breakdown 

Table 8: Rejected connection breakdown (no 3-way handshake) 
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often cover the entire IP ranges of the connected networks inside Göteborg and are likely to be destined for 

non existing endpoints. Entrance routers to the specific network typically drop this kind of packets, which 

explains the absence of response packets. In some cases an ICMP response might be triggered, which would 

explain the larger number of outgoing ICMP packets according to table 3. Regardless of the much higher 

number of incoming scans, there is also a substantial number of outgoing unreplied connection attempts. 

More than 70% of the 8.2 Million attempts are sent by hosts within the student network. Note that not all of 

these attempts are necessary network scans. There is a large fraction of non-malicious outbound connection 

attempts to non existing hosts, resulting in unsuccessful connection attempts. This is often observed for P2P 

traffic, where unreliable file-sharing peers are common. 

In cases where scanning attempts reach existing hosts on arbitrary port numbers, host-based firewalls should 

preferable drop the packets, but might in some cases reply immediately with an RST packet. This behaviour 

is more than twice as common for hosts in the student network as compared to hosts in University networks, 

which indicate that private Internet hosts are less carefully configured.  

Asymmetric traffic was included in the summary for rejected connections (table 8) for reasons of 

completeness. Naturally, asymmetric traffic can not experience a bidirectional 3-way handshake, which 

means that we cannot consider this traffic as being established. 

Count % Count % Count %

established connections 28.3E+6 100.00% 15.7E+6 55.21% (100.00%) 12.7E+6 44.68% (100.00%)

proper closing (2xFIN) 19.0E+6 66.99% 11.4E+6 (72.87%) 07.6E+6 (59.71%)

FIN and RST outbound 03.2E+6 11.21% 542E+3 (3.46%) 02.6E+6 (20.81%)

FIN and RST inbound 01.7E+6 6.06% 711E+3 (4.54%) 01.0E+6 (7.93%)

single RST 02.2E+6 7.71% 01.6E+6 (9.98%) 620E+3 (4.89%)

FIN, RST in counter dir. 01.2E+6 4.11% 889E+3 (5.67%) 276E+3 (2.18%)

unclosed 01.0E+6 3.63% 487E+3 (3.11%) 540E+3 (4.27%)

inboundtotal outbound

In table 9 finally the 28.3 Million connections with proper 3-way handshake observed are split up into 

different termination behaviours per direction. Considering the quite even distribution of TCP traffic 

volumes (table 1) it is somewhat surprising to see around 10% more outbound than inbound established 

connections. These differences in connection counts are cancelled out in the high level summary by 

differences in connection properties, as presented in the next subsection. 

A major fraction (67%) of the established connections is closed properly by FIN segments in each direction, 

which seems to be quite low, considering that TCP resets should be a rare event according to the TCP 

standard (RFC 793). On the other hand, a prior study by Arlitt [1] highlighted that TCP connections are 

becoming more likely to be closed by RST segments (15%), mainly due to irregular web server and browser 

implementations. Comparing the behaviour of in- and outbound connection in our data we find that 

connections opened from inside Göteborg are more likely to be closed by proper FIN handshakes. This is 

compensated by a higher number of connections involving RST segments on the incoming link. While 

single RSTs in either direction can still be regarded as proper connection termination, the number of 

connections closed by FIN, followed by additional RST segments is surprisingly high (more than 30% on 

the inbound connections), even when considering Arlitts results. In fact, the fractions of connections closed 

by both FIN and RST segments sent by the client (the originator) are close to Arlitts numbers. (3.5% and 

7.9% resp.) and are indeed mainly caused by web traffic. The main surprise is the large numbers of 

connections terminated by FINs and RSTs sent by the server (the responder), which are unproportionally

large for inbound connections, meaning that they are closed by servers inside Göteborg. As main source of 

this behaviour a handful of hosts inside the student network could be identified, according to their port 

Table 9: Established connection termination breakdown 
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numbers serving different kinds of popular P2P protocols. This reset behaviour is probably used to reduce 

the CPU and memory overhead introduced by connections entering the TIME_WAIT state on peers [1]. 

The 3.6% of unclosed connections lies close to the fraction of long-lasting connections, quantified in section 

5.1. These unclosed connections are indeed mainly long lasting flows, and consequently carry almost 50% 

of all data carried by established connections. While 50% of these unclosed, long lasting incoming 

connections show destination port numbers of popular P2P protocols, the same port numbers account only 

for 10% of the outbound connections. 

In addition to the high number of connections consisting of one SYN segment only, we also observed as 

many as 57 Million connections consisting of RST segments only (not shown in the tables). Of these single 

RST segments, 96% are seen on the outbound link, almost entirely in asymmetrical fashion, without any 

incoming segment triggering the resets. Only a handful source/destination pairs are responsible for these 

segments during short periods of time, so the first suspicion was that this could be reset attacks [26]. 

However, closer investigation showed no variations in sequence numbers or no other typical symptoms, so 

TCP reset attacks can be ruled out. We believe that the outbound link could be the return path for an 

asymmetrical routed denial of service (DoS) attack, generating the observed RST segments. Still, it is 

surprising that no similar behaviour could be observed to the same extent on the symmetrical routed data. 

5.2. Quantification of P2P traffic 

Since we expect P2P to have a huge impact on traffic characteristics, we tried to quantify P2P traffic for 

each direction with a simple port number analysis. Even though it is well known that P2P traffic is trying to 

hide itself and that port number methods strongly underestimate actual numbers [11][18], we believe that 

this analysis is still valid for comparing amounts of P2P connections between directions. 

A list of common port-numbers for popular file-sharing protocols was identified, specifically for different 

DirectConnect, Bittorrent, Edonkey and Gnutella implementations. According to these port-numbers,  

outbound  P2P connections carry around 13% of P2P packets and data, while for inbound connections this 

fraction is about twice as large with around 25%. Note, that these large volumes of data are carried by a 

small number of connections (less than 1%). Beside the probably quite large underestimation of these 

numbers, they indicate that P2P traffic is in fact at least about 2 times more common among inbound 

connections. The high amount of inbound established P2P connections, as already indicated in section 5.1, 

could be the result of a number of popular P2P peers inside Göteborg. Another possible explanation could be 

an increasing use of modern P2P clients (like RevConnect) inside Göteborg, triggering reverse connections 

from peers outside, on the Internet. 

5.3. Connection properties 

This section provides detailed information about different connection properties such as lifetime, size and 

packet count. The analysis deals only with bidirectional connections which have been established by a 3-

way handshake. Ordering the TCP connections by data volume and number of packets carried shows that a 

small number of top connections accounts for most of the data and packets. This indicates the 

characteristically ’elephant and mice phenomenon’, saying that the majority of Internet data is carried by a 

small percentage of large flows, so called elephants [15][20]. More specifically, outgoing connections 

appear to have less pronounced elephants, since it needs 0.08% and 0.17% to carry 50% of the total amount 

of data and packets respectively for outgoing connections, while only 0.07% and 0.14% are sufficient for 

50% for inbound connections. This directional difference can be described even more clearly, considering 

that 3.9% of the outbound and as few as 0.9% of the inbound connections carry 90% of the data, and 26.3% 

and 12.2% respectively carry 90% of the packets seen in the particular direction. 

Generally, artefacts of the client-server pattern (small requests, large data replies) can be observed for 

connections established in both directions. While outbound connections yield an average ratio of 1:1.6 in 
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favour for incoming data, inbound connections show a higher ratio of 1:1.86 in favour of outgoing data.  

This means that the smaller number of inbound connections (around 45% of all connections) carries more 

data and more packets primarily in outgoing direction, according to the client-server pattern. This imbalance 

is cancelled out to an almost even ratio in the high-level view of sections 3 and 4. The imbalance in 

connections properties is mainly caused by the larger fraction of heavy incoming P2P connections. 

 The differences between in- and outbound connections are summarized in table 10 by means of statistical 

properties. In the table, mean, standard deviation (σ), median and 80th percentile (P80) are given for 

different connections properties per direction of the initial connection establishment. While mean and σ of 

connection lifetimes appear to be quite similar for both directions, the values for sizes and packet counts are 

significantly larger for inbound connections. It needs to be noted that some of the values and figures in this 

subsection are somewhat biased since the traces are limited to 20 min of duration. Long-lasting connections, 

which are likely to be elephants, are therefore not taken into account to the full extent. Especially the values 

for mean and σ can therefore to be considered as an underestimate, while median and P80 are less biased. 

In order to be able to better interpret median and 80th percentile, we included figures for the distributions of 

connection lifetimes, sizes and packet counts. Figure 1 illustrates distribution of lifetimes in bins of 1sec. 

The magnified figure presents the first 25 seconds, with higher resolution of 15.6 ms bins. Figure 2 shows 

connection size distribution, summarized in bins of 1Kbyte. The insert magnifies the first 9 Kbytes with 20 

Byte bin-size. Figure 3 finally illustrates packets counts, including magnification for the first 100 packets. 
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Mori [19] presented mean values for flow durations on web and P2P flows extracted from inbound campus 

traffic in 2002. Web traffic yielded 9.5 sec mean, while P2P flow result in a mean of 307 sec. Projecting the 

values to our data, it can be concluded that the mean values of around 18 sec are a hybrid between web and 

P2P traffic, which is in fact the case due to University traffic on one hand and private student traffic on the 

other hand. Considering the underestimated nature of our values, it again indicates a quite substantial 

amount of long lasting P2P traffic on the measured links. Other studies, including Kim, Lan and Zhang 

Figure 2: Conn. sizes with 1Kbyte bins (20 Byte bins) Figure 3: Packets per connection  

Figure 1: Conn. lifetimes with 1sec bins (15.6ms bins) Table 10: Statistical properties of TCP Conn. 

Property mean σ median P80

out 18.2 60.7 1.8 16.6

in 17.3 65.8 0.6 24.8

out 61.0 2362 1.1 2.9

in 81.5 3298 1.9 8.9

out 81.5 2289 11.5 22.0

in 113.0 3538 11.5 21.0
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[12][15][28], presented cumulative distribution figures, reporting of median values of about 1sec and P80 

values of around 10 sec. In the SUNET data especially the 80
th

 percentile is significantly larger, again 

proofing that connections in contemporary traces tend to be significantly longer due to an increased amount 

of P2P traffic. This property is more pronounced for inbound connections when comparing the P80 values 

for connection lifetime. Surprisingly, inbound connections do not only tend to be longer, but are also more 

likely to be shorter than 5 seconds compared to outbound connections. This is indicated by the median 

values, but can be seen nicely in the magnification of figure 1. The large number of incoming connections in 

this region can be explained by rejected login attempts on application level, like SSH or SMTP. In general, 

figure 1 shows a number of protocol timeouts, typically close to half minute or minute borders. For most of 

the times, the fractions of inbound connections lie below the outbound ones, which is compensated by a 

higher number of long lasting flows, as discussed earlier. 

Regarding connection sizes, Mori [19] also presented mean values with 20.6 Kbytes for web flows, and as 

large as 5.8 Mbytes for P2P flows. As for lifetimes, the mean values for the presented data lie in between 

these extreme values. Earlier studies reported about median values of around 1 Kbytes and P80 values of 

between 1 and 10 Kbytes [15][28], which is similar  to our findings. Even though in contrast to connection 

lifetimes, both median and P80 value are larger for inbound connections, there are peaks in the 

magnification of figure 2 for incoming connection sizes below 1Kbyte and around 3 Kbytes. According to a 

port analysis, the former stems from connections trying to exploit a known security hole in some MS SQL 

server versions on a handful of hosts inside Göteborg, while the latter can be explained by unsuccessful SSH 

login attempts, probably mainly intrusion attempts as well. Generally, figure 2 shows that inbound 

connections tend to be less likely to carry small amounts of data, which again indicates that there is a higher 

number of “elephants” carrying a lot of data on the incoming link. This seems to be connected to the similar 

behaviour found for connection lifetimes, even though there is not necessarily a strong correlation between 

duration and size, as reported by Lan and Zhang [15][28]. The spikes for inbound traffic seen in figure 2 

between 300 and 550 Kbytes are results of connections from a single host to one host on destination port 

2135. This is rather a special application than another security exploit, since except these small connections 

there are also a larger number of connections carrying a large amount of data between these hosts. 

As illustrated in the magnification of figure 3, connections with less than 20 packets show very similar 

patterns for both directions, consequently resulting in similar median and P80 values. Nevertheless, the 

differences in the mean values as well as the lower values for the inbound graph in figure 3 shows that 

packet counts are to some degree correlated with connection sizes. As for connection sizes, the spikes 

between 20 and 30 packets are artefacts from unsuccessful SSH logins, and the spikes between 300 and 360 

stem from the unidentified connections to port 2135. 

5.4. TCP option usage 

In earlier work, TCP options analysis was typically done by counting occurrences of different TCP options 

in all SYN and SYN/ACK segments seen in packet-level traces [10][21]. In our current work, the thorough 

connection analysis allows us to give better insight into options advertisements between clients and servers 

within single TCP connections. Since this analysis is focused on proper established connections only, 

attacking and scanning traffic, which might bias simple counts of SYN segments, are filtered out. 

Table 11 summarizes TCP option employment for the four major TCP options types typically advertised 

during connection establishment. Fractions of connections carrying the particular option in SYN or 

SYN/ACK segments are given, split up for outbound and inbound established connections. The third column 

presents the fractions of connections advertising the option in both initial segments, hence actually 

establishing the connection with the specific optional feature. 
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SYN SYN/ACK both SYN SYN/ACK both SYN SYN/ACK both SYN SYN/ACK both

outbound 100.00% 99.59% 99.59% 19.36% 15.46% 15.46% 93.67% 69.70% 69.70% 16.50% 12.32% 12.32%

inbound 99.94% 99.92% 99.85% 24.33% 23.85% 23.83% 97.22% 90.40% 90.38% 19.72% 18.51% 18.50%

MSS WS SACK TS

In general, the numbers are in range of the reported values of the previous studies. The maximum segment 

size option (MSS) is used extensively by clients and servers for both directions.  To our surprise, the 

window scale (WS), timestamp (TS) and selective acknowledgement permitted (SACK) options on the other 

hand are about 1.5 times more common among inbound connections. Looking at the destination port 

numbers for these connections, the difference can be explained by a much more diverse mix of applications 

among inbound connections in favour of primarily web traffic on port 80 in outgoing connections. The 

incoming connections include large fractions of recognized P2P protocols, but also substantial amounts of 

SMTP, SSH and MS SQL sessions, which are mainly break in attempts as discussed in section 5.3. These 

protocols are often used to carry more data than conventional web traffic, so it seems natural that clients and 

servers are interested in optimizing throughput by use of these TCP options. 

6. UDP level 
Since UDP offers no connection establishment or termination, we defined UDP flows as the sum of 

bidirectional packets observed between a specific tuple of source and destination IP and port numbers, 

taking advantage of the timeout value of 20 min given by the trace duration. In the 2x73 network traces, 68 

million such UDP flows have been observed, carrying around 7% of the packets and only 2-3% of the data  

Interestingly, 51 out of the 68 Million UDP flows (76%) carry less than 3 packets in either direction. Our 

first guess, that classical UDP services like DNS and NTP would be primarily responsible for these flows, 

proved to be wrong.  In fact, only 5% and 1.7% of the small UDP flows serve DNS or NTP requests, 

respectively. On the other hand P2P overlay networks, such as Kademlia or other distributed hash table 

(DHT) protocols, are responsible for at least 18% of these small flows, where we expect this naïve port 

analysis to be a huge underestimate again. The purpose of these overlay networks is to keep the peers 

routing tables updated in a completely decentralized fashion. This is done periodically by sending DHT 

“pings” in small UDP packets, replied by the recipient. No significant difference between inbound and 

outbound DHT queries could be observed, which makes sense when considering the type and the nature of 

these overlay networks. 

Based on the simple port classification, different common network attacks on UDP port numbers for MS 

SQL, MS messenger “spam” or Netbios were found to be responsible for at least in 8% of the 51 Million 

short flows. These flows consisted in more than 90% of the cases of one inbound packet only, sometimes 

performing scans on entire IP ranges.  

The two main sources for UDP flows, P2P overlay networks and attacking traffic, finally also explain the 

extreme amount of distinct IP addresses seen on the outside of the links measured (presented in table 2) 

since P2P network span the entire globe and experience a very high fluctuation in peering partners. 

7. Summary and Conclusions 
We presented directional differences found on recent packet level traces taken on links with medium 

aggregation level, carrying traffic from two major Universities, about a dozen of large student dormitories 

and a local exchange point. Since access to contemporary traffic on highly aggregated links is still 

uncommon, we believe that this study can contribute to a better understanding of the changing behaviour of 

the Internet. After short discussions about the two main factors responsible for the observed directional 

differences in our traces, malicious traffic and P2P traffic, this paper will be closed with summarizing 

conclusions. 

Table 11: TCP options for inbound and outbound connections 
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7.1. Malicious traffic 

Already the protocol breakdown revealed one outstanding long-duration UDP DoS attack originated within 

a major University in Göteborg, due to an DoS script injected from outside by exploitation of a known 

vulnerability. The fact that this attack was undetected by the network management tools in operation 

indicates the need for continuous refinement of network monitoring policies.  

Despite this UDP burst, it can be said that basically every kind of malicious traffic is much more common in 

traffic coming from the main Internet. Already on a very high level analysis, incoming network scans were 

evident when analysing distinct IP addresses seen. There are about three times more rejected connections 

observed among inbound connections, with a majority of them being unreplied scanning attempts, but also a 

substantial number of immediate reset terminations. Around 90% of the counted header anomalies appeared 

on the incoming link, which goes hand in hand with the above mentioned scans. These packet header 

anomalies include inconsistencies in the IP flags, TCP header length and TCP connection flags field, which 

was discussed in more detail in an earlier study on the MonNet data [10]. Even though these header 

anomalies are very rare compared to the total number of packets, they indicated again skewed distribution of 

malicious traffic towards incoming traffic. The inconsistencies were shown to stem from network attacks 

trying to exploit protocol vulnerabilities as well as active OS fingerprinting tools.  

Also the analysis of statistical connection properties within established connections revealed a large number 

of inbound login attempts to SSH, SMTP or MS SQL servers. Finally, on UDP level scanning traffic and 

security exploits were shown to happen in more than 90% of the cases within incoming traffic, which are as 

well in the order of millions in absolute numbers. 

This summary of malicious behaviour confirms the suspicion that the main number of anomalies indeed 

originates on the outside, on the ”unfriendly” Internet. It was shown that anomalies are between 3 and 9 

times more common among inbound data. Typical University campus networks, but even student networks, 

are comparable well behaving, probably due to higher configuration and administration efforts.   

7.2. P2P traffic 

Except the directional differences due to malicious traffic, P2P is a second source heavily influencing traffic 

properties. Even with a simple, underestimating port analysis, we could show that P2P traffic is a major part 

of the traffic, responsible for at least twice as much packets and volume among inbound traffic as compared 

to outbound traffic. Artefacts of P2P traffic were found in packet size distribution, TCP connection 

termination behaviour, TCP options and statistical connection properties. P2P traffic was also shown to be a 

major source for long-duration traces, especially among inbound connections. Additionally, P2P overlay 

traffic is responsible for the major amount of UDP flows, carrying typically less than 3 small sized packets, 

but being responsible for several millions of distinct IP addresses observed in the traffic. These short flows 

are furthermore hard to distinguish from malicious scanning or attacking traffic, which needs to be taken 

into consideration by network engineers and security experts working on sampled flow level analysis. 

7.3. Conclusion 

While some high-level analysis, like cumulated traffic volumes or protocol breakdown, could suggest an 

even distribution between inbound and outbound traffic, this study reveals that there are a number of 

significant directional differences found on different protocol levels. Especially the detailed TCP connection 

analysis, contrasting incoming and outgoing established connections by statistical means, revealed 

significant differences. Even though connections established in both directions show a typical client-server 

pattern, this behaviour is more pronounced among inbound connections. Generally, inbound connections, 

established from the outside, are shown to be more likely to carry larger volumes of data (elephants), larger 

number of packets and experience longer connection lifetimes. However, these differences, caused by the 

imbalance in P2P traffic, cancel out on high-level summaries because established inbound connections are 

on the other hand about 10% fewer than outbound connections.  
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rst of all, the comprehensive analysis yielded required insights for network developers and traffic 

engineers. Furthermore, the results can be important input in order to improve quality and authenticity of 

future simulation models.  Finally, the highlighted traffic anomalies are relevant for better understanding of 

security related issues like intrusion detection or detection of large scale attacks.  
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Abstract— In this paper Internet backbone traffic is classified
on transport layer according to network applications. Classifi-
cation is done by a set of heuristics inspired by two previous
articles and refined in order to better reflect a rough and highly
aggregated backbone environment. Obvious misclassified flows by
the existing two approaches are revealed and updated heuristics
are presented, excluding the revealed false positives, but including
missed P2P streams. The proposed set of heuristics is intended
to provide researchers and network operators with a relatively
simple and fast method to get insight into the type of data
carried by their links. A complete application classification can be
provided even for short ’snapshot’ traces, including identification
of attack and malicious traffic. The usefulness of the heuristics
is finally shown on a large dataset of backbone traffic, where in
the best case only 0.2% of the data is left unclassified. 1

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliable classification of Internet traffic based on network

applications is still an open research issue. However, network

operators need to know the type of traffic they are carrying,

amongst others in order to improve network design and provi-

sioning and to support QoS and security monitoring. Ongoing

measurements will furthermore reveal trends and changes in

the usage of network applications. A good example is the shift

in the early 2000’s, when P2P file sharing replaced HTTP as

the Internet’s ’killer application’, implying not only changes

in data volumes, but also in traffic properties.

Different approaches to classify network traffic exist. Tradi-

tionally, traffic was classified based on source and destination

port numbers. While this approach is very simple and does not

require any packet payload, it is highly unreliable in modern

networks. This is especially true for most P2P applications,

which are trying to disguise their traffic in order to evade

traffic filters and legal implications. It was shown that pure port

number analysis underestimates actual P2P traffic volumes by

factors of 2 to 3 [1].

A more reliable technique involves analysis of packet pay-

loads. This approach can potentially provide highly accurate

results given a complete set of payload signatures [2]. Beside

the high effort of keeping the set of signatures updated, this

method relies on network traces including packet data, which

is uncommon due to privacy and legal concerns. Furthermore

matching payload signatures on high-speed links is far from

trivial and poses high processing requirements.

1This work was supported by SUNET, the Swedish University Network

A more recent classification technique is based on statistical

properties of flows. A promising feature of these methods is

that they are neither relying on port numbers nor on packet

payload. However, the success of such ’statistical fingerprints’

highly depends on the accuracy of the training data used.

Ensuring accuracy and authenticity of the training sets is still

an open issue [3], especially for disguised P2P flows.

Finally, network data can be classified according to

connection patterns. Instead of looking at individual packets

or flows, sequences of flows to or from a specific endpoint

are matched with a set of predefined heuristics [4], [5]. These

heuristics typically don’t require packet payload and could

potentially even disregard port numbers.

We initially intended to classify Internet backbone data in

order to investigate the influence of P2P applications on traffic

properties. Consequently it was planned to apply an exist-

ing and verified classification technique. Since our available

datasets did not include packet payload and accurate training

data, payload signatures or statistical fingerprinting could not

be applied. Thus applying straight-forward connection pattern

heuristics was the obvious approach. In [4], Karagiannis

presents a set of two heuristics for transport layer identifi-

cation of P2P traffic, including seven rules for removing false

positives. The paper verifies that their method can identify

95% of P2P flows, with around 10% false positives compared

to a carefully carried out payload analysis on OC-48 backbone

data. Additionally, Perenyi [5] recently proposed an updated

set of six heuristics to identify and analyze P2P traffic, based

on very similar ideas like Karagiannis. These heuristics were

verified against traffic generated in a lab environment, yielding

a hit ratio for P2P traffic of over 99%, with less than 1% false

positives or unclassified P2P flows.

After applying the approaches of both Karagiannis and

Perenyi to our data, it turned out that their results differ sub-

stantially. Furthermore, obvious false positives were detected

in our data with both classification methods. As a result, we

propose a refined combination of the heuristics by Karagiannis

and Perenyi including some additions. The modifications were

necessary to make the classification suitable for relatively short

traces of a harsh Internet backbone environment, including

highly aggregated and diverse traffic with a substantial amount

of attacking and malicious traffic. Besides being based on

the verified heuristics of Karagiannis and Perenyi, the results



where further verified by manual inspection. Flows, which

are not classified as P2P traffic by all three applied sets of

heuristics are separately discussed regarding their most proba-

ble traffic class, thereby identifying obvious misclassification.

II. DATA DESCRIPTION

Our dataset was collected during 20 days in April 2006

on the OC192 backbone of the Swedish University Network

(SUNET). During this period, four traces of 20 minutes were

collected each day at identical times (2AM, 10AM, 2PM,

8PM), as described in [6] and [7]. After recording the packet

level traces on the 2x10 Gbit/s links, payload beyond transport

layer was removed and IP addresses were anonymized due to

privacy concerns. A per-flow analysis was conducted on the

resulting bidirectional traces, where flows are defined by the 5-

tuple of source and destination IP and port numbers as well as

transport protocol. TCP flows represent connections, and are

therefore further separated by SYN, FIN and RST packets.

UDP flows are separated by a timeout of 64 seconds. The 73

traces in the dataset sum up to 10.7 billion packets, containing

7.5 TB of data. We identified 81 Million TCP connections and

91 Million UDP flows, with the TCP connections carrying

97% of all data. The further analysis is dealing with TCP

connections only, even though the classification heuristics have

been successfully applied to UDP flows as well.

III. PROPOSED HEURISTICS

The set of heuristics proposed in this paper is strongly

inspired by the heuristics by Karagiannis [4] and Perenyi [5],

and will therefore be presented briefly only. The classification

is based on connection patterns, but in some cases also port

numbers are taken into account. Besides the rules for filtering

out P2P traffic (H1-H5), a number of heuristics are used

to remove false positives from flows suspected to be P2P

traffic (F1-F10). These ’false positive’ rules in turn can be

used to classify other types of traffic, as shown in section

V. In contrast to Perenyi’s approach, most of our proposed

heuristics (with exception of H5 and F10) are first applied

independently to all flows and are then prioritized. We apply

these heuristics to our dataset in 10 minute intervals, which

means that every interval is analyzed self-contained, without

memory of previous intervals. Even though such memory

could improve the accuracy of the results, our approach has

the advantage to allow operators to classify snapshots of

their traffic fast and in an ad hoc fashion. We will show that

even 10 minute intervals can provide satisfying results. The

proposed heuristics include a number of thresholds which

might be adjusted. For our data the thresholds used were

derived empirically through experiments on a number of

traces. In the following list of heuristics, (K) (Karagiannis) or

(P) (Perenyi) indicate by which previous method the heuristic

was inspired, while (J) (John) marks newly introduced rules.

H1: TCP/UDP IP Pairs:(K),(P). This rule exploits the fact

that many P2P applications use TCP for data transfer and UDP

for signaling traffic. Source and destination IP pairs, which

concurrently use TCP and UDP are therefore marked as P2P

hosts. All flows to and from these hosts are marked as potential

P2P flows. Concurrent here means usage of TCP and UDP

within the 10 minutes interval. Karagiannis identified some

non-P2P applications which show a similar behavior, such as

netbios, dns, ntp and irc (Table 3 in [4]). UDP flows from

these applications are excluded from this heuristic based on

their port-numbers.

H2: P2P Ports:(P). Even though many P2P applications

choose arbitrary ports for their communication, approx. one

third of all P2P traffic can still be identified by known P2P

destination port numbers [1]. Furthermore, it seems disad-

vantageous for non-P2P applications to deliberately use well

known P2P ports for their services, since traffic on these ports

is often blocked by traffic filters in some networks. Flows to

and from port numbers listed in Table 3 of [5], enriched with

additional P2P ports, are marked as potential P2P traffic.

H3: Port Usage:(P). In normal application, the operat-

ing system assigns ephemeral port numbers to source ports

when initiating connections. These numbers are often iterating

through a configured ephemeral port space. It is very unusual,

that the same port numbers are used within short time periods.

This however can be the case for P2P applications with fixed

ports assigned for signaling traffic or data transfer. If a source

port on a host is repeatedly used within 60 seconds, the host

is marked as P2P host, and all flows to and from this host are

marked as potential P2P flows.

H4: P2P IP/Port Pairs:(K). If listening ports on peers

in P2P networks are not well known in advance, they are

typically propagated to other peers by some kind of signaling

traffic (e.g. an overlay network). This means that each host

connecting to such a peer will connect to this agreed port

number, using a random, ephemeral source port. As noted by

Karagiannis, P2P peers usually maintain only one connection

to other peers, which means that each endpoint (IP,port) has

at least the same number of distinct IP addresses (#sIP) and

number of distinct ports (#sPort) connected to it. If #sPort-

#sIP<2 and #sIP>5, the host is considered as P2P host, and

all flows to and from this host are marked as potential P2P.

F1: Web IP/Port Pairs:(K). Web traffic on the other hand

typically uses multiple connections to one server. For this rea-

son hosts are marked as web-hosts, if the difference between

#sPort and #sIP connected to an endpoint (IP,port) is larger

than 10, the ratio between #sPort and #sIP is larger than two

and at least 10 different IPs are connected to this endpoint

(#sPort-#sIP>10 and #sPort/#sIP>2 and #sIP>10). All flows

with http port numbers (80, 443, 8080) to and from these

webhosts are then marked as web traffic.

F2: Web:(P). To further identify web traffic, we follow

Perenyi’s heuristic number 2, taking advantage of the fact that

web clients typically not only use multiple, but even parallel

connections to webservers. Hosts with parallel connections to

a http port are considered as webservers. All flows to and from

web servers on http ports are marked as web traffic.
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F3: DNS:(K). Traditional services like dns sometimes use

equal source port and destination port numbers. As suggested

by Kargiannis, we mark endpoints (IP,port) as non-P2P, if it

includes flows with equal source- and destination port and port

numbers smaller than 501. All flows to and from this endpoint

are then marked as non-P2P traffic.

F4: Mail:(K). Hosts receiving traffic on mail ports (smtp,

pop, imap) and in the same analysis interval also initiate

connections to port 25 on other hosts are considered to be

mailservers. All flows to and from mailservers are marked as

mail traffic.

F5: Messenger:(K). Popular messenger and chat servers

(icq, yahoo, msn, jabber, irc) tend to have long uptimes

and rarely change IP addresses, especially when maintained

by commercial providers such as Microsoft and Yahoo. To

improve the accuracy of the results, in this heuristic we

therefore take advantage of the whole 20 day long dataset.

Hosts, connected to by at least 10 different IPs on well known

messenger ports within a period of at least 10 days, are marked

as messenger servers. All traffic to and from these hosts on

known messenger ports is classified as messenger traffic.

F6: Gaming:(J). Popular game servers (currently only the

most common online games Half-Life and World of Warcraft)

are identified in the same fashion as messenger servers. All

traffic to and from the game servers on well known gaming

ports is classified as gaming traffic.

F7: Ftp: (J). Ftp was not taken into account by Karagiannis,

while Perenyi implicitly included it as part of its ’well known

port’ rule. Identifying data transfer in passive ftp remains a

problem. Active ftp data transfer on the other hand can easily

be marked as ftp traffic identified by an initiating sourceport

number of 20, as used by ftp servers to actively serve their

requesting clients.

F8: non P2P Ports:(P). As noted by Perenyi, destination

ports are still suitable to identify traffic of some common

applications. Our set of well known non-P2P ports includes

netbios, dns, telnet, ssh, ftp, mail, rtp and bgp. All flows to

the listed destination ports are marked as non-P2P flows.

F9: Attacks:(J). This rule is probably the most significant

improvement to the original heuristics. While Perenyi does

not take malicious traffic into account at all, Karagiannis

rules out simple network scans as false positives. We first

identify suspicious pairs of source IPs and destination Ports

(AttackPairs). All flows with source IP and destination port

inside the list of AttackPairs are then marked as attacks.

AttackPairs are identified by three different cases:

a) Sweep: The ratio between number of destination IPs (#dIP)

and number of destination ports (#dPort) from a certain host

is greater than 30. This means that one host is connecting

to a lot of hosts with only a few different port numbers, as

typically the case when scanning IP ranges for vulnerabilities

on specific ports.

b) Scan: The ratio between #dIP and #dPort is less than 0.33

and #dIP is less than 5. This would be the case if one host

is scanning a small number of specific, dedicated targets on a

large number of different ports.

c) DoS: #dIP is less than 5, #dPort is less than 5 and the

average number of conn. per sec (conn/s) is greater than 6.

This behavior represents ’hammering’ attacks, where one host

is trying to overload a few targets (typically one) by opening

connections to a few services very frequently.

F10: unclassified, known non-P2P Port:(J). Up to this

point all heuristics mark flows independent of each other. All

flows left unmarked until now are neither suspected to be

P2P traffic nor obvious cases of non-P2P traffic. We believe

it is safe now to apply a port number classification on the

previously unclassified flows. All flows, whose source- or

destination port number matches a set of well-known non-P2P

port numbers including (http, messenger, game) are classified

non-P2P, if not classified by any heuristics (H1-H4, F1-F9).

H5: unclassified, long flow:(P) After removing well known

applications from the unclassified flows, we mark remaining

unclassified flows which carry more than 1 MB of data in one

direction or have connection durations of over 10 minutes as

P2P flows. This rule is based on Perenyis heuristic 6, even

though we believe it is a very weak rule. However, there is a

large probability, that such long flows in fact are P2P flows.

After running an analysis on our dataset based on the

presented heuristics, we classify all flows as P2P traffic which

have been classified by one or more of the heuristics H1-H5,

and at the same time NOT being classified by any of the

false positive heuristics F1-F10. In Section IV, flows marked

by H5 are included to P2P traffic. However, in Section V we

chose to treat traffic classified by this heuristic separately.

Weaknesses: The above suggested mixture of connection

pattern and port number classification has some weaknesses.

First of all, the analysis interval can greatly influence the suc-

cess of the heuristics, especially for those analyzing connection

patterns. Longer intervals yield better results given that the

various empirical thresholds are adjusted. A natural border

for the analysis interval is obviously given by memory and

computational constraints. Additionally, there is a risk with

too long intervals since activities on the Internet are often

short lived, and e.g. a host doing a scanning campaign on

port 80 might simply surf the Internet an hour later. Another

problem in this context are networks behind NATs or with

dynamically assigned IP addresses. A second weakness is

the length of the traces used. For connections established

before the measurement interval the initiator is unknown, and

it is unclear which host is source and which is destination.

Additionally there is typically some asymmetrically routed

traffic in backbone networks, which needs to be considered as

special case when implementing the heuristics. Furthermore,

heuristics based on connection patterns are depending on a

certain amount of connections per host during the analysis

interval. Finally, heuristics relying on empirical thresholds are

not fail-proof, and it is possible to come up with examples for

false positives for any of them. However, both Karagiannis

and Perenyi proved that these heuristics can be effective when

carefully prioritizing the different rules.
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(a) #connections (106) (b) Amount of data (TB)

Fig. 1. P2P traffic by Karagiannis (K), Perenyi (P) and new proposal (J)

IV. VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED HEURISTICS

To verify the proposed adjustments, we classified our

backbone data by each of the three sets of heuristics

(Karagiannis, Perenyi and our own proposal in section III).

For each flow, a bitmask was set in a database according

to matching rules. This method allowed us to analyze

intersections between the three approaches separately -

meaning flows marked as P2P traffic by either one, two or

all three of the approaches. The results are illustrated by

the Venn diagrams in fig.1, presenting connection counts

(a) and amount of data (b) in absolute numbers. The three

circles represent P2P flows classified by the different rule-sets

(Karagiannis left, Perenyi right, new proposal beneath). The

following paragraphs will discuss the different intersections

(IS I-VII), thereby motivating the proposed modifications and

additions to the original approaches.

IS I: This intersection represents flows classified as P2P

by Karagiannis only. A number of updated rules identified

these flows as false positives. Rule F9 (attacks) marked 53%

of them, often classified as known non-P2P ports by Perenyi.

This is plausible, considering that these connections are mainly

1-packet flows, directed to popular scanning ports (135, 139,

445). Rule F2 (web) classified another 25% of these con-

nections, carrying 40% of the data in this intersection. Since

parallel connections to http ports are a strong indication for

web traffic, F2 is regarded as a reliable rule. F8 (non P2P-

ports) accounts for 15% of these connections, carrying 43%

of the data, mainly on ports for rtp, ssh and mail. This is

plausible, since it is common that these applications carry large

amounts of data, so there is no reason considering them as P2P

flows. The remaining flows are either marked by F7 (active ftp)

or F10 (unclassified, but known non-P2P port).

IS II: In this intersection, 99% of the data was classified

as P2P by Perenyi’s ’long flow’ rule only. This is obviously

Perenyi’s weakest heuristic, since it simply considers any flow

carrying more than 1 MB of data or lasting longer than 10

minutes as P2P. 75% of this data is considered as false positive

according to F10. Unclassified by any other heuristic, a pure

port number classification marks these flows as web flows

according to their destination http ports. Another 10% are

marked as web traffic by F2. The remaining data was classified

by F4 (mail), F5 (messenger) and F6 (gaming), all three

considered to be accurate rules, taking connection patterns and

port number into account. In terms of connection numbers,

95% of the connections in IS II are again identified as false

positives by F9 (attacks) with similar properties as in IS I.

IS III: All of the flows only classified as P2P by the pro-

posed heuristics are unclassified by Perenyi. Even Karagiannis

left 45% unclassified, with the remaining 45% classified by

the non-P2P IP/Port Pair rule. In [4] this rule was identified

as unreliable if less than 5 IPs are connected to an IP/Port

Pair. Since in H4 this restriction was taken into account, it is

plausible to include the flows marked as P2P in IS III based

on combinations of H4 and/or H3 (port usage).

IS IV: The flows classified as P2P by both Karagiannis

and Perenyi are in 98% of the cases again marked as false

positives by F9 (attacks), carrying very little data. In terms of

data, Perenyi’s ’long flow’ rule and Karagiannis’ IP/Port Pair

rule are responsible for 90% of the data in this intersection.

As discussed above, both rules are considered rather weak.

Since additionally none of the refined P2P heuristics (H1-H4)

matched, rule F10 (unclassified, but well known port) is reason

enough to exclude 80% of this flows as false positives (mainly

targeting http ports). The remaining flows have been marked

by F1 (web pairs), F5 (messenger) and F6 (gaming).

IS V: In this intersection, flows are entirely unclassified

by Perenyi. Since these flows are classified as P2P by both

Karagiannis and the proposed heuristics, there is no reason

not to consider them as P2P traffic.

IS VI: Perenyi’s ’long flow’ rule identified 77% of the

data in this large intersection as P2P, with the remaining

connections classified according to known P2P port numbers.

The proposed heuristics on the other hand classify 88% of

these flows as P2P by H2-H4, accounting for 72% of data.

Most of the data is even classified by 2 or 3 of the heuristics.

The remainder (685 GB) is classified by H5 (long flows) only,

and will therefore be treated as a special category in our

results section. Karagiannis leaves a large part (60%) of this

intersection unclassified, with the rest classified by the non-

P2P IP/Port Pair rule, which is an inaccurate rule for endpoints

with few connected hosts as noted above. Since there is no

strong indication to rule out flows as false positives, they are

classified as P2P except for the 685 GB by H5 (long flows).

IS VII: Data in this intersection is classified as P2P by both

Karagiannis and Perenyi, and no false positives were identified

by the proposed heuristics. Consequently, there is no reason

not to consider this intersection as P2P.

V. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS

We finally applied the proposed heuristics to our data

traces (Section II). Fig.2 represents time series of classified

network protocols. The x-axis of the graphs represents time,

with one bar for each trace time (2AM, 10AM, 2PM and

8PM). Four traces on three days (07/04, 09/04, 23/04) had

to be discarded due to measurement errors. The remaining

whitespaces between bars represent the 8 hour measurement

break between 2AM and 10AM, which means that each

continuous block represents 4 traces collected in the order of

[10AM, 2PM, 8PM, 2AM]. The first graph shows total amount
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Fig. 2. TCP data vs trace times (first row); Appl. breakdown by #conn. (second row); Appl. breakdown by data carried (third row)

of TCP data in GByte versus trace times. The second and third

row illustrate application breakdown for the particular trace in

terms of connection numbers and data volumes.

In the connection breakdown, only four categories are

visible, since flows classified by H5 are too small in number

to show up in this graph. Anyhow, these 31,000 long flows

are responsible for almost 10% of the TCP data. Typically,

these flows begin and end outside the measurement period and

transfer data between hosts, which do not generate additional

traffic on our links. Since our classification method is based

on connection patterns, insufficient connection numbers for a

particular host reveal a weakness of this method. In the data

breakdown on the other hand, flows classified by F9 (attacks)

are not visible. Even though attacks represent between 8 and

60% of the flows, they carry less than 1% of the data on

average. This also proves the power of F9, since it effectively

detects DoS attacks and network scanning, which typically

show up as short 1-packet flows only, carrying no payload data.

P2P flows (flows matching H1-H4, while not matching any of

the false positive rules F1-F10) account for an average of 42%

of the connections. On the other hand, they carry between 66

and 87% of the traffic, with an average of 79%. This indicates

once more the success of the heuristics, since P2P flows are

expected to carry more data on average than non-P2P flows.

On this dataset, the proposed heuristics left as little as 1% of

the connections and 0.2% of the data unclassified (except the

flows classified by H5).

While a careful analysis of these results need to be done as

future work, the short result section should indicate the power

and usefulness of the proposed heuristics.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This article proposes a set of heuristics for classifying

backbone-type data according to applications. The proposed

heuristics are intended to provide researchers and network

operators with a comparably simple2 method to get insight

into the type of data carried by their links. Furthermore these

heuristics work on traces as short as 10 minutes, which allows

2Simple, because it does not require packet payloads, updated payload
signatures or training data for statistical fingerprinting methods.

operators to classify snapshots of their traffic relatively fast,

by only adjusting applied thresholds and parameters empiri-

cally. The heuristics can be used to classify backbone traffic

according to a number of applications, including P2P traffic,

web traffic and other common applications. Furthermore, we

introduce a new rule that successfully identifies network

attacks, which is an additional feature for network operators

and researchers interested in network security or intrusion

detection issues. Some of the proposed heuristics are based

on two existing methods. Besides relying on the verification

methods of these original heuristics, a careful analysis of the

resulting classifications was carried out, pinpointing obvious

cases of false positives. Both previous sets of heuristics over-

estimate the number of P2P flows, mainly because attacking

traffic is not taken into account accordingly. On the other hand,

both methods underestimate the amount of P2P data on the

links. By combining the successful rules of the two methods

and adding new, necessary rules, a set of refined and updated

heuristics is presented. The heuristics are successfully applied

to a large collection of backbone data, yielding a valuable

breakdown of applied application protocols. When considering

the few large flows classified by the H5 rule as P2P traffic, the

proposed heuristics leave only 0.2% of the data unclassified.
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Abstract. In order to reveal the influence of different traffic classes on
the Internet, backbone traffic was collected within an eight month pe-
riod on backbone links of the Swedish University Network (SUNET).
The collected data was then classified according to network application.
In this study, three traffic classes (P2P, Web and malicious) are com-
pared in terms of traffic volumes and signaling behavior. Furthermore,
longitudinal trends and diurnal differences are highlighted. It is shown
that traffic volumes are increasing considerably, with P2P-traffic clearly
dominating. In contrast, the amount of malicious and attack traffic re-
mains constant, even not exhibiting diurnal patterns. Next, P2P and Web
traffic are shown to differ significantly in connection establishment and
termination behavior. Finally, an analysis of TCP option usage revealed
that Selective Acknowledgment (SACK), even though deployed by most
web-clients, is still neglected by a number of popular web-servers.1

1 Introduction

Today, many network operators do not know which type of traffic they are car-
rying. This problem emerged mainly in the early 2000’s, when P2P file sharing
applications started to disguise their traffic in order to evade traffic filters and
legal implications. Since then, the network research community started to draw
increasing attention to classification of Internet traffic. Traditional port number
classification was shown to underestimate actual P2P traffic volumes by factors
of 2-3 [1], thus more sophisticated classification methods have been proposed.
These methods are typically either based on payload signatures [2], statistical
properties of flows [3] or connection patterns [4].
A number of articles also present properties of different traffic classes resulting
from traffic classification. Gerber et al. [5] classified flow measurements from a
tier-1 ISP backbone in 2003. Even if their classification method has been based
on port numbers, they indicate a dominance of P2P applications. Sen et al. [6]
investigated connectivity aspects of P2P traffic on different levels of aggregation
(IP, prefix, AS) in 2002. The study was based on flow data collected at a single
ISP, classified by a port number method. More recent articles from 2005 and 2006

1 This work was supported by SUNET, the Swedish University Network



present differences between P2P and non-P2P traffic in terms of flow properties
such as size, duration and inter-arrival times [7, 8]. Perenyi et al. [8] additionally
presents a comparison of diurnal patterns for P2P vs. non-P2P traffic.
This article presents the results of a classification of current Internet backbone
data. The datasets do not include packet payloads, thus connection pattern
heuristics [9] were used to classify the datasets. The classification approach, dis-
regarding packet payload data, has the advantage of avoiding legal issues and
has the capability to classify even encrypted traffic, which is gaining popular-
ity among P2P traffic. We chose to focus on 3 main traffic classes: (1) P2P
file sharing protocols; (2) Web traffic; (3) malicious and attack traffic. First, we
show how these traffic classes develop over a time period of eight months by
highlighting trends in traffic volumes and connection numbers, also pointing out
some diurnal differences. Next, we present differences between the traffic classes
in terms of connection signaling behavior. This includes success rates for TCP
connection establishment, a breakdown of different TCP connection termination
possibilities and TCP option usage within established connections.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to characterize differences and trends
within traffic classes in terms of connection signaling, with exception of a brief
discussion about connection termination in [10]. We provide a thorough analysis
of differences and trends for the selected traffic classes, since they have a major
impact on the overall traffic behavior on the Internet. It is of general importance
to follow trends in contemporary Internet traffic in order to react accordingly in
both infrastructure and protocol development. Furthermore a thorough analysis
of specific connection properties reveals how different traffic classes are behaving
’in the wild’. Since the data analyzed was collected on a highly aggregated back-
bone during a substantial time period, the results reflect contemporary traffic
behavior of one part of the Internet. These results are thereby not only valuable
input for simulation models, they are also interesting for developers of network
infrastructure, applications and protocols.

2 Data Description

The two datasets used in this article [11] were collected in April (spring dataset)
and in the time from September to November 2006 (fall dataset) on an OC192
backbone link of the Swedish University Network (SUNET). In spring, four traces
of 20 minutes were collected each day at identical times (2AM, 10AM, 2PM,
8PM) as described in [12]. The fall dataset was collected at 276 randomized
times during 80 days. At each random time, a trace of 10 minutes of duration
was stored. To avoid bias when comparing the datasets, we treated the 20 minute
samples from spring as two separate 10 minute traces. Furthermore, for this study
traces from fall are only considered if collected during the time-window between
20 minutes prior and after the collection times of spring (e.g. 1:40AM-2:40AM).
When recording the packet level traces on the 2x10GB links, payload beyond
transport layer was removed and IP addresses were anonymized due to privacy
concerns. After further pre-processing of the traces, as described in [11] and
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[12], a per-flow analysis was conducted on the resulting bi-directional traces.
Flows are defined by the 5-tuple of source and destination IP, port numbers and
transport protocol (TCP or UDP). TCP flows represent connections, and are
therefore further separated by SYN, FIN and RST packets. For UDP flows, a
flow timeout of 64 seconds was used [4]. The 146 traces in the spring dataset
include 81 million TCP connections and 91 million UDP flows, carrying a total
of 7.5 TB of data. The reduced fall dataset, consisting of 65 traces, includes 49
million TCP connections and 70 million UDP flows, carrying 5 TB of data. In
both datasets, TCP connections are responsible for 96% of all data.

3 Methodology

The resulting 130 million TCP connections and 161 million UDP flows have been
fed into a database, including per-flow information about packet numbers, data
volumes, timing, TCP flags and TCP options. The flows have then been classified
by use of a set of heuristics based on connection patterns. The classification
method was introduced and verified on the April dataset, as described in [9]. The
heuristics are intended to provide a relatively fast and simple method to classify
traffic, which was shown to work well on traces even as short as 10 minutes. In
the present study the flows are summarized into three different traffic classes:
P2P (file-sharing); Web or HTTP (incl. HTTPS); Malicious and attack (i.e. scan,
sweep and DoS attacks). Remaining traffic was binned in a fourth class, denoted
’others’. ’Others’ includes mail, messenger, ftp, gaming, dns, ntp and remaining
unclassified traffic. The latter accounts for about 1% of all connections. In this
study, the focus is on trends and differences between P2P and Web traffic, with
some notable observations from malicious traffic highlighted as well. Besides the
traffic classification, an analysis of traffic volumes and signaling properties is
carried out in two further dimensions: longitudinal trends between April and
November and diurnal patterns between the four time clusters (times of day).

4 Trends in Traffic Volumes

Longitudinal trends in TCP traffic volumes have been analyzed by building time
series for the three traffic classes within each of the four time clusters, represent-
ing times of day (2AM, 10AM, 2PM, 8PM). Due to space limitations, only a
condensed time series of TCP traffic is illustrated in Fig.1. The x-axis of the
graphs represent time, with one bar for each 10 minute long trace. The first row
indicates an increase in traffic volume during 2006. While peak volume per 10
minutes lies at 70 GB in early April, volume reaches 85 GB in late April (right
after Easter vacation). This trend continues, with peaks of 94 GB in September
and finally 113 GB in November. During one specific interval on November 8
as much as 131 GB have been transfered via TCP. All peak intervals fall into
the time cluster of 8PM. The second busiest time cluster in terms of traffic vol-
umes is the one at 2PM. Transfer volumes during 2PM reach on average 80% of
the peak values at 8PM. Nighttime and morning hours (2AM, 10AM) show the
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Fig. 1. TCP data vs time (1st row); Appl. breakdown by data(2nd) and #conn.(3rd)

lowest activity with half the transfer volumes of the busy evening hours. This
diurnal pattern is best visible in the April section of the first row in Fig.1.
Even if there is an increase in data volumes of around 65% during a time pe-

riod of eight months, the breakdown into traffic classes remains constant. P2P
applications account constantly for as much as 93% and 91% of the data during
evening and night time, respectively. During office hours (10AM, 2PM) the frac-
tion of P2P data is reduced to 86%. HTTP, in contrast, is responsible for 9% of
TCP data transfered during office hours, and drops down to 5% and 4% during
evening and night time. This diurnal difference is explained by a network pre-
fixes analysis, yielding that most P2P traffic originates from student dormitories
whereas Web traffic is commonly generated by Universities. The remaining data
fractions account mainly for ’other’ traffic, since malicious traffic and attacks
tend to be single packet flows, not carrying substantial amounts of data.
The traffic breakdown in terms of connection numbers clearly shows that P2P
connections typically carry higher amounts of data. Between 40% and 55% of
the connections are classified as P2P, following the diurnal patterns of traffic
volumes. HTTP connections account for 25% of all TCP connections during of-
fice hours, but drop down to 7% at night hours. Interestingly, the fractions of
both P2P and HTTP connections (or connection attempts) increased slightly
from April to November, while the fraction of malicious traffic decreased from
around 30% to 20% during the same time. This development turns out to be a
consequence of the constant nature of malicious traffic, such as scanning attacks.
In absolute numbers, this traffic class remained remarkably constant during the
eight months. Due to the increase in overall traffic volume, its relative fraction
evidently was decreased. Since malicious or attack traffic shows neither longitu-
dinal trends nor any significant diurnal pattern, we conclude that this type of
traffic rather forms a constant ’background noise’ in the Internet.

A similar analysis was also done for UDP flows. Even though larger in num-
ber, they are only responsible for 4% of all data. UDP data volumes during 10
minutes increased from peak values of 2.8 GB in April up to 4.6 GB in November.
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As in the case of TCP, peak intervals fall into the 8PM time cluster. Afternoon
hours experience moderate UDP data volumes, and little UDP activity takes
place during night and morning hours.
P2P flows over UDP carry in 76% of all cases less than three packets, which can
be explained by signaling traffic as commonly used in P2P overlay networks such
as Kademlia. In April, P2P flows are responsible for around 80% of UDP data
volumes and connection counts, while the fraction has increased to about 84% in
November. In absolute numbers, UDP P2P flow counts have even doubled from
April until November, which shows that P2P applications deploying overlay net-
works via UDP are gaining popularity. Other traffic, including traditional UDP
services like NTP or DNS, accounts on average for only 8% of the UDP flows.
As for TCP, malicious traffic remains very constant in absolute numbers, which
means that relative fractions decreased from 12% to around 8% in November.

5 Differences between Traffic Classes

The following subsection highlights differences between P2P, Web and malicious
connections in terms of establishment and termination behavior. In the next
subsection, TCP option deployment for P2P and Web connections is compared.

5.1 Differences in Connection Behavior

Fig.2 breaks down the success-rates of connection attempts for the three classes.
Established connections include TCP flows with successfully carried out 3-way-
handshakes. The second group of connection attempts did not fulfill 3-way-
handshakes, but included an initial SYN packet. Finally, there are flows with
no SYN seen. These are TCP sessions starting before the measurement interval.
Such session fragments account for 13.5% of the 130 million connections seen.
Malicious traffic usually consists of 1-packet flows only, which explains why only
few malicious connection attempts fall into the no SYN category. In the further
analysis, we will only focus on connections including initial SYN packets.
A notable trend can be observed in the P2P graph in Fig.2, where the fraction of
unsuccessful connection attempts increased from an average of 49% in April to
54% in November. Web traffic on the other hand has significantly larger fractions

Fig. 2. TCP Connection Breakdown
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of established connections, leaving only an average of 16.3% non-established.
Malicious traffic is more likely to be established in the fall data, even though a
majority of the malicious connections are still connection attempts. The increase
in established attack connections is caused by an increase in login attempts to
MS-SQL and SSH servers, with a few MS-SQL servers at a local University re-
sponsible for the majority of the attempts. According to SANS Internet Storm
Center (ISC), malicious activities on both SSH (22) and MS-SQL (1433) ports
increased significantly during 2006, which explains the trends seen here.
P2P and malicious connections reveal no diurnal patterns. Within Web traffic
however, unsuccessful connection attempts account constantly for around 17.5%
during all day, with exception of a drop to 10% during night time hours (2AM).
We have no explanation for this phenomena other than HTTP connections are
very rare in absolute number during night hours, which makes the statistical
analysis more sensitive to behavior of individual applications or user groups.

Non-established connections: Non-established TCP connections have been
further divided into connection attempts with one SYN packet only, attempts
with direct RST reply and asymmetrical traffic (Fig.3). Due to transit traffic and
hot-potato routing, 13% of the connections are asymmetrically routed. Naturally,
it is not possible to observe a three-way handshake in this case.

Fig. 3. Breakdown of non-established TCP connections

None of the traffic classes exhibits any significant diurnal pattern for non-
established TCP connections. However, Fig.3 clearly highlights major differences
between all three traffic classes. The already small fraction of non-established
Web traffic (16.3% of all traffic) is mainly explained by asymmetrical traffic,
and real unsuccessful connection attempts are very rare. Malicious traffic con-
sists to a large degree of single SYN packet flows only. Single SYN flows are also
dominating non-established P2P connections. While such connection attempts
accounted for 71% in April, their fraction increase to 79% in November. This
trend is also responsible for the increase of non-established P2P connections ob-
served in Fig.2. Even if the high number of unsuccessful connection attempts
within P2P traffic has been observed earlier [10], it is interesting to note that
there is a clear trend in the fractions of one-SYN connections within P2P flows.
The fraction increased by 23% (from 35% to 43%) within a period of 8 months.
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Established Connections: Finally, established connections are broken down
according to their termination behavior in Fig.4. Besides the proper closing ap-
proaches with one FIN in each direction or only one RST packet, as prescribed in
the TCP standard, two unspecified termination behaviors have been observed.
Connections closed by FIN, followed by an additional RST packet have been seen
in direction of the initial SYN (typically the client) and the response (server).
Finally, a number of connections were not closed during the measurement inter-
val. The larger fraction of unclosed P2P connections is explained by the longer
duration of P2P flows compared to Web traffic, as observed by Mori [7].

Fig. 4. Breakdown of established TCP connections

As for non-established connections, termination of Web connections neither
shows significant trends nor diurnal patterns. HTTP connections are closed prop-
erly in 75% of all cases. Another 15% are closed by RST packets, mainly due
to irregular web-server and browser implementations as noted by Arlitt [13].
FIN+RST behavior as well as unclosed connections (which corresponds to longer
flows) are uncommon within Web traffic.
Even if there are no diurnal pattern observable, Fig. 4 indicates a significant
change in termination behavior of P2P connections from spring to fall 2006.
In April, only slightly less than half of the P2P connections have been closed
properly with two FINs. As much as 20% of established P2P connections have
been terminated with FIN plus an additional RST packet send by the server
(or responding peer). A couple of popular hosts inside a student network have
been identified as main source of this behavior. A commented text in the source
code of a popular P2P client indicates that connections are closed with RST
deliberately to avoid the TCP TIME WAIT state in order to save CPU and
memory overhead. In fall however, the fraction of FIN+RST terminations by
the responder was reduced to around 8%, compensated by an increase in both
valid TCP terminations, 2xFIN and single RST. Due to missing payload data,
it was not possible to differentiate between different P2P software and version
numbers. We suspect, that either the developers of the P2P application fixed this
non-standard behavior in updated versions of the software, or the misbehaving
P2P software lost popularity and was replaced by better behaving software by
the users during 2006. However, the breakdown in Fig.4 shows that P2P traffic is
mainly responsible for the large number of RST packets seen in todays networks.
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5.2 Differences in Option Deployment

Finally, deployment of the most popular TCP options during connection estab-
lished has been investigated for P2P and Web traffic (Table 1). For each of the
four most popular TCP options, three different possibilities are distinguished: es-
tablished - the option usage was successfully negotiated in SYN and SYN/ACK
packets; neglected - the option usage was proposed in the SYN, but not included
in the SYN/ACK; and none - the option was not seen in the connection.

MSS SACK WS TS

estab. 99.9% 91.0% 14.9% 8.8%

neglected 0.1% 6.5% 0.6% 1.0%

none 0.0% 2.5% 84.5% 90.2%

(a) TCP Options in P2P Conn.

MSS SACK WS TS

estab. 99.6% 65.7% 16.0% 13.4%

neglected 0.4% 27.9% 4.3% 4.3%

none 0.0% 6.4% 79.7% 82.3%

(b) TCP Options in HTTP Conn.

Table 1. Differences in TCP Option Deployment

Option usage turned out to be remarkably constant, with neither longitudi-
nal nor diurnal trends. However, it is surprising to find such notable differences
in option usage between traffic classes, considering that protocol stacks in the
operating system, and not applications, decide about option usage. The MSS
option is almost fully deployed, which agrees with the fact that the MSS option
is set by default in all common operating systems. The SACK permitted option,
in fact also a default option, is commonly proposed by initiating hosts, but is in
28% of the Web connections neglected. Interestingly, this fraction is significantly
smaller in the case of P2P traffic, with only 6.5% neglecting SACK support.
While Linux hosts have the Window Scale (WS) and Timestamp (TS) options
enabled by default, Windows XP does not actively use the options, but replies
with WS and TS when receiving SYN packets with the particular option. This
policy is well reflected by P2P connections, where WS and TS are rarely ne-
glected, but either established or not used at all. HTTP connections do not
really reflect this assumption, with 4.3% of WS and TS requests neglected by
servers. However, WS and TS are established more often within Web traffic.
We suspect that the usage of WS and TS options within P2P traffic somewhat
reflects the proportions of Linux (WS and TS enabled by default) and Windows
systems (WS and TS disabled actively, but responding to request) on the links
measured. The differences in option deployment for Web traffic however stem
from a differing communication nature. While Web traffic represents classical
client server communication, with one dedicated server involved, P2P repre-
sents a loose network of regular user workstations. Web-servers, as a central
element, can thereby influence the behavior of larger numbers of connections.
This suspicion is further confirmed by the fact that a majority of the HTTP
connections neglecting usage of SACK are directed to less than 100 web-servers,
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which consistently do not respond with SACK options. Such central elements
do not exist in P2P overlay networks. Furthermore, web-servers are more likely
to be customized or optimized due to their specific task, whereas user worksta-
tions usually keep default settings of the current operating system. Some active
measurement samples taken in October 2007 proved that popular web-servers,
like google, yahoo and thePirateBay, still neglect SACK, WS or TS options.

6 Summary and Conclusions

In order to study trends and differences within the main traffic classes on the
Internet, aggregated backbone traffic has been collected during two campaigns
in spring and fall 2006 [11]. The collected packet level data has then been sum-
marized on flow level. The resulting connections have finally been classified into
P2P, Web and malicious traffic, using a connection pattern classification method
[9]. An analysis revealed that overall traffic volumes are increasing for both TCP
and UDP traffic, with highest activities at evenings. On diurnal basis, P2P and
HTTP traffic exhibit different peak times. P2P traffic was found to be clearly
dominating with 90% of the transfer volumes, especially during evening and
night times. In contrast, HTTP traffic has its main activities (9% of the data-
volumes) during office hours. Similar diurnal patterns have been observed in
terms of connection numbers, even if P2P connections are not as dominating
as in the case of data volumes. This indicates that P2P connections typically
carry more data than Web traffic. Malicious and attack traffic is responsible for
a substantial part of all TCP connections and UDP flows, but plays a minor
role in terms of data volumes since it typically consists of 1-packet flows only.
It was interesting to observe that the fraction of malicious TCP and UDP flows
remained constant in absolute numbers both on diurnal and longitudinal basis,
even though traffic volumes generally increased. This shows that malicious traf-
fic (e.g. scanning attacks) forms a constant background noise on the Internet.
In terms of connection signaling behavior, major differences between the three
traffic classes have been highlighted. The number of unsuccessful P2P connection
attempts, which already dominated the P2P connection breakdown in spring,
was shown to have increased further until fall. We conclude, that the large frac-
tion (43%) of 1-packet flows on one hand and the large average data amounts per
P2P connection on the other hand indicate a pronounced ’elephants and mice
phenomenon’ (Pareto principle) [7] within P2P flow sizes. Regarding termina-
tion behavior, P2P connections exhibit a clear trend towards higher fractions of
proper closings in fall. HTTP connections on the other hand appear to behave
comparable well according to specification at all times.
Finally, also TCP option deployment was shown to differ significantly between
P2P and Web traffic. While P2P traffic rather reflects an expected behavior
considering the default setting in popular operating systems, HTTP shows ar-
tifacts of the traditional client server pattern, with some dedicated web-servers
neglecting negotiation for certain TCP options. This is especially true for the
SACK option. We conclude that even though SACK is deployed by almost all
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P2P hosts and web-clients, a number of web-servers still neglect its usage. It is
unclear to us, however, for which reasons web-server software or administrators
would choose not to take advantage of certain TCP features, like SACK.
In the presented study, differences between traffic classes have been found in all
aspects discussed, even if not always expected. The results provide researchers,
developers and practitioners with novel, detailed knowledge about trends and in-
fluences of different traffic classes in current Internet traffic. The data analyzed
was collected on a highly aggregated backbone link during a substantial time
period, thus reflecting contemporary traffic behavior on one part of the Internet.
Besides the general need of the networking and network security community to
understand the nature of network traffic, information about behavior differences
as seen ’in the wild’ can be important when developing network applications,
protocols or even network infrastructure. Furthermore, the results form valuable
input for future simulation models.
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